AGENDA
BOTHELL PLANNING COMMISSION
Bothell City Hall, 18415 101st Avenue NE
Wednesday, March 6, 2019, 6:00 PM

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENTS
a. An opportunity for members of the audience to address the Board on a topic NOT
scheduled for a public hearing on this evening’s agenda. Please limit comments to 3
minutes per speaker.
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
a. None
4. NEW BUSINESS
a. Council Liaison Report
5. PUBLIC HEARING – Continued from February 27, 2019
a. Small Cell Wireless Concealment Code amendments
6. STUDY SESSION
a. Approved 2019 Planning Docket
7. OLD BUSINESS
8. REPORTS FROM STAFF
a. PSRC Open House regarding the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the
VISION 2050 update – Monday March 18 from 4 to 6 PM – Police Department Community
Room
b. WSDOT Open House regarding I-405 Improvements – Monday March 18 from 5 to 7 PM –
City Hall Council Chambers
9. REPORTS FROM MEMBERS
10. ADJOURNMENT

Official tapes of meetings are available through the Community Planning Division.
SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS: The City of Bothell strives to provide accessible meetings for people with disabilities. If special accommodations are required,
please contact the ADA Coordinator at 425-806-6150 at least three days prior to the meeting.

Projected Schedule of Land Use Items as of March 4, 2019

City Council (CC) meetings, shown in bold, start at 6 p.m. unless otherwise noted.
Planning Commission (PC) meetings, shown in italics, start at 6 p.m. unless otherwise noted.
Shorelines Board meetings shown in normal text, start at 6 p.m. unless otherwise noted.
Meetings are held in the City Hall building at 18415 101st Avenue NE unless otherwise noted.
For planning purposes only: schedule subject to change without notice
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MEMORANDUM

Community Development
DATE:

March 6, 2019

TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Michael Kattermann, Community Development Director
Bruce Blackburn, Senior Planner

SUBJECT:

Public Hearing - Small Cell Wireless Concealment standards for Downtown Design
District

Objective
Tonight’s public hearing is a continuation of the Small Cell Wireless Code amendments public hearing
held by the Planning Commission on February 27, 2019.

Policy Consideration
On January 8, 2019 the City Council adopted an interim ordinance amending the Bothell Municipal Code
(BMC) regulating wireless communications facilities (Chapter 12.11 BMC). The interim ordinance was
crafted to be compliant with Federal regulations adopted by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), and contains provisions related to permit time limitations, review and approval criteria and several
other specific requirements. The interim ordinance will be replaced with a permanent ordinance later this
year.
An important element of the interim ordinance that remains to be completed is aesthetic, design and
concealment standards for Small Cell Wireless (SCW) facilities within the Downtown Design District.
Those standards are the subject of this evening’s continued hearing.

Background
On February 6, 2019, the Planning Commission received a briefing from city staff and two wireless
providers about small cell wireless facilities. The purpose of the briefing and the subsequent public
hearing on February 27 was to address the provisions of the new rules governing these facilities issued
by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The FCC rules severely restrict the ability of local
jurisdictions to regulate small cell facilities within the public right-of-way. The rules also established
deadlines for the adoption of local regulations to comply with the rules. City Council adopted an interim
ordinance on January 8. The next deadline for establishing regulations for special design districts (i.e.
downtown) is April 14.
Because the City has made a significant investment in the redevelopment of downtown, including the
appearance and design of infrastructure (e.g. landscaping, walkways, pavement, light poles) there is a
need to protect that investment by establishing appropriate aesthetic, design and concealment standards
for SWC within the public right-of-way. The Planning Commission continued the public hearing to March
6 in order to consider revisions to the draft amendments based on public comment and Planning
Commission direction.
The City Council is currently scheduled to act on the Planning Commission’s recommendation on April 2,
the last regular meeting before the April 14 deadline. In order to prepare the materials for the City
Council, staff is requesting that the Planning Commission take additional public testimony, close the
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hearing, and formulate the Commission’s recommendation to Council at the March 6 Commission
meeting.

Discussion
At its February 27, 2019 Public Hearing, the Planning Commission directed Staff and legal counsel to
implement the following within the Second Draft of the small cell Code amendments:
The Commission desires a hierarchical approach to small cell facilities where the first preference would
be to locate the small cell facility outside the Downtown Design District. If, however, an applicant
successfully demonstrates the small cell facility cannot be placed outside the Design District the small
cell facility must be designed according to the following hierarchical preferences:
• Be placed underground, except antennas and antenna supports;
• If the equipment cannot be placed underground, the equipment shall be as small (volume) as
technically feasible and be concealed within the pole or incorporated within street furniture;
• In all instances, the new or replacement street light standards (light or utility pole) must duplicate
the appearance mandated by the Bothell Design and Construction Standards;
• New street light design details (referenced in the Second Draft) will be adopted into the Bothell
Standards; and
• Other minor word changes as identified by the Commission.

Public Hearing Process
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff presentation of the second draft
Commission questions of staff
Public Testimony
Commission deliberation
Close the public hearing
Commission action

Recommended Action
Move to forward a recommendation to the City Council to adopt an Ordinance amending Chapter 12.11
BMC implementing Downtown Design District aesthetic, design and concealment standards.

Attachments
1. Second Draft of Downtown Design District Regulations Sections 12.11.100; 12.11.110; 12.11.120;
and, 12.11.130.
2. Second Draft of Planning Commission Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Recommendation
3. Exhibits received to date
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First Draft – Small Cell Wireless Facilities - Concealment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Note:
Text in underline is new addition – strikethrough means deleted language. Normal text is existing
Interim Ordinance language that is not proposed for change

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

This division of chapter 12.11 BMC provides aesthetic, design and concealment standards and permit
and review procedures for small wireless facilities. These provisions are intended to provide objective
design criteria to assist in minimizing the visually obtrusive impacts that can be associated with wireless
communications facilities and to encourage creative approaches in the location and construction of
wireless communications facilities. All permits necessary for the deployment of small wireless facilities
and, if applicable an application for Franchise, shall be consolidated for review and a decision rendered
to the full extent feasible with the safe harbors or presumptively reasonable time periods established by
47 CFR 1.6003.

20

12.11.110

21
22
23
24
25

Small wireless deployment includes small wireless facilities and small wireless networks. The following
provisions establish design and concealment standards for small wireless deployments, provided,
however, that any small wireless or small wireless network component that is not exempt under law or
ordinance from SEPA, Shorelines, or Critical Area review pursuant to Titles 13 and 14 shall comply with
all the applicable requirements of those Titles 13 and 14 BMC.

26
27
28
29
30
31

A.
Utility poles and structures in areas other than the Design District and underground areasdistricts.
Eligible small wireless facilities permitted under the provisions of a franchise approval where the
franchisee has submitted aesthetic, design and concealment exhibits with the franchise agreement and
has received City-approval of the aesthetic, design and concealment mechanisms within those exhibits,
the franchisee’s small wireless facilities shall be considered to have satisfied the design and concealment
standards when installed on utility poles and structures within the public right-of-way.

32
33
34
35

B.
Small wireless deployments on existing utility poles or street light standards not approved
pursuant to a franchise. Small wireless deployments on existing utility poles that have not been approved
as an exhibit to the franchise or as a minor deviation thereto shall comply with the provisions of BMC
12.11.120 and 12.11.130 and must seek approval pursuant to a permit issued as provided in this chapter.

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

C.
Replacement utility pole - street lighting. With the express permission of the City and the pole
owner, a replacement or new utility pole, or a new utility pole new or replacement street light standard
may be permitted in the form of a new streetlight standard. The design of the all street light standards
shall be in accordance with this Chapter and the Bothell Design and Construction Standards and
Specifications (Bothell Standards)adopted City construction standards when located outside of any the
Design District or underground areadistrict. Replacement utility poles/street light standards located within
athe Design District or underground area shall conform to the adopted design and concealment
provisions of this chapter and the Bothell Standardsstreetscape design standard for the Design District.

Note:
Only those Code sections directly related to the Design District (Downtown) standards are included
here and the other small cell concealment provisions are included here.
Division II
12.11.100

Wireless communication design standards – Small wireless facilities.

Small wireless deployment.
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1
2

Wherever technologically feasible, all equipment and cabling shall be internal to the replacement utility
pole or street lighting standard.

3
4
5
6
7
8

D.
Undergrounded areas. Areas In areas where utilities have been undergrounded, shall be deemed
an underground area wherein alla service providers or infrastructure companiesy desiring to locate any
above-ground infrastructure in support of a small wireless deployment shall submit a concealment
element plan in accordance with the provisions of BMC 12.11.1320(F) which shall include placing as
much of the small wireless equipment underground as is technically feasible.

9

12.11.120

Designated Design District

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

A.
Design District. A design district is established by reference to the 2018 Bothell Design and
Construction Standards (Bothell Standards) at 3-9.6, beginning at page 3-32 and Table 3-9(1), including
the associated map, as amended, and those provisions and details of the Bothell Standards are
incorporated by this reference as fully as if herein set forth. This Design District creates a wellcoordinated, cohesive downtown experience. This area designated in the Bothell Standards and the
rights-of-way of the streets designated in Table 3-9(1) is designated as a Design District for the purpose
of the application of the provisions of this chapter. This Design District creates a well-coordinated,
cohesive downtown experience. The city has made a multimillion dollar investment in the streetscape
represented by the streets in the Design District. Because the rights-of-way of the designated streets
within the Design District are relatively narrow in depth and the streets are adjacent to and surrounded
by other street rights-of-way as well as public and private property that offer alternative opportunities for
small wireless deployments, the alteration of the Design District streetscape and ornamental utility
structures is strongly discouraged. Wireless providers are encouraged to begin design of their local
networks in a manner that avoids locating facilities within the Design District rights-of-way.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

B.
Any applicant who desires to place a small wireless facility in the Design District must demonstrate
through technical analysis and other information as required by the Director first establish that the
applicant cannot locate the small wireless facility adjacent to or outside of the Design District recognizing
that alternative rights-of-way are close to and surround the Design District. Applications for small wireless
facilities in the Design District may only be approved if the applicant demonstrates that due to technical
infeasibility the applicant cannot locate the proposed small wireless facility on an existing or replacement
pole within 500 feet of the proposed site and outside of the Design District.

31
32
33
34
35
36

C.
Applications for small wireless facilities within the Design District are subject to Type I review, and
the proposed small wireless facility will only be permitted if it receives approval for a concealment element
design consistent with BMC 12.11.130(F)(3), 12.11.120(D), and the . Furthermore, wireless facilities
within the Design District must comply with the design and construction standards established in the
Bothell Standards at 3-9.6 relating to street light standards to the extent reasonably applicable or
adaptable to a proposed facility.

37
38
39
40
41

D.
Design District Aesthetic and Concealment Requirements. An applicant who successfully
demonstrates that the small wireless facility cannot be located outside the Design District pursuant to
12.11.120(B), shall provide technical analysis and other information as identified by the Director that
demonstrates the small wireless facility occupies the minimum volume, size, footprint, height, and visual
appearance technically feasible including:

42
43
44

1.
Small wireless equipment, excepting only antennas, antenna shrouds, antenna mounts, and cutoff switches, shall, to the maximum extent technically feasible, be placed underground. Only if the
applicant demonstrates it is technically infeasible to place the small wireless equipment underground
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1
2

may an applicant propose placement of the equipment above ground, provided however, that all above
ground equipment shall be concealed by according to the following hierarchical preference:

3
4
5
6

a.
Incorporate equipment within dual purpose street furniture such as benches, refuse containers,
tables, chairs, and other city-approved furniture that include space for an equipment enclosure. The
design, appearance and placement of such dual purpose furniture shall be consistent with the Bothell
Standards;

7
8
9

b.
Contain equipment within the utility pole of street light fixture itself provided the diameter of the
pole is not increased more than technically feasible and the appearance matches the fixture specified for
that location within the Bothell Standards;

10
11
12

c.
Place equipment at the base of the utility pole or street light fixture within an enclosure that is
cylindrical in shape, is the minimum dimension technically feasible and is painted to match the utility pole
or street light fixture color;

13
14
15

d.
Only if, due to technical infeasibility, equipment cannot be placed consistent with the above
preferences, an applicant may propose mounting equipment upon a new or existing utility pole or street
light standard consistent with the following:

16

(1)

Above ground equipment shall be the minimum volume technically feasible;

17

(2)

All equipment shall be enclosed within a solid, durable cabinet;

18

(3)

Equipment enclosures shall match the color of the pole as specified within the Bothell Standards;

19
20
21

(4)
A minimum clear overhead dimension as established within the Bothell Standards shall be
maintained between the bottom of the enclosure and the sidewalk or ground surface beneath the
enclosure; and

22
23

(5)
The equipment shall be placed to have the least possible impact upon the light distribution of the
street light fixture.

24
25
26

2.
Pole extensions that support antennas and antenna mounts installed on existing light standards
shall match the shape of the configuration, vertical taper and color, of the utility pole or street light
standard as specified within the Bothell Standards;

27
28
29

3.
Antennas and antenna shrouds or skirts shall be the smallest volume technically feasible and
shall match the shape, color and appearance of the street light fixture specified within the Bothell
Standards. All antenna shrouds or skirts shall be either octagonal or cylindrical in shape;

30
31
32
33

4.
The maximum allowed height of a small wireless facility pole extension within the Design District
shall be the minimum height that is technically feasible to allow the function of the small cell device. No
facility shall exceed the heights established within the Bothell Design and Construction Standards unless
the applicant can establish that the height limitation would violate the provisions of federal law; and

34
35
36

5.
All new or replacement utility pole or street light standards shall be consistent with the aesthetic,
design and concealment treatments of the Bothell Standards.
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1
2
3
4
5

Note:
Additions to the Bothell Standards. The following table and the draft details (drawings) on the
following pages will be placed within the Bothell Standards in the same general location as the current
Downtown light fixture details. They are provided here to visually describe the above requirements.

6
Table 3-9(2)
DOWNTOWN BOTHELL SMALL CELL WIRELESS
STREETLIGHT TREAMENTS
Street Name
Street
Standard
Designation Detail #

SMALL CELL
TREATMENT
Small Cell Wireless
treatment Detail #

Bothell Way NE
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)

Primary

D310

SCD310

Bothell Way NE
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)

Primary

D311

SCD311

Main Street
(104th Ave to 98th St)
Bothell Way NE (N of
Reder Wy)
Beardslee Blvd
Bothell Wy NE/SR 522
(180th St to Kaysner Wy)

Primary

D310

SCD310

Secondary

D313

SCD313

Secondary

D311

185th Street 98th Avenue
Pop Keeney Road

NE 180th Street NE 186th
Street Reder Way
NE 183rd Street 101st
Avenue NE
Any other designated Fabric
Streets
Bothell Way NE/SR 522
(West City Limits to 180th)

SCD311

Fabric

D311

SCD311

Primary

D314

SCD314

7
8
9
10
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1
2
3
4

Note:
Draft Detail SCD310 depicts the fixture for primary streets such as the Boulevard or Main Street. This
dual lamp (acorns) fixture appears to lend itself well to a single pole extension and the small cell
antenna placed between the lights.

5
6
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First Draft – Small Cell Wireless Facilities - Concealment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Note:
Draft Detail SCD311 is the single lamp fixture (adjacent to City Hall) placed along the ‘Fabric’ or smaller
streets. This single lamp fixture does not lend itself well to an extension because the SCW antenna
would have to be placed atop the lamp or, if placed beneath the lamp the lamp would be too high to
achieve its pedestrian scale illumination. The proposed details within the design and construction
standards would require SCW facilities to be installed on new small cell dedicated poles with no lights if
the small cell is installed along a fabric street. The downside to this approach is the potential for a
proliferation of poles along these Fabric Streets which would be visually undesirable.

9
10
11
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1
2
3

Note:
Draft Detail SCD313 is designated for secondary streets including Bothell Way NE, core locations along
SR 522 and Beardslee Blvd.

4
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1
2
3

Note:
Draft Detail SCD314 is designated for primary, higher speed streets including SR-522 away from the
Downtown core.

4
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1
2

Note:
Figure 3-9(1) identifies the street types within the Downtown Design District.

3
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1

12.11.130

2

Small wireless facility deployments shall conform to the following design standards:

3
4
5

A.
Non-wooden pole design standards. Small wireless facilities attached to existing or replacement
non-wooden light poles and other non-wooden poles in the right-of-way or non-wooden poles outside of
the right-of-way shall conform to the following design criteria:

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1.
Antennas and the associated equipment enclosures (including disconnect switches and other
appurtenant devices) shall be fully concealed within the pole, unless such concealment is demonstrated
to be otherwise technically infeasible, or is incompatible with the pole design, then the antennas and
associated equipment enclosures must be camouflaged to appear as an integral part of the pole or flush
mounted to the pole, meaning no more than six (6) inches off of the pole, and must be the minimum size
necessary for the intended purpose, and shall not to exceed the volumetric dimensions of small wireless
facilities as established in this Chapter. If the equipment enclosure is permitted on the exterior of the
pole, the applicant is required to place the equipment enclosure behind any banners or road signs that
may be on the pole, provided that such location does not interfere with the operation of the banners or
signs.

16
17
18

2.
All conduit, cables, wires and fiber must be routed internally within the light pole. Full concealment
of all conduit, cables, wires and fiber is required within mounting brackets, shrouds, canisters, or sleeves
if attaching to exterior antennas or equipment.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

3.
An antenna on top of an existing pole may not extend more than six (6) feet above the height of
the existing pole and the diameter of the antenna and any shroud surrounding the antenna may not
exceed sixteen (16) inches, as measured at the top of the pole, unless the applicant can demonstrate
that more space is needed. The antennas shall be integrated into the pole design so that it appears as
a continuation of the original pole, including being colored or painted to match the pole color, and shall
be shrouded or screened to blend with the pole, except for canister antennas which shall not require
separate shrouding or screening. All cabling and mounting hardware/brackets from the bottom of the
antenna to the top of the pole shall be fully concealed and integrated with the pole.

27
28

4.
Any replacement pole shall substantially conform to the design of the pole it is replacing or the
neighboring pole design standards utilized within the contiguous right-of-way.

29
30
31

5.
The height of any replacement pole may not extend more than ten (10) feet above the height of
the existing pole or the minimum additional height technically feasiblenecessary; provided that the height
of the replacement pole cannot be extended further by additional antenna height.

32
33
34
35
36

6.
The diameter of a replacement pole shall comply with the City’s setback and sidewalk clearance
requirements and shall, to the extent technically feasible, not be more than a 25% increase of the existing
non-wooden pole measured at the base of the pole, unless additional diameter is needed in order to
conceal equipment within the base of the pole, and shall comply with the requirements in subsection E(4)
below.

37
38
39
40

7.
The use of the pole for the siting of a small wireless facility shall be considered secondary to the
primary function of the pole. If the primary function of a pole serving as the host site for a small wireless
facility becomes unnecessary, the pole shall not be retained for the sole purpose of accommodating the
small wireless facility and the small wireless facility and all associated equipment shall be removed.

Design and concealment standards for small wireless deployments
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1
2

B.
Wooden pole design standards. Small wireless facilities located on wooden poles shall conform
to the following design criteria:

3
4
5
6
7

1.
The wooden pole at the proposed location may be replaced with a taller pole for the purpose of
accommodating a small wireless facility; provided, that the replacement pole shall not exceed a height
that is a maximum of ten (10) feet taller than the existing pole, unless a further height increase is required
and confirmed in writing by the pole owner and that such height extension is the minimum extension
possible to provide sufficient separation and/or clearance from electrical and wireline facilities.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2.
A pole extender may be used instead of replacing an existing pole but may not increase the height
of the existing pole by more than ten (10) feet, unless a further height increase is required and confirmed
in writing by the pole owner and that such height increase is the minimum extension possible to provide
sufficient separation and/or clearance from electrical and wireline facilities. A “pole extender” as used
herein is an object affixed between the pole and the antenna for the purpose of increasing the height of
the antenna above the pole. The pole extender shall be painted to approximately match the color of the
pole and shall substantially match the diameter of the pole measured at the top of the pole.

15
16
17

3.
Replacement wooden poles must either match the approximate color and materials of the
replaced pole or shall be consistent with the standard new wooden pole used by the pole owner in the
City.

18
19

4.
Antennas, equipment enclosures, and all ancillary equipment, boxes, and conduit shall be colored
or painted to match the approximate color of the surface of the wooden pole on which they are attached.

20
21

5.
Antennas and supporting equipment shall not be mounted more than twelve (12) inches from the
surface of the wooden pole.

22
23
24

6.
Antennas should be placed in an effort to minimize visual clutter and obtrusiveness. Multiple
antennas are permitted on a wooden pole provided that each antenna enclosure shall not be more than
three (3) cubic feet in volume.

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

7.
A canister antenna may be mounted on top of an existing wooden pole, which may not exceed
the height requirements described in subsection B(1) above. A canister antenna mounted on the top of
a wooden pole shall not exceed sixteen (16) inches in width or diameter, as measured at the top of the
pole, and shall be colored or painted to match the pole. The canister antenna must be placed to look as
if it is an extension of the pole. In the alternative, the applicant may propose a side mounted canister
antenna, so long as the inside edge of the antenna is no more than twelve (12) inches from the surface
of the wooden pole. All cables shall be concealed either within the canister antenna or within a sleeve
between the antenna and the wooden pole.

33
34
35
36
37

8.
An omni-directional antenna may be mounted on the top of an existing wooden pole, provided
such antenna is no more than four (4) feet in height and is mounted directly on the top of a pole or
attached to a sleeve made to look like the exterior of the pole as close to the top of the pole as technically
feasible. All cables shall be concealed within the sleeve between the bottom of the antenna and the
mounting bracket.

38
39
40
41

9.
All related equipment mounted on wooden poles, including but not limited to ancillary equipment,
radios, cables, associated shrouding, microwaves, and conduit, shall not be mounted more than six (6)
inches from the surface of the pole, unless a further distance is technically required and is confirmed in
writing by the pole owner.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10.
Equipment for small wireless facilities must be attached to the wooden pole, unless otherwise
permitted to be ground mounted pursuant to subsection (E)(1). The equipment must be placed in the
smallest enclosure possible for the intended purpose. The equipment enclosure and all other wireless
equipment associated with the utility pole, including wireless equipment associated with the antenna and
any pre-existing associated equipment on the pole, may not exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. Multiple
equipment enclosures may be acceptable if designed to more closely integrate with the pole design and
does not cumulatively exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. The applicant is encouraged to place the
equipment enclosure behind any banners or road signs that may be on the pole, provided that such
location does not interfere with the operation of the banners or signs.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

11.
An applicant who desires to enclose both its antennas and equipment within one unified enclosure
may do so, provided that such enclosure is the minimum size necessary for its intended purpose and the
enclosure and all other wireless equipment associated with the pole, including wireless equipment
associated with the antenna and any pre-existing associated wireless equipment on the pole does not
exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. The unified enclosure may not be placed more than six (6) inches
from the surface of the pole, unless a further distance is required and confirmed in writing by the pole
owner. To the extent possible, the unified enclosure shall be placed so as to appear as an integrated part
of the pole or shall be placed behind banners or signs, provided that such location does not interfere with
the operation of the banners or signs.

19
20

12.
The visual effect of the small wireless facility on all other aspects of the appearance of the wooden
pole shall be minimized to the greatest extent possible.

21
22
23
24
25

13.
The use of the wooden pole for the siting of a small wireless facility shall be considered secondary
to the primary function of the pole. If the primary function of a pole serving as the host site for a small
wireless facility becomes unnecessary, the pole shall not be retained for the sole purpose of
accommodating the small wireless facility and the small wireless facility and all associated equipment
shall be removed.

26
27
28

14.
The diameter of a replacement pole shall comply with the City’s setback and sidewalk clearance
requirements and shall not be more than a 25% increase of the existing utility pole diameter as measured
at the base of the pole.

29
30
31

15.
All cables and wires shall be routed through conduit along the outside of the pole. The outside
conduit shall be colored or painted to match the pole. The number of conduit shall be minimized to the
number technically necessary to accommodate the small wireless.

32
33

C.
Small wireless facilities attached to existing buildings, shall conform to the following design
criteria:

34
35

1.
Small wireless facilities may be mounted to the sides of a building if the antennas do not interrupt
the building’s architectural theme.

36

2.

37
38

3.
New architectural features such as columns, pilasters, corbels, or other ornamentation that
conceal antennas may be used if it complements the architecture of the existing building.

39
40

4.
Small wireless facilities shall utilize the smallest mounting brackets necessary in order to provide
the smallest offset from the building.

The interruption of architectural lines or horizontal or vertical reveals is discouraged.
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1
2
3

5.
Skirts or shrouds shall be utilized on the sides and bottoms of antennas in order to conceal
mounting hardware, create a cleaner appearance, and minimize the visual impact of the antennas.
Exposed cabling/wiring is prohibited.

4

6.

5
6

7.
Small wireless facilities attached to new or existing buildings within the Downtown Subarea shall
conform to the building design criteria of Chapter 12.64 BMC.

7
8

D.
Small wireless facilities mounted on cables strung between existing utility poles, known as strandmounted facilities, shall conform to the following standards.

9

1.

Each strand mounted facility shall not exceed three (3) cubic feet in volume;

10

2.

Only one strand mounted facility is permitted per cable between any two existing poles;

11
12
13

3.
The strand mounted devices shall be placed as close as possible to the nearest utility pole, in no
event more than five (5) feet from the pole unless a greater distance is instance technically necessary or
is required by the pole owner for safety clearance;

14
15

4.
No strand mounted device shall be located in or above the portion of the roadway open to
vehicular traffic;

16
17

5.
Ground mounted equipment to accommodate a shared mounted facility is not permitted except
when placed in pre-existing equipment cabinets; and

18

6.

19
20

7.
Such strand mounted devices must be installed to cause the least visual impact and without
excess exterior cabling or wires (other than the original strand).

21

8.

Strand mounted facilities are prohibited on or between non-wooden poles.

22

E.

General requirements.

23
24
25
26

1.
Ground mounted equipment in the rights-of-way is prohibited, unless such facilities are placed
under ground or the applicant can demonstrate that pole mounted or undergrounded equipment is
technically infeasible. If ground mounted equipment is necessary, then the applicant shall submit a
concealment element plan. Generators located in the rights-of-way are prohibited.

27

2.

28
29
30

3.
Small wireless facilities are not permitted on traffic signal poles unless denial of the siting could
be a prohibition or effective prohibition of the applicant’s ability to provide telecommunications service in
violation of 47 USC § 253 and 47 USC § 332.

31
32
33
34
35
36

4.
Replacement poles and new poles shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
City construction and sidewalk clearance standards, city ordinance, and state and federal laws and
regulations in order to provide a clear and safe passage within the rights-of-way. Further, the location of
any replacement or new pole must: be physically possible, comply with applicable traffic warrants, not
interfere with utility or safety fixtures (e.g., fire hydrants, traffic control devices), and not adversely affect
the public welfare, health or safety.

Small wireless facilities shall be painted and textured to match the adjacent building surfaces.

Pole mounted equipment shall comply with the requirements of subsections A and B above.

No equipment shall be operated so as to produce noise in violation of Chapter 8.26 BMC.
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1
2

5.
Replacement poles shall be located as near as possible to the existing pole with the requirement
to remove the abandoned pole.

3
4
5
6
7

6.
No signage, message or identification other than the manufacturer’s identification or identification
required by governing law is allowed to be portrayed on any antenna or equipment enclosure. Any
permitted signage shall be located on the equipment enclosures and be of the minimum amount possible
to achieve the intended purpose (no larger than 4x6 inches); provided that, signs are permitted as
concealment element techniques where appropriate and authorized.

8
9

7.
Antennas and related equipment shall not be illuminated except for security reasons, if required
by a federal or state authority, or unless approved as part of a concealment element plan.

10
11
12

8.
Side arm mounts for antennas or equipment must be the minimum extension necessary and for
wooden poles may be no more than twelve (12) inches off the pole and for non-wooden poles no more
than six (6) inches off the pole.

13
14

9.
The preferred location of a small wireless facility on a pole is the location with the least visible
impact.

15
16

10.
Antennas, equipment enclosures, and ancillary equipment, conduit and cable, shall not dominate
the structure or pole upon which they are attached.

17
18

11.
Except for locations in the right-of-way, small wireless facilities are not permitted on any property
containing a residential use in the residential zones.

19
20
21
22

12.
The City may consider the cumulative visual effects of small wireless facilities mounted on poles
within the rights-of-way in when assessing proposed siting locations so as to not adversely affect the
visual character of the City. This provision shall not be applied to limit the number of permits issued when
no alternative sites are reasonably available nor to impose a technological requirement on the applicant.

23
24
25
26
27

13.
These design standards are intended to be used solely for the purpose of concealment and siting.
Nothing herein shall be interpreted or applied in a manner which dictates the use of a particular
technology. When strict application of these requirements would unreasonably impair the function of the
technology chosen by the applicant, alternative forms of concealment or deployment may be permitted
which provide similar or greater protections from negative visual impacts to the streetscape.

28
29

F.
New poles in the rights-of-way for small wireless facilities and all installations in the Design
District.

30

1.

31
32
33
34

a.
The proposed small wireless facility cannot be located on an existing utility pole or light pole, on
an electrical transmission tower, or on a site outside of the public rights-of-way such as a public park,
public property, building, transmission tower, or in or on a non-residential use in a residential zone
whether by roof or panel-mount or separate structure;

35
36

b.
The proposed small wireless facility receives approval for a concealment element design, as
described in subsection 3 below;

37
38

c.
The proposed small wireless facility also complies with the Shoreline Management Act, Growth
Management Act, and SEPA, if applicable; and

New poles within the rights-of-way are permitted only if the applicant can establish that:
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1
2
3

d.
No new poles shall be located in a critical area or associated buffer required by the City’s Critical
Areas Management ordinanceRegulations (Chapter 1214.04 BMC), except when determined to be
exempt pursuant to said ordinance.

4

2.

5
6
7
8

3.
The concealment element design shall include the design of the screening, fencing, or other
concealment technology for a tower, pole, or equipment structure and for all related transmission
equipment or facilities associated with the proposed small wireless facility, including but not limited to
fiber and power connections.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

a.
The concealment element design should seek to minimize the visual obtrusiveness of the small
wireless facility. The proposed pole or structure should have similar designs to existing neighboring poles
in the rights-of-way, including similar height to the extent technically feasible. If the proposed small
wireless facility is placed on a replacement pole in the Design District, then the replacement pole shall
be of the same general design as the pole it is replacing, unless the Public Works and Community
Development directors otherwise approve a variation due to aesthetic or safety concerns. Any
concealment element design for a small wireless facility on a decorative pole should attempt to mimic the
design of such pole and integrate the small wireless facility into the design of the decorative pole. Other
concealment methods include, but are not limited to, integrating the installation with architectural features
or building design components, utilization of coverings or concealment devices of similar material, color,
and texture as the surface against which the installation will be seen or on which it will be installed,
landscape design, or other camouflage strategies appropriate for the type of installation. Applicants are
required to utilize designs in which all conduit and wirelines are installed internally in the structure.
Further, applicant designs should, to the extent technically possible, comply with the generally applicable
design standards adopted herein.

24
25
26
27
28

b.
If the Director has already approved a concealment element design either for the applicant or
another small wireless facility along the same public right-of-way or for the same pole type, then the
applicant shall utilize a substantially similar concealment element design, unless it can show that such
concealment element design is not physically or technologically feasible or that such deployment would
undermine the generally applicable design standards.

29
30
31
32

4.
Even if an alternative location is established pursuant to subsection (A)(1) and (A)(2), the Director
may determine that a new pole in the right-of-way is in fact a superior alternative based on the impact to
the City, the concealment element design, the City’s Comprehensive Plan, and the added benefits to the
community.

33
34
35
36

5.
Prior to the issuance of a permit to construct a new pole or ground mounted equipment in the
right-of-way, the applicant must obtain a site-specific agreement from the City to locate such new pole or
ground mounted equipment. This requirement also applies to replacement poles where the overall height
of the replacement pole and the proposed small wireless facility is more than sixty (60) feet.

37
38
39
40
41

6.
These design standards are intended to be used solely for the purpose of concealment and
siting. Nothing herein shall be interpreted or applied in a manner which dictates the use of a particular
technology. When strict application of these requirements would unreasonably impair the function of
the technology chosen by the applicant, alternative forms of concealment or deployment may be
permitted which provide similar or greater protections of the street scape.

An application for a new pole is subject to a Type I review.
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Proposed Code Amendments
Regarding Small Cell Wireless Concealment
Regulations
Planning Commission Findings, Conclusions and
Recommendation
Findings
1.

History. This item was initiated by City Council as part of the 2018 Docket of Plan and
Code Amendments.

2.

Geographic Location. The proposed Code amendments would apply City-wide.

3.

Proposed Action. The proposed Code amendments would amend Chapter 12.11 BMC
regulating concealment and aesthetics provisions of Small Cellular Wireless (SCW)
Facilities specifically within the Downtown Design District.

4.

Public Meetings. The Planning Commission held a Study session on February 6, 2019
and public hearings on February 27, and March 6, 2019.

5.

Public Notice. Public notice for the proposed code amendments was provided through
the following methods:
a. Imagine Bothell... notice. The City of Bothell provides a monthly notice to citizens,
interested parties and news media which, in general, describes upcoming hearings,
the topics of those hearings, and explains potential ramifications of decisions which
may occur from actions of the City. This notice is provided at the end of the month for
the subsequent month’s hearing schedule. The Imagine Bothell… notice also contains
information which directs inquiries to city staff, the City web page, and telephone
contact numbers.
Notice of the public hearing dates for the proposed code amendment was published
in the February 2019 and March 2019 editions of the Imagine Bothell… notice.
b. The Imagine Bothell... notice is sent via e-mail and/or regular U.S. Postal Service mail
to all parties who have signed up for the service.
c. The Imagine Bothell... notice is published in the City’s Newspaper of Record.
d. The Imagine Bothell... notice is also posted on the City’s web page at
www.bothellwa.gov.
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e. The City maintains a number of public notice boards which are placed throughout the
City at certain accessible and visible locations. Each of these notice boards contains
a plastic box where extra copies of the Imagine Bothell... notice are stored and are
available for retrieval by any interested citizen. These boxes are filled with paper
copies of the notice each month.

f. The Imagine Bothell… notice is also publicly posted at City Hall, the Municipal Court
Building, and the Bothell Post Office.

g. The Planning Commission Agenda Packet which contains the materials provided to
the Commission is posted on the City’s web page before each Wednesday evening
Planning Commission meeting.

Planning Commission Deliberations
6.

The Planning Commission makes the following specific findings regarding the proposed
Code amendments. These findings are based upon public testimony, information provided
to the Planning Commission, and Planning Commission deliberations.

7.

The increasing use of smart phones and other personal wireless devices and the
increasing amount of data transmission generated by those devices has resulted in a need
to expand the wireless network infrastructure. Wireless infrastructure is constructed by
private wireless services companies. So called, ‘macro’ wireless facilities such as cell
towers and cell monopoles provide cell ‘coverage’ to large geographic areas. Macro cell
facilities are usually installed on private property. Small cell facilities are designed to
provide more data transmission capacity and cover much smaller geographic areas.
Small cell facilities also fill in the ‘coverage gaps’ of macro facilities and are typically
installed in public rights-of-way.

8.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) recently adopted a Regulatory Ruling,
Order and Regulation (“FCC Order”) governing small wireless facilities, which imposes
limitations on the processing of all permits associated with the deployment of small
wireless facilities, establishes that Cities allow small wireless facilities as a franchise
within public rights-of-way and allows jurisdictions to adopt aesthetic, design and
concealment standards for such deployments within identified design districts.

9.

The City has made a significant investment that is quite literally in the millions of dollars in
the appearance and design of the Downtown Subarea including the creation of design
standards for street light fixtures and utility and light poles within certain public rights-ofway. Those public rights-of-way are identified within the Bothell Design and Construction
Standards (Bothell Standards) Figure and Table 3-9(1). These streets are considered the
Downtown Design District for the purposes of these SCW Standards. The Bothell
Standards are adopted by reference within Chapter 17.02 BMC.

10.

The Planning Commission finds that the specified design streets are in close
approximation to many streets that are not designed for these special designs leaving
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several options available to wireless providers to locate small wireless facilities outside of
the Design District. Further, the City has other sites available within the Downtown Design
District that could accommodate small cell wireless facilities without the need to alter the
street light standards located within the Design District.
11.

Given the findings above, the Planning Commission recommends a hierarchical approach
to the placement of small cell wireless facilities where providers would be required to
demonstrate that small cell facilities could not, for technical reasons, be placed upon nondesign district light standards or utility poles.

12.

Should it be necessary to place a small cell wireless facility upon a street light standard or
utility pole within the Downtown Design District, the applicant should ensure that antennas,
antenna shrouds, support fixtures and equipment are the smallest volume technically
feasible. This reduces the visual impact upon the Downtown Design District while
accommodating small cell wireless facilities.

13.

Any regulations crafted for this Code amendment should allow for the continued growth of
small cell wireless date transmittal, accommodate new wireless technology, comply with
the FCC Order, and implement the City’s aesthetic, design and concealment objectives
for the Downtown Design District and Subarea.

14.

Because SCW facilities are often placed in City rights-of-way the Code amendments focus
on aesthetic, design and concealment standards that integrate SCW facilities with
Downtown Design District’s light and pole appearance standards as specified in Details
D310, D311, D 313 and D 314 of Bothell Standards.

15.

The Planning Commission has reviewed information from Staff, received presentations
from Small Cell Wireless Companies, taken public testimony and deliberated on the
record and finds that the proposed Small Cell Wireless Concealment provisions as
recommended within Attachment 1 to these findings make appropriate aesthetic, design
and concealment standards for the Downtown Design District.

16.

Consistency with Imagine Bothell… Comprehensive Plan Policies.
The Imagine Bothell… Comprehensive Plan contains the following Policies which directly
supports the proposed Code amendments:
UT- P13 Ensure utility facilities are designed in such a manner as to minimize adverse
aesthetic impacts on surrounding land uses.
UT- P16 Support improvements to the telecommunications system which facilitate
business, educational, and recreational activities and ensure that Bothell
maintains a competitive advantage in attracting and retaining businesses.

17.

Department of Commerce Review.
The proposed Code amendments were sent to the Department of Commerce for state
expedited review on March 4, 2019.
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18.

State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Review.
A SEPA Determination of Non-Significance (DNS) will be issued immediately following
formation of the Planning Commission Recommendation.

16.

List of Exhibits.
1. Letter from Verizon Wireless dated February 27, 2019 with attachments.
2. Letter from AT&T dated February 27, 20198 with attachments.
3. Downtown Design District Standards as published within the Bothell Design and
Construction Standards (Bothell Standards).

Conclusions
1.

The potential Code amendments have been drafted, noticed, reviewed by the public and
considered by the Planning Commission in accordance with all applicable laws of the State
of Washington and the City of Bothell.

2.

The potential Code amendments are necessary to comply with an FCC Order, provide a
desired service to residents and businesses within the City of Bothell and maintain
appropriate aesthetic, design, and concealment standards for the Downtown Design
District.

3.

The potential Code amendments are in the best interest of the public health, safety and
welfare.

Recommendation
Based upon these findings and conclusions, the Planning Commission recommends the City
Council adopt the proposed Code amendments which are Exhibit A to these Findings,
Conclusions and Recommendations.

David Vliet, Planning Commission Chair

Legal Review of proposed amendments: Paul Byrne, City Attorney
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February 27, 2019
Mr. David Vliet, Chair
Bothell Planning Commission
18415 101st Avenue NE
Bothell, WA 98011
SENT VIA EMAIL:

bruce.blackburn@bothellwa.gov

Re: Agenda Item #4/Small Wireless Concealment Code Amendments
Dear Chair Vliet and Commissioners:
On behalf of AT&T, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed small wireless
regulations for the City of Bothell (the “City”).
AT&T supports the City’s efforts to update its wireless code to conform with federal law and reflect
the latest in wireless technology. AT&T further appreciates the opportunity it had at your last
meeting to present examples of its small wireless facility designs.
Prior to the City’s adoption of the interim ordinance addressing small wireless facilities, AT&T
provided the City a redline of suggested changes. In reviewing the staff report for tonight’s hearing,
it appears that only the suggested revisions in BMC 12.11.100-.130 are proposed for your
consideration. AT&T requests that you consider its comments on the various other sections of
BMC Chapter 12.11, and enclosed is an updated version of those comments. In a separate redline,
we have enclosed comments on recently revised BMC 12.11.100-.130 (Design District Standards).
Small Wireless Facility Design Standards
As you know, the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) recently adopted an Order1
addressing a local jurisdiction’s regulation of small wireless facility deployment. Much of the FCC
Order went into effect on January 14, 2019.
Under the FCC Order, aesthetic regulations for small wireless facilities apply to the extent they are
reasonable, technically feasible, objective, no more burdensome than those applied to other types
of infrastructure deployments, and published in advance.2 Each small wireless facility standard
must be technically feasible for all carriers.
Consistent with the FCC Order, AT&T suggests the City’s proposed small wireless facility
standards, including the Design District standards, be revised as follows:

Accelerating Wireless and Wireline Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment,
Declaratory Ruling and Third Report and Order, WT Docket No. 17-79, WC Docket No. 17-84, FCC 18-133 (rel. Sept. 27,
2018); 83 Fed. Reg. 51867 (Oct. 15, 2018)(“FCC Order”).
2 FCC Order, paras. 86-87.
1

DENVER

SAN FRANCISCO

meridee.pabst@wirelesspolicy.com
1420 NW Gilman Blvd Ste #9030
Issaquah WA 98027

LOS ANGELES

www.wirelesspolicy.com

SEATTLE

PORTLAND
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•

•
•
•

Allow more than approximately 14 feet in height for Detail SDC 311(single lamp
fixture). Page 6 of draft Design District standards. We see that other details allow the
minimum additional height technically feasible, but Detail SDC 311 appears to cap height
on new small wireless poles at approximately 14 feet. This height is substantially lower
than the height the FCC definition allows for small wireless facilities (50 feet) and
insufficient for adequate performance of the small wireless facility.
Clarify that, within Design Districts, equipment is allowed within the pole and within the
base of the pole.
Qualify other applicable standards to apply “to the extent technically feasible.”
Add other clarifications as shown in the enclosed redlined drafts.

Additional Changes for Conformance with Federal Law and Internal Consistency
AT&T further suggests that the City otherwise revise its interim ordinance to conform with federal
law and for internal consistency. For example, the review periods (“shot clocks”) in Division III
of BMC Chapter 12.11 require some changes for consistency with the FCC Order, as indicated in
the enclosed redline. As another example, the application submittal requirements for small wireless
facilities appear to be covered by two sections (BMC 12.11.070 and 12.11.140), creating confusion
with regard to the applicable requirements. Please see the enclosed redlined draft for further details.
AT&T appreciates your consideration of its comments and for all of the efforts by Bothell’s leaders
and staff to establish workable policies for wireless providers, including AT&T, and the people
living and working in the City. AT&T looks forward to continuing to participate in the ongoing
code change process.
Very truly yours,

Meridee E. Pabst
Enclosures:

Redline of BMC 12.11.100-.130 (Design District Standards)
Redline of Interim Ordinance (adopted 01-08-2019)

cc: Bruce Blackburn, Senior Planner
Michael Kattermann, Community Development Director

ORDINANCE NO. ______ (2018)
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON,
AMENDING TITLE 11, SECTION 11.04.007 EXEMPTION FROM
PROJECT PERMIT APPLICATION PROCESSING, TITLE 12 ZONING,
CHAPTER 12.11 WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
REGARDING THE DEPLOYMENT OF SMALL WIRELESS FACILITIES
WITHIN THE PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY.

WHEREAS, chapter 12.11 BMC provides for bulk and review procedures
applicable to the installation of wireless communications facilities in the various zones of
the City, and
WHEREAS, the City Council deems it to be in the public interest to establish time
limits on the processing of wireless facility permits known as “shot clocks” as required
by federal law and regulation such as 47 U.S.C. §1455(a), 47 CFR 1.6003, and 47
CFR 1.400016100, and
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WHEREAS, federal law and regulation sets time limits on the processing of
applications for eligible facility requests to expand existing structures which do not
substantially change the height or profile of the structures used to collocate wireless
communications facilities, and
WHEREAS, Eligible Facilities Requests which would not substantially change the
height or profile cannot be denied and/or are deemed approved if not acted upon within
sixty (60) days of the receipt of an application, and
WHEREAS, federal law imposes a ninety (90) day time limit or “shot clock” on
consideration of applications for the collocation of wireless communications facilities
other than small wireless facilities on existing towers and base stations and a one
hundred and fifty (150) day shot clock for the consideration of all requests to install new
antenna support structures other than small wireless facilities, and
WHEREAS, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) adopted a
Regulatory Ruling, Order and Regulation governing small wireless facilities that
imposes limitations on the processing of all permits associated with the deployment of
small wireless facilities;
WHEREAS, the FCC Order will require the City to adopt aesthetic standards for
such deployments and to utilize a consolidated process emphasizing administrative
review in order to comply with federal safe harbors or presumptively reasonable time
limits for review; and
WHEREAS, the City Council acknowledges that the growing use of smart phones
and other personal wireless devices creates a substantial need for wireless data
{WSS1753711.DOCX;6/00004.080059/ }
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transmission and therefore deems it in the public interest to adopt the federal guidelines
by separate contemporaneous action while integrating the provisions for small wireless
permitting in the code in order to ensure for the speedy review of applications.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL DOES
ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
The Bothell Municipal Code Section 11.04.007 and the
corresponding sections of Ordinance No. 1815, 2000 are hereby amended to read as
follows, with new text shown by underline and deletions shown by strikethrough; all
other provisions of this section shall remain unchanged and in full force.
11.04.007

Exemptions from project permit application processing.

A.
Whenever a permit approval in this code has been designated as a type 1, II, III
or IV permit, the procedures in this title shall be followed in project permit processing.
The following permits or approvals are, however, specifically excluded from the
procedures set forth in this title:
1.

Landmark designation;

2.

Street vacations under chapter 25.70 RCW;

3.
Street use permits, including permits issued for the installation of small
wireless facilities in the opened public right-of-way;
4.

Other approvals relating to the use of public area; and

5.
Other project permits, whether administrative or quasi-judicial that the City
Council has determined by resolution presents special circumstances that
warrant a different review process.
*** No further amendments to 11.04.007 ***
Section 2. The Bothell Municipal Code Chapter 12.11 Wireless Communications
Facilities and the corresponding portions of Ordinance No. 2110 (2013) are hereby
amended to read as follows, with new text shown by underline and deletions shown by
strikethrough. All other provisions of these sections shall remain in full force and effect

Chapter 12.11
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
12.11.010
Policies, purpose and goals.
A.
Provision of Opportunities for Wireless Providers. This chapter is designed to
provide opportunities for WCFs consistent with the statutory rights of wireless
communication service providers while providing for an orderly development of the city
{WSS1753711.DOCX;6/00004.080059/ }
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and protecting the health, safety, and general welfare of the city’s residents and
property owners.
B.
Preservation of Character of City. A primary objective of this chapter is to
preserve the existing visual and aesthetic character of the city and its neighborhoods,
as well as minimizing the noise impacts generated by WCFs. Preserving the visual and
aesthetic character of the city includes the protection of views within the city which
create a special character for the community, high property values and a tax base
sufficient to support the city’s operations and limiting the intrusion of noise, visual, and
aesthetic impacts associated with commercial and other uses into residential
neighborhoods.
C.

Goals. The goals of this chapter include:
1.
Establishing development regulations consistent with the Imagine
Bothell... Comprehensive Plan, adopted July 31, 1995, as subsequently updated;
2.

Providing sites for locating WCFs;

3.
Providing WCFs and infrastructure a regulatory process free from
significant gaps in coverage designed to serve local regulation that could
effectively prohibit wireless communication providers from serving the city, and
its residential, educational, public safety and all other commercial users, as well
as visitors, who use wireless services from as well as providing consumers a
choice of providers that compete on the basis of cost as well as with continuous
improvements in quality, reliability, and innovation;
4.
Encouraging the use of appropriate technology designs that haves
minimal adverse environmental, noise, and visual impacts on the city and the
prompt removal of abandoned facilities;
5.
Prioritizing the location of WCFs upon existing nonresidential structures, in
such a manner that the WCF is integrated, or appears to be integrated, into the
structure;
6.
Establishing standards for WCFs to mitigate the visual and noise impacts
associated with those facilities;
7.
Facilitating the use of developed streets for WCFs to reduce the impact of
WCFs upon residential areas of the city where the siting of WCFs in residential
zoning districts is necessary or desired by a WCF provider;
8.
Facilitating the use of existing high voltage transmission towers in a
private rights-of-way in commercial and certain mixed-use zones for WCFs to
reduce the need of such facilities within residential areas and to reduce the
impacts of WCFs upon residential and other properties; and
9.

Encouraging the development of WCFs on a competitively neutral basis.
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12.11.020
Definitions.
A.
“Antenna” means an apparatus designed for the purpose of emitting
radiofrequency (RF) radiation, to be operated or operating from a fixed location
pursuant to FCC authorization, for the provision of personal wireless service and any
commingled information services. For the purposes of this definition, the term antenna
does not include an unintentional radiator, mobile station or device authorized by Title
15 of Title 47 of the Code of the Federal Register. a specific device, the surface of which
is used to transmit and/or receive radio-frequency signals, microwave signals, or other
signals transmitted to or from other antennas for commercial purposes.
B.
“Antenna array” means two or more devices used for the transmission or
reception of radio frequency signals, microwave or other signals for commercial
communications purposes.
C.
“Antenna height” means the vertical distance measured from finished grade to
the highest point of the antenna. Measurement of tower height shall include antenna,
base pad, and other appurtenances. If the support structure is on a sloped grade, then
the average between the highest and lowest grades shall be used in calculating the
antenna height.
D.
Applicant” means any person, firm or entity seeking to place a WCF within the
boundaries of the city.
E.
“Approved small wireless facility”: Any small wireless facility that has received all
required permits.
F.
“Base station”: A structure or equipment at a fixed location that enables FCClicensed or authorized wireless communications between user equipment and a
communications network. The term does not encompass a tower as defined herein nor
any equipment associated with a tower. Base Station includes, without limitation:
1.
Equipment associated with wireless communications services as well as
unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services such as microwave
backhaul.
2.
Radio transceivers, antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic cable, regular and
backup power supplies, and comparable equipment, regardless of technological
configuration (including Distributed Antenna Systems (“DAS”) and small wireless
networks.
3.
Any structure other than a tower that, at the time the relevant application is
filed with the City under this section, supports or houses equipment described in
subparagraph (1) and (2) above that has been reviewed and approved under the
applicable zoning or siting process, or under another state or local regulatory
review process, even if the structure was not built for the sole or primary purpose
of providing that support.
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The term does not include any structure that, at the time the relevant application is filed
with the City under this section, does not support or house equipment described in
subparagraph (1) and (2) above.
G.
“Camouflaged” means the use of shape, color and texture to cause an object to
appear to become a part of something else, usually a structure, such as a building, wall
or roof. “Camouflage” does not mean invisible, but rather appearing as part or exactly
substantially like the structure used as a mount.
H.

As used in this chapter, the term “city” means the city of Bothell, Washington.

I.
“Concealment” means fully hidden from view. For example, a WCF is concealed
when it is completely hidden or contained within a structure, such as a building, wall or
roof. The aesthetic and concealment provisions of Division II, of this Chapter 12.11
BMC govern the deployment of small wireless facilities.
J.
“Developed street” and “right-of-way” means any public right-of-way classified as
an alley (in commercial areas only), residential access street, collector street, minor
arterial, or principal arterial and which is partially or fully developed and devoted to
transportation use by the public at large. The term shall be interpreted to be
synonymous with the term right-of-way as defined in RCW 35.99.010(5).
K.
”Disguised” means that a WCF is changed to appear to be something other than
what it really is. For example, WCFs are sometimes disguised to appear as trees or
flagpoles.
L.
“Eligible Facilities Request”: Any request for modification of an existing tower or
base station that does not substantially change the physical dimensions of such tower
or base station, involving:
1.

Collocation of new transmission equipment;

2.

Removal of transmission equipment; or

3.

Replacement of transmission equipment.

M.
“Eligible Support Structure”: Any tower or base station as defined in this section,
provided that it is existing at the time the relevant application is filed with the City.
N.
“Emergency notification services” means services that notify the public of an
emergency.
O.
“Emergency services” means 911 emergency services and emergency
notification services.
P.
“Emergency support services” means information or database management
services used in support of emergency services.
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Q.
“Equipment enclosure” or “base station” means a structure, shelter, cabinet, box
or vault designed for and used to house and protect the electronic equipment necessary
and/or desirable for processing wireless communication signals and data, including any
provisions for mechanical cooling equipment, air conditioning, ventilation, or auxiliary
electric generators.
R.
“Existing”: a constructed tower or base station is existing if it has been reviewed
and approved under the applicable zoning or siting process, or under another state or
local regulatory review process, provided that at tower that has not been reviewed and
reviewed because it was not in a zoned area when it was built but was lawfully
constructed, is existing for purposes of this section.
S.

“FCC” means the Federal Communications Commission.

T.
“Guyed tower” means a vertical support structure which is usually over 100 feet
tall, which consists of metal crossed strips or bars, and is steadied by wire guys in a
radial pattern around the tower.
O. “Height” means the vertical distance measured from pre-existing ground level to
the highest point on the WCF, including but not limited to the antenna or antenna array.
U.
“Lattice tower” means a wireless communication support structure that consists
of metal crossed strips, bars, or braces, forming a tower which may have three, four, or
more sides.
V.
“Licensed carrier” means any person, firm or entity licensed by the FCC to
provide personal wireless services and which is in the business of providing the same.
W.
“Monopole tower” or “monopole” means a vertical support structure, consisting of
a single vertical pole, typically with a platform or bracket for mounting multiple antennas.
X.
“Mount” depending on its context, may means any mounting device or bracket
which is used to attach an antenna or antenna array to a street pole, building, structure,
lattice tower or monopole or. Mount is the structure or surface upon which personal
wireless communication facilities are mounted.
Y.
“Panel antenna” means a directional antenna designed to transmit and/or receive
signals in a directional pattern.
Z.
“Small wireless facility” and “small wireless network” areis defined in accord with
47 CFR 1.6002(l).
AA. “Street pole” means telephone, electric, or cable television poles located in a
developed street.
BB. “Structure” means a pole, tower, base station or other building, whether or not it
has an existing antenna facility, that is used or to be used for the provision of personal
wireless service (whether on its own or comingled with other types of service).
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CC. “Substantial change”: A modification substantially changes the physical
dimensions of an eligible support structure if it meets any of the following criteria:
1.
For towers other than towers in the public right-of-way, it increases the
height of the tower by more than 10% or by the height of one additional antenna
array with separation from the nearest existing antenna not to exceed twenty
feet, whichever is greater; for other eligible support structures, it increases the
height of the structure by more than 10% or more than ten feet, whichever is
greater;
2.
For towers other than towers in the public right-of-way, it involves adding
an appurtenance to the body of the tower that would protrude from the edge of
the tower more than twenty feet, or more than the width of the tower structure at
the level of the appurtenance, whichever is greater; for other eligible support
structures, it involves adding an appurtenance to the body of the structure that
would protrude from the edge of the structure by more than six feet;
3.
For any eligible support structure, it involves installation of more than the
standard number of new equipment cabinets for the technology involved, but not
to exceed four cabinets; or, for towers in the public right-of-way and base
stations, it involves installation of any new equipment cabinets on the ground if
there are no pre-existing ground cabinets associated with the structure, or else
involves installation of ground cabinets that are more than 10% larger in height or
overall volume than any other ground cabinets associated with the structure;
4.

It entails any excavation or deployment outside the current site;

5.
or

It would defeat the concealment elements of the eligible support structure;

6.
It does not comply with conditions associated with the siting approval of
the construction or modification of the eligible support structure or base station
equipment, provided, however, that this limitation does not apply to any
modification that is non-compliant only in a manner that would not exceed the
thresholds identified above.
DD. “ Temporary WCF” means a nonpermanent WCF installed on a short-term basis,
for the purpose of evaluating the technical feasibility of a particular site for placement of
a WCF, or for providing emergency communications during a natural disaster or other
emergencies which may threaten the public health, safety and welfare, for providing
service during a special event, or for other purposes approved by the City under Section
12.11.030. Examples of temporary WCFs include, but are not limited to, placement of
an antenna upon a fully extended bucket truck, crane, or other device capable of
reaching the height necessary to evaluate the site for placement of a WCF.
EE. “Utility pole”: a structure designed and used primarily for the support of electrical
wires, telephone wires, television cable, traffic signals, or lighting for streets, parking
areas, or pedestrian paths.
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FF.
“View corridor” means scenic views of natural and built areas and features,
including, but not limited to: tree-covered hillsides; the “feathered edge” along ridgelines
surrounding the city; views of the built environment which contain significant
architectural or historical features; natural features such as lakes, rivers, streams or
mountains; an area of landscaping of local or regional significance; or a public art work.
GG. “Whip antenna” means an omni-directional antenna designed to transmit and/or
receive signals in a 360-degree pattern.
HH. “Wireless communications facilities (WCFs)” means any unstaffed facility for the
transmission and/or reception of wireless communications services.
II.
“Wireless communication services” means any of the technologies as defined by
Section 704(a)(7)(c)(i) of the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, including
cellular, PCS, enhanced specialized mobile radio (ESMR), specialized mobile radio
(SMR), and paging.
12.11.030025

Exemptions.

The following are exempt from the provisions of this chapter and shall be permitted in all
zones:
A.
Industrial processing equipment and scientific or medical equipment using
frequencies regulated by the FCC.
B.

Radar systems for military and civilian communication and navigation.

C.
Wireless radio utilized for temporary emergency notifications in the event of a
disaster, and police, fire and first responder communications facilities; provided,
however, that joint use networks such as the Public Safety Broadband Network (First
Net) which also provides commercial telecommunications services to the public shall be
subject to this chapter.
D.

Licensed amateur (ham) radio stations.

E.
Satellite dish antennas less than two meters in diameter, including direct to home
satellite services, when used as a secondary use of the property.
F.
Routine maintenance, or repair, or replacement of a personal wireless service
facility and related equipment (excluding structural work or changes in height or
dimensions of antennas, towers, or buildings); provided, that compliance with the
standards of this title are maintained.
G.
Subject to compliance with all other applicable standards of this title, a building
permit application need not be filed for emergency repair or maintenance of a personal
wireless service facility until 30 days after the completion of such emergency activity.
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H.
A cell on wheels or other temporary personal wireless telecommunications facility
shall be permitted at a time and manner as determined by the City.
I.
Automated meter reading (AMR) facilities for collecting utility meter data for use
in the sale of utility services, except for whip and other antennas greater than two feet in
length; so long as the AMR facilities are within the scope of activities permitted under a
valid franchise agreement between the utility service provider and the City.
J.
Stand-mounted and other stand-alone wireless local area network (“Wi-Fi”)
antennae less than 1.5 cubic feet in total volume when installed pursuant to a valid
franchise and certified as compliant with FCC regulations governing radio frequency
(“RF”) emissions. This exception does not apply to telecommunications facilities larger
in scale or electrical power.
12.11.040030

General provisions.

A.
The placement or modification of any WCF at any location within the city is
subject to the provisions of this chapter.
B.
WCFs other than small wireless facilities shall not be permitted on any building or
structure within an area of the city zoned exclusively R 40,000 through R 2,800,
including the SSHO and MHP overlay zones, except as specified in BMC 12.11.050040.
C. WCFs located within a designated critical area, as defined by BMC 14.04.005, shall
comply with the requirements of Chapter 14.04 BMC.
C.
Unless specifically exempted by law or ordinance WCFs located within a
designated critical area, a Shorelines Management area or which is subject to SEPA
shall comply with the requirements of Titles 13 and14 BMC.
D.
Lattice and guyed towers shall not be permitted in any zoning district. Monopoles
shall be permitted only as specified in BMC 12.11.050040.
12.11.050040 WCFs – Permitted locations.
The following siting standards shall apply to all new WCFs:
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Visual,
Dimensional
Noise
and
Zone Designation
Permitted Uses
Equipment
Standards
Enclosure
Standards
Exclusive residential
WCFs with antennas on
As per BMC
As per BMC
zones (R 40,000 –
street poles are permitted 12.11.070(A) 8.256.040
R 2,800, including MHP Small wireless facilities are 12.11.130
and WAC
and SSHO overlays)
permitted
173-60-040
Outside of the right-of-way As per BMC
WCFs attached to
12.11.090 (B),
nonresidential, mixed use, (E) and (F)
and multi-family residential
structures and existing
monopole and lattice
towers are permitted
New monopoles on
As per BMC
nonresidential properties
12.11.090 (D)
with a CUP
Commercial zones (NB, Small wireless facilities
As per BMC
As per BMC
CB, GC, LI, OP) and
WCFs within developed
12.11.130 (A) 8.26.040 and
mixed-use zones (SR
streets are permitted
WAC U173522, GDC, DT, DN, DC, WCFs attached to existing As per BMC
60-040
and those containing
commercial nonresidential, 12.11.090 (B)
R 4,000, R 2,800 or R- or mixed-use, and multiAC as components)
family residential buildings
are permitted
WCFs attached to existing As per BMC
high voltage transmission 12.11.090 (D)
towers are permitted
Monopoles are permitted As per BMC
outside of the public right- 12.11.090 (D)
of-way. New monopoles
are limited to the zones
listed below.
New monopoles not to exceed 110 feet in height, unless additional height is
demonstrated to be technically necessary to prevent cover a significant gap in coverage
an effective prohibition of service as certified by the provider’s licensed radio frequency
engineer and with approval of the director, are permitted in the following zones:
A.
Properties which contain the specific zoning classification combination of: CB,
OP, LI and R-AC.
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B.
Commercial zones which have the exclusive combination of R-AC, CB and OP
as a zoning classification and which are located in areas lying within 400 feet of the
Interstate 405 right-of-way and more than 100 feet east of the SR-527 right-of-way.
C.
Commercial zones which have the exclusive combination of OP and LI as a
zoning classification.
D.
Other commercial or mixed-use zones and public lands as provided by the siting
hierarchy in BMC 12.11.080.
E.

On nonresidential properties in residential zones as a conditional use.
DIVISION I
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES (WCFs)

12.11.060050

WCF permit required – Type of action and expiration.

A WCF permit shall be required prior to the construction or installation of each new
WCF other than a temporary WCF or small wireless facility as defined herein. See
Division II of this chapter for permit requirements for small wireless facilities.
Maintenance of existing facilities, including replacement of antennas and other
equipment, will only require a building permit. Modifications to existing facilities are
allowed pursuant to See Division III of this chapter 12.11._____ BMC for provisions
relating (to Eligible Facilities Requests). All other requests to increase or expand the
number and size of WCF facilities shall comply with the requirements Divisions I and II
of this chapter. There may be a one-time increase in the number and/or size of the
antennas by up to 50 percent, with a minimum allowance of three new antennas,
without a full WCF permit. The director may allow additional antennas and other
equipment through a building permit if the dimensions of the antenna support structure
or equipment area are not substantially changed. For the purposes of BMC Title 11,
WCF and small wireless facility permits shall be designated as Type I project permit
applications. No public notice shall be required for such permits.
A.
A WCF permit shall expire, and an application for a building permit must be filed
within, two years from the date of issuance; except that permits issued through
December 31, 2011, shall expire four years from the date of issuance. The director is
authorized to approve a request for an extended expiration date where a construction
schedule is provided by the applicant and approved prior to permit issuanceexpiration.
B.
Every permit which has been expired for less than one year may be renewed for
a period of one year for an additional fee, based on the valuation of the work remaining,
as long as no changes have been made to the originally approved plans. For permits
that have been expired for longer than one year, a new permit must be obtained, and
full new fees paid. No permit shall be renewed more than once.
12.11.070060 Contents of complete application.
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An application for a WCF permit is complete for the purposes of this section when it has
been determined by the city to contain the information described below in addition to the
standard application information required under BMC Title 11, Administration of
Development Regulations, provided, however, that Small Wireless Facilities are
governed by Division II of this chapter and Eligible Facilities Requests are governed by
Division III of this chapter.12.11._____ se seq. The permit fee shall be established by
resolution of the city council. A complete application is sufficient for continued
processing even though additional information may be required, or modifications may
subsequently be made. The city’s determination of completeness shall not preclude the
city from requesting additional information or studies, either at the time of the notice of
completeness or subsequently if new information is required or substantial changes in
the application occur. A complete application for a WCF or a small wireless facility
under Division II of this Chapter shall contain:
A.
A complete application form, permit fee, and attachments signed and dated by
the owner/agent. The application shall be on a standardized form approved by the
director and provided to the applicant by the department of public works and community
development;
B.
The name, address, phone number and signature of the applicant or authorized
representative;
C.

A complete legal description of the subject property;

D.

Locational maps, including:
1.
A vicinity map showing the location of the proposed WCF and the location
of any existing WCFs of the licensed carrier within the service area when
applying the siting hierarchy in BMC 12.11.080065.
2.
A map depicting the area immediately around the proposed site, showing
the zoning designation of the subject property and of all adjacent properties;

E.
Site plans, drawn to scale, depicting the proposed and existing improvements on
the property. The site plans shall include drawings which include a plan view and
elevations, and contain the following information:
1.

Dimensions and shape of the lot, and street names;

2.
Location and dimensions of existing and proposed buildings and
structures, including setbacks;
3.
Circulation. Adjacent street improvements, curb cut locations for ingress
and egress, and parking layout in accordance with Chapter 12.16 BMC;
provided, however, that the requirements of BMC 12.16.120, Pedestrian
circulation and access, shall not apply to WCFs;
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4.
Existing and proposed landscaping, in accordance with this chapter,
including the location of significant trees with a caliper diameter exceeding eight
inches as measured four feet above grade;
5.
Existing watercourses, critical areas, utility lines, easements, deed
restrictions, rockeries, and other built or natural features restricting use of the
subject property;
6.
Preliminary grading plan depicting proposed and existing grades at fivefoot contours if grading is proposed in conjunction with the proposed WCF;
7.

Storm drainage, sidewalks, and exterior lighting;

8.

Elevations for all proposed improvements on the site;

F.
Color photographs of the existing site, and computer-generated color
photographs depicting the proposed WCF incorporated into the site (photosimulations,
or photosims). At least one color photograph and one color photosim shall be provided
depicting the site from the north, south, east and west, or fewer/different views depicting
the facility as viewed from adjacent public rights-of-way as determined by the director at
the pre-application conference;
G.
Six copies of all plans and photographs. All oversized plans shall be folded to
eight and one-half by 11 inches. One paper reduction of each oversized plan to 11 by 17
inches shall also be provided;
H.
A description of the support structure or building upon which the WCF is
proposed to be located, and the technical reasons for the design and configuration of
the WCF;
I.
A statement of whether excess space will be incorporated into the design and
configuration of the structure or building, whether excess space will remain after
installation of the proposed WCF, and whether such excess space shall be leased;
J.

Information necessary to determine the intended service area of the WCF;

K.
Design information, including equipment brochures, color and material boards,
and dimensional information;
L.
Radio Frequency (“RF”) Certification. The applicant shall submit a sworn affidavit
signed by an RF Engineer with knowledge of the proposed project affirming that the
WCF including small wireless facility deployments will be compliant with all FCC and
other governmental regulations in connection with human exposure to radio frequency
emissions for every frequency at which the facility and associated wireless backhaul will
operate. An existing franchisee applying for a permit for a WCF or a small wireless
deployment shall provide an RF certification for all facilities included in the deployment
which are to be installed by the Franchisee. If wireless facilities necessary to the WCF
are to be provided by another franchisee, the Right-of-Way Use Permit and Franchise to
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deploy such facilities shall be contingent on submittal of an RF Certification by the other
franchisee for any such facilities which produce RF emissions. If such facilities will emit
RF emissions, this additional RF Certification shall address the cumulative impact of the
RF emissions and certify compliance with federal requirements. The initial franchisee
and all implementing Right-of-Way Use Permits shall be contingent on such secondary
certification. The applicant or franchisee shall immediately remove or repair any
facilities that exceed FCC RF Emission requirements. A modification of a facility by an
Eligible Facilities Request requires a new RF certification.
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M.
Regulatory authorization. A. Issuance of the Use Permit for the facilities shall
also be contingent upon the applicant’s provision of proofevidence of FCC and or other
regulatory approvals required to provide the service(s) or utilize the technologies sought
to be installed.
L.

FCC license;

N.
Necessary information for review of environmental impacts, in accordance with
BMC Title 14, Environment;
O.

Application fee and environmental trust fee (if subject to SEPA review);

P.
Applications found to contain material errors shall not be deemed complete until
such errors are corrected;
Q.
A completed application for all related permits and approvals including right-ofway placement permit application under Chapter 17.24 BMC if the WCF is the a small
wireless facilityies is to be located within a public right-of-way;
R.
The director may waive the any specific submittal requirements set forth in
subsections (E)(3) through (E)(5) of this section when determined to be unnecessary for
review of the application;

Commented [MP11]: See comment above – SWF
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S.
The director may also require an evaluation by an independent qualified expert
regarding the applicant’s analysis and the effectiveness of any proposed mitigating
measures or programs. Recommendations regarding the least intrusive means for
closing a significant gap in coverage prevention of an effective prohibition of service
shall be included; and
T.
Recognizing that small wireless technology is rapidly evolving the director is
authorized to promulgate and publish standards for the technological and structural
safety of City owned light, traffic and other structures and to formulate and publish
applications question for use when an applicant proposes to attach to or replace a city
owned structure.
12.11.080065

Siting hierarchy.
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Except for small wireless facilities, sSiting of WCF facilities, antennas or support
structures shall adhere to the siting hierarchy of this section.
Only small wireless facilities are permitted within the right-of-way.
The order of ranking for antennas or antenna support structures, from highest to lowest,
shall be 1 to 45. Where a lower ranking alternative is proposed, the applicant must file
relevant information including but not limited to an affidavit by a licensed radio
frequency engineer demonstrating that despite diligent efforts to adhere to the
established hierarchy within the geographic search area, higher ranking options are not
technically feasible or justified given the location of the proposed wireless
communications facility and the need to cover significant gaps in network coverage
prevent theo effective prohibition of service.
Example:
A new WCF is proposed; the applicant demonstrates that the new facility cannot be
sited under hierarchy 1. The applicant then demonstrates the new facility cannot be
sited under hierarchy 2. The applicant then moves to hierarchy 3 and is able to propose
a site.
A.

Antenna Siting Hierarchy (does not apply to small wireless facilities).
1.

A WCF that is:
a.
A concealed WCF that is attached to an existing antenna support
structure:

(1)

Located within city-classified principal arterial right-of-way,
(1)

Located on a high voltage electrical transmission tower,

(2)

Collocated with another WCF, or

(3)
Within public parks, public open spaces, or on other publicly
owned land; or
b.
A monopole-style WCF with antennas in a canister that is located
within commercial zones as permitted in BMC 12.11.050040 and in public
parks, public open spaces, or on other publicly owned land.
2.
A concealed WCF that is attached to an existing antenna support
structure:
a.

In a minor arterial right-of-way; or
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a.
Located on the roof of any building in the commercial zones listed
in BMC 12.11.050040.
3.

A WCF that is:
a.
A concealed WCF that is attached to an existing antenna support
structure:

(1)

Located in a collector arterial right-of-way;
(1)
Located on the roof of any commercial or mixed use building
in the mixed use zones listed in BMC 12.11.050040; or
(2)
Located in a residentially zoned area on a parcel not used
for residential purposes;
b.
A monopole-style WCF that is located in a residentially zoned area
on a parcel not used for residential purposes.

4. A concealed WCF that is attached to a new antenna support structure within an
arterial right-of-way.
4.
WCF not meeting any of the options in Tiers 1 through 4, when no
reasonable alternative exists and denial would constitute an effective prohibition
of service, consistent with the provisions of BMC 12.11.050040.
B.
Base Station or Equipment Enclosure Hierarchy (does not apply to small wireless
facilities). Siting of base stations shall adhere to the siting hierarchy of this subsection.
The order of ranking, from highest to lowest, shall be 1, 2, and 3. Where a lower ranking
alternative is proposed, the applicant must demonstrate that a higher-ranking option is
not technically feasible, or justified given the location or size of the proposed base
station.
Hierarchy:
1.
A base station that is underground and where the top of the vault is flush
with the surrounding grade within city rights-of-way.
2.
a.

A base station that is:
Attached to an antenna support structure located within city rights-of-way;
a.
Placed within an existing building, provided the use of the building
is not single-family residential; or
b.
On the roof of an existing building, provided the use of the building
is not single-family residential and is not visible from the street.
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3.

A base station that is:
a.
On adjacent property and concealed in the same manner as
concealed WCF (i.e., the base station is not readily identifiable as such
and is designed to be aesthetically compatible with existing and proposed
building(s) and uses on a site); or
b.
On adjacent property; provided, that the base station is fenced and
landscaped; or
c.

Inside a building; or

d.
Otherwise located so as not to be open or visible to public view
(e.g., in a forested area surrounded by vegetation so that the base station
is not open to public view).
12.11.090070

Visibility and dimensional standards.

All WCFs locating within the city of Bothell that are within the dimensional thresholds in
the following section shall go through the standard review process. Proposed WCFs
that exceed these dimensional standards will be designed to have the minimum impact
feasible, as certified by the provider’s licensed radio frequency engineer and as
approved by the director. Only small wireless facilities may be located in the right-ofway and shall comply with the requirements of Division II of this chapter.
A.

Street Pole Mounted WCFs.

1. Location. In exclusively residential zones, including SSHO and MHP overlay zones,
ground-mounted equipment shall be located as close as possible to the intersection of
the public right-of-way boundary and the side property line of the abutting property, but
in no case shall any portion of said equipment be located more than six feet from either
side of said intersection.
2. Antennas. Antennas shall be mounted on street poles. Only one WCF shall be
permitted on any street pole. Antennas shall be either fully concealed within a canister
or flush mounted to the street pole. Antennas not flush mounted on the side of the street
pole shall be centered on the top of the street pole to which they are mounted and
camouflaged or disguised.
An additional 15 feet is allowed, either for a new street pole with flush mounted
antennas or a pole-top mounted canister. Any such mount shall not be greater in
diameter than the existing street pole and shall be designed to blend into the colors and
textures of the existing street pole.
A.

General Requirements: Equipment enclosures and above-ground equipment.
1.

Equipment Enclosures in Residential Zones and Public Streets.
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a.

Dimensions.
(1)
Aboveground Ground-mounted equipment enclosures shall
not be greater than 480 square feet in area.
(2)
Below ground equipment enclosures in public streets shall
not be greater than 480 square feet in area and shall have the
smallest access door feasible.
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b.
Appearance. Aboveground equipment enclosures shall be
constructed and screened so as to minimize their visual impact from the
developed street and adjacent properties. Such screening shall consist of
a sight-obscuring wood fence, evergreen plantings spaced so as to
obscure sight, or a combination of the two, as determined by the director
to be most effective.
2.
43. Aboveground Ground-mounted Equipment – Not Located within
Public Rights-of-Way.
a.
Appearance. Ground-mounted equipment enclosures shall be
painted a natural, nonreflective color so as to blend in with the
surroundings. Any new building or structure constructed for housing
equipment, other than self-contained equipment cabinets, shall be
designed and constructed to be architecturally compatible with buildings in
the immediate vicinity and to blend into the surroundings. The exterior of
all such buildings or structures shall be finished with masonry or siding
and shall have a peaked roof. Buildings or structures with non-masonry
exterior finishing shall be painted a natural, nonreflective color. Prefabricated concrete and metal structures shall not be permitted unless
treated with a facade meeting the requirements of this subsection.
b.
Screening and Noise Standards. Unless the aApplicant
demonstrates that the proposed WCF will generate no increased sound
levels, as measured at the property line of the subject property at any time
of day or night, ground-mounted equipment cabinets and equipment
enclosures shall be surrounded with a solid masonry or concrete wall on
all four sides, comprised of at least four inches of solid masonry or
concrete components. Said wall shall be located within five feet of any
noise source associated with the equipment enclosure and shall have a
height that is at least three feet above the highest point of the noise
source. Gates or doors providing access to areas within said wall shall be
constructed of a solid material and shall not be located on the wall
immediately adjacent to the noise source. Any such noise source shall be
oriented to minimize impacts on neighboring residential propertiesshall
provide noise mitigation to the extent necessary to meet applicable noise
standards.
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c.
Landscaping. Ground-mounted equipment enclosures which are
not required to be surrounded by a masonry or concrete wall for noise
mitigation shall be surrounded with a six-foot-tall wood fence and a fivefoot-wide landscape bed (located in front of the fence) containing Type II
landscape materials, as specified in BMC 12.18.040. Otherwise, groundmounted equipment enclosures shall be surrounded by a 10-foot-wide
landscape bed (located in front of the masonry or concrete wall of such
structure) containing Type I landscape materials, as specified in BMC
12.18.040. The requirements of this subsection may be varied by the
director on a case-by-case basis when doing so would result in a greater
degree of concealment of an equipment enclosure. Chapter 12.18 BMC
notwithstanding, the landscaping provisions of this subsection shall not be
fulfilled through use of berms or fencing.
B.
Attached WCFs (Commercial and Mixed Use Zones and Nonresidential
Structures in Residential Zones).
1.
Antennas. Roof-mounted antennas shall not exceed 15 feet above the
highest portion of the building, including the mount.
a.
Roof-mounted antennas shall be placed to the center of the roof
where possible, and shall either be completely concealed or be fully
camouflaged into the building design. This may include the construction of
false equipment penthouses on the roofs of buildings or some other
concealment type structure, the design of which is approved by the
director. When a roof mount installation is performed, the antennas,
mounting brackets and any concealment structures shall be exempt from
the height limit of the underlying zone to the extent that the total height of
such facilities does not increase the overall building height by 20 feet.
b.
Side-mounted antennas shall be mounted flush on the exterior
walls of the building, not extend above the building parapet or other roofmounted structure, and shall either be completely concealed or fully
camouflaged into the building design.
c.
Whip antennas shall be painted a neutral color, or be fully
concealed, at the discretion of the director. In determining whether to
require concealment of whip antennas, the director shall consider whether
the site line diagrams, site plans, and photosimulations submitted by the
applicant demonstrate that the whip antennas will not be visible from the
public rights-of-way adjacent to the subject property.
2.
Equipment Enclosures. Equipment enclosures shall be fully concealed
within the interior of the building itself or designed in accordance with the
following standards:
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a.
Rooftops. Equipment enclosures located on the roof of a building
shall be placed to the center of the roof where possible and shall either be
completely concealed or fully camouflaged into the building with
architecturally compatible design.
b.
Equipment Enclosures and Ground Mounted Equipment. See
subsections (A) (31) and (2) of this section.
C.

New Monopole Towers (Commercial and Mixed Use Zones).
1.
Antennas. Panel and omni-directional antennas shall be no greater in
height than 10 feet. The antenna array and mount, if any, shall extend no further
from the centerline of the pole than 15 feet measured horizontally. Antennas shall
be painted a natural, nonreflective color matching the monopole that blends into
the natural and built surroundings where it is located.
2.
Support Structure. Monopoles shall be located in such a manner that a
portion of the tower is screened by existing buildings or trees. Also, the pole shall
be painted a natural nonreflective color to blend into the surroundings. The height
of the monopole shall be no greater than 110 feet. All new monopole towers shall
be screened through the planting of at least five evergreen trees of a minimum
height of 20 feet tall and of a species approved by the director. Said trees shall
be spaced around the pole in such a manner that the maximum screening effect
is achieved. Said trees shall be planted within 30 feet of the monopole and
maintained in a healthy condition at all times. Existing trees within 30 feet of the
monopole may be used to fulfill this screening requirement. In the event that any
such tree shall become diseased or suffer other mortality, it shall be replaced with
a tree meeting the requirements of this subsection.
3.
Equipment Enclosures and Ground-mounted Equipment. See subsections
(A) (31) and (2) of this section.
4.
Setbacks. Monopole support structures and equipment enclosures shall
be constructed with a setback of at least 100 feet from any exclusively
residentially zoned property, including the SSHO and MHP overlay zones.

D.

Electric Transmission Towers outside Developed Streets (Commercial Zones).
1.
Antennas. Panel and omni-directional antennas shall be painted a color
matching the tower so as to blend into the existing tower.
2.
Equipment Enclosures and Ground-mounted Equipment. See subsections
(A) (31) and (2) of this section.

E.

Collocation on Existing Monopoles and Lattice Towers (Residential Zones).
1.
Antennas. Panel and omni-directional antennas shall be no greater in
height than 10 feet. However, panel, whip, microwave dish, and omni-directional
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antennas which are for emergency services, emergency notification services or
emergency support services may extend more than 10 feet above an existing
lattice or monopole tower as approved by the director. On monopole towers, the
antenna array and mount, if any, shall extend no further from the centerline of an
existing monopole than 15 feet measured horizontally. On lattice towers, the
antennas shall extend no further than 10 feet, measured horizontally, from the
portion of the lattice tower to which the antennas are mounted. Existing
monopole and lattice towers, and any additional equipment collocated thereon,
shall be painted a natural, nonreflective color that blends into the natural and built
surroundings where it is located.
2.
Support Structure. All monopole and lattice towers upon which collocation
is permitted shall be screened through the planting of at least five evergreen
trees of a minimum height of 20 feet tall and of a species approved by the
director. Existing trees of equal or greater height within 30 feet of the monopole
may be used to fulfill this requirement. Said trees shall be spaced around the
pole in such a manner that the maximum screening effect is achieved. Said trees
shall be planted within 30 feet of the monopole and maintained in a healthy
condition at all times. In the event that any such tree shall become diseased or
suffer other mortality, it shall be replaced with a tree meeting the requirements of
this subsection.
3.

Equipment Enclosures. See subsection (A)(3) of this section.

4.
Setbacks. New equipment enclosures associated with new WCFs
collocated upon existing monopoles or lattice towers shall be placed no closer to
existing residential uses than any existing equipment enclosure on the subject
property, or as approved by the director.
F.

Existing Monopole and Lattice Towers.
1.
Any monopole or lattice tower existing within the city as of June 16, 1998,
shall comply with the standards set forth in subsection (A)(4) of this section within
12 months of June 16, 1998. Collocation on existing monopoles and lattice
towers shall be permitted. However, the height of said towers shall not be
increased.
2.
Any existing monopole or lattice tower (as defined in subsection (F)(1) of
this section) may be replaced on the same parcel with a lattice tower of the same
or smaller dimensions or a new monopole. The new monopole tower must
comply with subsection C of this section. However, the height of the new
monopole may be the same as the tower being replaced or the height prescribed
in subsection (C)(2) of this section, whichever is higher. (Ord. 2110 § 2 (Exh. B),
2013; Ord. 1885 § 1, 2002; Ord. 1733 § 7, 1998).
DIVISION II
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SMALL WIRELESS DESIGN STANDARDS FACILITIES
12.11.100
facilities.

Wireless communication design standards – Small wireless

This division of chapter 12.11 BMC provides aesthetic, design and concealment
standards and permit and review procedures for small wireless facilities. These
provisions are intended to provide objective design criteria to assist in minimizing
the visually obtrusive impacts which can be associated with wireless
communications facilities and to encourage creative approaches in the location
and construction of wireless communications facilities. All permits necessary for
the deployment of small wireless facilities and, if applicable an application for
Franchise, shall be consolidated for review and a decision rendered to the full
extent feasible within the safe harbors or presumptively reasonable time periods
established by 47 CFR 1.6003.
12.11.110.

Small wireless deployment.

Small wireless deployment includes small wireless facilities and small wireless
networks. The following provisions establish design and concealment standards
for small wireless deployments, provided, however, that any small wireless or
small wireless network component which is not exempt under law or ordinance
from SEPA, Shorelines or Critical area review shall comply with the applicable
requirements of Titles 13 and 14 BMC.
H.
Utility poles and structures in areas other than the Design District and
underground districts.
Eligible small wireless facilities permitted under the
provisions of a franchise approval shall be considered to have satisfied the design and
concealment standards when installed on utility poles and structures within the public
right-of-way.
I.
Small wireless deployments on existing utility poles not approved pursuant to a
franchise. Small wireless deployments on existing utility poles which have not been
approved as an exhibit to the franchise or as a minor deviation there to, shall comply
with the provisions of BMC 12.11.120 and approved pursuant to a permit issued as
provided in this Chapter.
J.
Replacement utility pole - street lighting. With the express permission of the City,
a replacement utility pole or a new utility pole may be permitted in the form of a new
streetlight standard. The design of the street light standard shall be in accordance with
adopted City construction standards when located outside of the Design District or
underground district. Replacement utility poles/street light standards located within the
Design District shall conform to the adopted streetscape design standard for the Design
District. Wherever technologically feasible, all equipment and cabling shall be internal
to the replacement street lighting standard.
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K.G. Undergrounded areas. In areas in which utilities have been undergrounded, a
service provider or infrastructure company desiring to locate any above-ground
infrastructure in support of a small wireless deployment shall submit a concealment
element plan in accordance with the provisions of BMC 12.11.120 (F).
12.11.120
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Designated Design District

A.
Design District. The 2018 Bothell Design and Construction Standards at 3-9.6,
beginning at page 3-32 and Table 3-9(1), incorporated by this reference as fully as if
herein set forth, established a design district thereby creating a well-coordinated,
cohesive downtown experience. The area designated in this adopted city policy and the
rights-of-way of the streets designated in Table3-9(1) is designated as the Design
District for the purpose of the application of the provisions of this chapter of the Bothell
Municipal Code.
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B.
Any applicant who desires to place a small wireless facility in the Design District
must first establish that the applicant cannot locate the small wireless facility outside of
the Design District. Applications for small wireless facilities in the Design District may
be approved if the applicant demonstrates that due to technical infeasibility the applicant
cannot locate the proposed small wireless facility on an existing or replacement pole
within 2500 feet of the proposed site and outside of the Design District.
C.
Applications for small wireless facilities within the Design District must receive a
Type I approval and must comply with a concealment element design described in
12.11.130 below.
12.11.130

Design and concealment standards for small wireless deployments.

Small wireless facility deployments shall conform to the following design standards to the extent
such standards are reasonable, technically feasible, objective, no more burdensome than those
applied to other types of infrastructure deployments, and published in advance::
A.
Small wireless facilities attached to existing or replacement non-wooden light
poles and other non-wooden poles in the right-of-way or non-wooden poles outside of
the right-of-way shall conform to the following design criteria:
1.
To the extent technically feasible, aAntennas and the associated
equipment enclosures (including disconnect switches and other appurtenant
devices) shall be fully concealed within the pole, unless such concealment is
otherwise technically infeasible, or is incompatible with the pole design, then the
antennas and associated equipment enclosures must be camouflaged to appear
as an integral part of the pole or flush mounted to the pole, meaning no more
than twelvesix (126) inches off of the pole, and must be the minimum size
necessary for the intended purpose, not to exceed the volumetric dimensions of
small wireless facilities. If the equipment enclosure is permitted on the exterior of
the pole, then to the extent technically feasible, the applicant is required to place
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the equipment enclosure behind any banners or road signs that may be on the
pole, provided that such location does not interfere with the operation of the
banners or signs.
2.
The furthest point of any antenna or equipment enclosure may not extend
more than twenty (20) inches from the face of the pole.
3.2. All conduit, cables, wires and fiber must be routed internally in the nonwooden light pole. Full To the extent technically feasible, concealment of all
conduit, cables, wires and fiber is required within mounting brackets, shrouds,
canisters or sleeves if attaching to exterior antennas or equipment.
4.3. An antenna on top of an existing pole may not extend more than six ten
(106) feet above the height of the existing pole, or the height permitted by the
definition of “small wireless facility,” whichever is greater, and the diameter may
not exceed sixteen (16) inches, measured at the top of the pole, unless the
applicant can demonstrate that more space is needed. A side mounted canister
antenna is also permitted, so long as the inside edge of the antenna is no more
than 12 inches from the surface of the pole. To the extent technically feasible,
tThe antennas shall be integrated into the pole design so that it appears as a
continuation of the original pole, including colored or painted to match the pole,
and shall be shrouded or screened to blend with the pole except for canister
antennas which shall not require screening. To the extent technically feasible,
aAll cabling and mounting hardware/brackets from the bottom of the antenna to
the top of the pole shall be fully concealed and integrated with the pole.
5.4. Any replacement pole shall substantially conform to the design of the pole
it is replacing or the neighboring pole design standards utilized within the
contiguous right-of-way.
6.5. The height of any replacement pole may not extend more than ten (10)
feet above the height of the existing pole or the minimum additional height
necessary, or the height permitted by the definition of “small wireless facility,”
whichever is greater; provided that the height of the replacement pole cannot be
extended further by additional antenna height.
7.6. The diameter of a replacement pole shall comply with the City's setback
and sidewalk clearance requirements and shall, to the extent technically feasible,
not be more than a 25% increase of the existing non-wooden pole measured at
the base of the pole, unless additional diameter is needed in order to conceal
equipment within the base of the pole, and shall comply with the requirements in
subsection E(4) below.
0.
The use of the pole for the siting of a small wireless facility shall be
considered secondary to the primary function of the pole. If the primary function
of a pole serving as the host site for a small wireless facility becomes
unnecessary, the pole shall not be retained for the sole purpose of
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accommodating the small wireless facility and the small wireless facility and all
associated equipment shall be removed.
C.B. Wooden pole design standards. Small wireless facilities located on wooden
poles shall conform to the following design criteria:
1.
The wooden pole at the proposed location may be replaced with a taller
pole for the purpose of accommodating a small wireless facility; provided, that
the replacement pole shall not exceed a height that is a maximum of ten (10) feet
taller than the existing pole, , or the height permitted by the definition of “small
wireless facility,” whichever is greater. unless a further height increase is required
and confirmed in writing by the pole owner and that such height extension is the
minimum extension possible to provide sufficient separation and/or clearance
from electrical and wireline facilities.
2.
A pole extender may be used instead of replacing an existing pole but may
not increase the height of the existing pole by more than ten (10) feet, or the
height permitted by the definition of “small wireless facility,” whichever is greater,
unless a further height increase is required and confirmed in writing by the pole
owner and that such height increase is the minimum extension possible to
provide sufficient separation and/or clearance from electrical and wireline
facilities. A “pole extender” as used herein is an object affixed between the pole
and the antenna for the purpose of increasing the height of the antenna above
the pole. The pole extender shall be painted to approximately match the color of
the pole and shall substantially match the diameter of the pole measured at the
top of the pole.
3.
Replacement wooden poles must either match the approximate color and
materials of the replaced pole or shall be the standard new wooden pole used by
the pole owner in the City.
4.
Antennas, equipment enclosures, and all ancillary equipment, boxes and
conduit shall be colored or painted to match the approximate color of the surface
of the wooden pole on which they are attached.
5.
To the extent technically feasible, aAntennas shall not be mounted more
than twelve (12) inches from the surface of the wooden pole.
6.
Antennas should be placed in an effort to minimize visual clutter and
obtrusiveness. Multiple antennas are permitted on a wooden pole provided that
each antenna enclosure shall not be more than three (3) cubic feet in volume.
7.
A canister antenna may be mounted on top of an existing or replacement
wooden pole, which may not exceed the height requirements described in
subsection B(1) above. A canister antenna mounted on the top of a wooden pole
shall not exceed sixteen (16) inches, measured at the top of the pole, unless the
applicant can demonstrate that more space is needed and shall be colored or
painted to match the pole. The canister antenna must be placed to look as if it is
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an extension of the pole. In the alternative, the applicant may propose install a
side mounted canister antenna, so long as the inside edge of the antenna is no
more than twelve (12) inches from the surface of the wooden pole. To the extent
technically feasible, aAll cables shall be concealed either within the canister
antenna or within a sleeve between the antenna and the wooden pole.
8.
The furthest point of any antenna or equipment enclosure may not extend
more than twenty (20) inches from the face of the pole.
9.8. An omni-directional antenna may be mounted on the top of an existing or
replacement wooden pole, provided such antenna is no more than four (4) feet in
height and is mounted directly on the top of a pole or attached to a sleeve made
to look like the exterior of the pole as close to the top of the pole as technically
feasible. To the extent technically feasible, aAll cables shall be concealed within
the sleeve between the bottom of the antenna and the mounting bracket.
10.9. All related equipment, including but not limited to ancillary equipment,
radios, cables, associated shrouding, microwaves, and conduit which are
mounted on wooden poles shall not be mounted more than six (6) inches from
the surface of the pole, unless a further distance is technically required, and is
confirmed in writing by the pole owner.
11.10. Equipment for small wireless facilities must be attached to the wooden
pole, unless otherwise permitted to be ground mounted pursuant to subsection
(E)(1). The equipment must be placed in the smallest enclosure possible for the
intended purpose. The equipment enclosure and all other wireless equipment
associated with the utility pole, including wireless equipment associated with the
antenna and any pre-existing associated equipment on the pole, may not exceed
twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. Multiple equipment enclosures may be acceptable if
designed to more closely integrate with the pole design and does not
cumulatively exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. The applicant is encouraged to
place the equipment enclosure(s) behind any banners or road signs that may be
on the pole, provided that such location does not interfere with the operation of
the banners or signs.
12.11. An applicant who desires to enclose both its antennas and equipment
within one unified enclosure may do so, provided that such enclosure is the
minimum size necessary for its intended purpose and the enclosure and all other
wireless equipment associated with the pole, including wireless equipment
associated with the antenna and any pre-exiting associated equipment on the
pole does not exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. The unified enclosure may
not be placed more than six (6) inches from the surface of the pole, unless a
further distance is required and confirmed in writing by the pole owner. To the
extent possible, the unified enclosure shall be placed so as to appear as an
integrated part of the pole or behind banners or signs, provided that such location
does not interfere with the operation of the banners or signs.
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13.12. The visual effect of the small wireless facility on all other aspects of the
appearance of the wooden pole shall be minimized to the greatest extent
possible.
14.
The use of the wooden pole for the siting of a small wireless facility shall
be considered secondary to the primary function of the pole. If the primary
function of a pole serving as the host site for a small wireless facility becomes
unnecessary, the pole shall not be retained for the sole purpose of
accommodating the small wireless facility and the small wireless facility and all
associated equipment shall be removed.
15.13. The diameter of a replacement pole shall comply with the City’s setback
and sidewalk clearance requirements and to the extent technically feasible, shall
not be more than a 25% increase of the existing utility pole measured at the base
of the pole.
16.14. All cables and wires shall be routed through conduit along the outside of
the pole. The outside conduit shall be colored or painted to match or be
compatible with the pole. The number of conduit shall be minimized to the
number technically necessary to accommodate the small wireless facility.
D.C. Small wireless facilities attached to existing buildings, shall conform to the
following design criteria:
1.
Small wireless facilities may be mounted to the sides of a building if the
antennas do not interrupt the building’s architectural theme.
2.1. The interruption of architectural lines or horizontal or vertical reveals is
discouraged.
3.2. New architectural features such as columns, pilasters, corbels, or other
ornamentation that conceal antennas may be used if it complements the
architecture of the existing building.
4.3. To the extent technically feasible, sSmall wireless facilities shall utilize the
smallest mounting brackets necessary in order to provide the smallest offset from
the building.
5.4. To the extent technically feasible, sSkirts or shrouds shall be utilized on
the sides and bottoms of antennas in order to conceal mounting hardware, create
a cleaner appearance, and minimize the visual impact of the antennas. Exposed
cabling/wiring is prohibited.
6.5. To the extent technically feasible, sSmall wireless facilities shall be painted
and textured to match the adjacent building surfaces.
E.D. Small wireless facilities mounted on cables strung between existing utility poles
shall conform to the following standards.
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1.
Each strand mounted facility shall not exceed three (3) cubic feet in
volume;
2.
Only one strand mounted facility is permitted per cable between any two
existing poles;
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3.
The strand mounted devices shall be placed as close as possible to the
nearest utility pole, in no event more than five (5) feet from the pole unless a
greater instance technically necessary or is required by the pole owner for safety
clearance;
4.
No strand mounted device shall be located in or above the portion of the
roadway open to vehicular traffic;
5.
Ground mounted equipment to accommodate a strand hared mounted
facility is not permitted except when placed in pre-existing equipment cabinets or
required for an electric meter or other installation required by a third party; and
6.
Pole mounted equipment shall comply with the requirements of
subsections A and B above.
7.
Such strand mounted devices must be installed to cause the least visual
impact and without excess exterior cabling or wires (other than the original
strand).
0.
G.E.

Strand mounted facilities are prohibited on non-wooden poles.

General requirements.
1.
Ground mounted equipment in the rights of way is prohibited, unless such
facilities are placed under ground or the applicant can demonstrate that pole
mounted or undergrounded equipment is technically infeasible. If ground
mounted equipment is necessary, then the applicant shall submit a concealment
element plan. Generators located in the rights of way are prohibited.
2.
No equipment shall be operated so as to produce noise in violation of
Chapter 8.26 MC.
3.
Small wireless facilities are not permitted on traffic signal poles unless
denial of the siting could be a prohibition or effective prohibition of the applicant’s
ability to provide telecommunications service in violation of 47 USC §§ 253 and
332.
4.
Replacement poles and new poles shall comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), City construction and sidewalk clearance standards, city
ordinance, and state and federal laws and regulations in order to provide a clear
and safe passage within the rights-of-way. Further, the location of any
replacement or new pole must: be physically possible, comply with applicable
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traffic warrants, not interfere with utility or safety fixtures (e.g., fire hydrants, traffic
control devices), and not adversely affect the public welfare, health or safety.
5.
Replacement poles shall be located as near as possible to the existing
pole with the requirement to remove the abandoned pole.
6.
No signage, message or identification other than the manufacturer’s
identification or identification required by governing law is allowed to be portrayed
on any antenna or equipment enclosure. Any permitted signage shall be located
on the equipment enclosures and be of the minimum amount possible to achieve
the intended purpose (no larger than 4x6 inches); provided that, signs are
permitted as concealment element techniques where appropriate.
7.
Antennas and related equipment shall not be illuminated except for
security reasons, required by a federal or state authority, or unless approved as
part of a concealment element plan.
8.
Side arm mounts for antennas or equipment must be the minimum
extension necessary and to the extent technically feasible, for wooden poles may
be no more than twelve (12) inches off the pole as measured from the inside
edge of the antenna or equipment to the surface of and for non-wooden poles no
more than six (6) inches off the pole.
9.
The preferred location of a small wireless facility on a pole is the location
with the least visible impact.
10.
Antennas, equipment enclosures, and ancillary equipment, conduit and
cable, shall not dominate the structure or pole upon which they are attached.
11.
Except for locations in the right-of-way, small wireless facilities are not
permitted on any property containing a single-family residential use in the singlefamily residential zones.
12.
The City may consider the cumulative visual effects of small wireless
facilities mounted on poles within the rights-of-way in when assessing proposed
siting locations so as to not adversely affect the visual character of the City. This
provision shall not be applied to limit the number of permits issued when no
alternative sites are reasonably available nor to impose a technological
requirement on the applicant.
13.12. These design standards are intended to be used solely for the purpose of
concealment and siting. Nothing herein shall be interpreted or applied in a
manner which dictates the use of a particular technology. When strict application
of these requirements would unreasonably impair the function of the technology
chosen by the applicant and/or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of
service, alternative forms of concealment or deployment may be permitted which
provide similar or greater protections from negative visual impacts to the
streetscape.
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H.F. New poles in the rights-of-way for small wireless facilities and installations in the
Design District.
1.
New poles within the rights-of-way are only permitted if the applicant can
establish that:
a.
The proposed small wireless facility cannot be located on an
existing utility pole or light pole, or electrical transmission tower or on a
site outside of the public rights of way such as a public park, public
property, building, transmission tower or in or on a non-residential use in a
residential zone whether by roof or panel-mount or separate structure;
b.
The proposed small wireless facility receives approval for a
concealment element design, as described in subsection 3 below;
c.
The proposed small wireless facility also complies with Shoreline ,
Growth Management Act, and SEPA, if applicable; and
d.
No new poles shall be located in a critical area or associated buffer
requiredas defined by by the City’s Critical Areas Management ordinance
(Title ______MC), except when determined to be exempt pursuant to said
ordinance.
2.
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An application for a new pole is subject to a Type I review.

3.
The concealment element design shall include the design of the
screening, fencing or other concealment technology for a tower, pole, or
equipment structure, and all related transmission equipment or facilities
associated with the proposed small wireless facility, including but not limited to
fiber and power connections.
a.
The concealment element design should seek to minimize the
visual obtrusiveness of the small wireless facility. The proposed pole or
structure should have similar designs to existing neighboring poles in the
rights of way, including similar height to the extent technically feasible. If
the proposed small wireless facility is placed on a replacement pole in the
Design District, then the replacement pole shall be of the same general
design as the pole it is replacing, unless the development services
department otherwise approves a variation due to aesthetic or safety
concerns. Any concealment element design for a small wireless facility on
a decorative pole should attempt to mimic the design of such pole and
integrate the small wireless facility into the design of the decorative pole.
Other concealment methods include, but are not limited to, integrating the
installation with architectural features or building design components,
utilization of coverings or concealment devices of similar material, color,
and texture - or the appearance thereof - as the surface against which the
installation will be seen or on which it will be installed, landscape design,
or other camouflage strategies appropriate for the type of installation. To
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the extent technically feasible, aApplicants are required to utilize designs
in which all conduit and wirelines are installed internally in the structure.
Further, applicant designs should, to the extent technically
possiblefeasible, comply with the generally applicable design standards
adopted herein.
b.
If the Director has already approved a concealment element design
either for the applicant or another small wireless facility along the same
public right-of-way or for the same pole type, then the applicant shall
utilize a substantially similar concealment element design, unless it can
show that such concealment element design is not physically or
technologically feasible, or that such deployment would undermine the
generally applicable design standards.
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c.
New poles allowed under this subsection are subject to the height
limitations in the definition of “small wireless facility.”
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d.
All requirements for a concealment element design under this
subsection shall apply to the extent they are reasonable, technically
feasible, objective, no more burdensome than those applied to other types
of infrastructure deployments, and published in advance.
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4.
Even if an alternative location is established pursuant to subsection (A)(1)
and (A)(2) the Director may determine that a new pole in the right-of-way is in
fact a superior alternative based on the impact to the City, the concealment
element design, the City’s Comprehensive Plan and the added benefits to the
community.
5.
Prior to the issuance of a permit to construct a new pole or ground
mounted equipment in the right-of-way, the applicant must obtain a site-specific
agreement or permit from the City to locate such new pole or ground mounted
equipment. This requirement also applies to replacement poles that are higher
than the replaced pole, and when the overall height of the replacement pole and
the proposed small wireless facility is more than sixty (60) feet.
6.
These design standards are intended to be used solely for the purpose of
concealment and siting. Nothing herein shall be interpreted or applied in a
manner which dictates the use of a particular technology. When strict application
of these requirements would unreasonably impair the function of the technology
chosen by the applicant and/or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of
service, alternative forms of concealment or deployment may be permitted which
provide similar or greater protections of the street scape. 1

1
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12.11.140

Small Wireless Permit Application.

The following information shall be provided by all applicants for a small wireless permit:
A.
The application shall provide specific locational information including GIS
coordinates of all proposed small wireless facilities and specify where the small wireless
facilities will utilize existing, replacement or new poles, towers, existing buildings and/or
other structures. Ground mounted equipment, conduit, junction boxes and fiber and
electrical connections necessary for and intended for use in the deployment shall also
be specified , to the extent the applicant is responsible for installing themregardless of
whether the additional facilities are to be constructed by the applicant or leased from a
third party. Detailed schematics and visual renderings of the small wireless facilities,
including engineering and design standardsdetails, shall be provided by the applicant.
The application shall have sufficient detail to identify:
1.
The location of overhead and underground public utility,
telecommunication, cable, water, sewer drainage and other lines and equipment
in the rights-of-way along the proposed routeandto the extent they are within 50
feet of the proposed facilities and applicable to the proposal;
2.
The specific trees, structures, improvements, facilities, lines and
equipment, and obstructions, if any, that applicant proposes to temporarily or
permanently remove or relocate and a landscape plan for protecting, trimming,
removing, replacing, and restoring any trees or areas to be disturbed during
construction.
3.
Compliance with the aesthetic design concealment requirements of BMC
12.11.130.
B.
The applicant must show written approval from the owner of any pole or structure
for the installation of its small wireless facilities, on such pole or structure. Such written
approval shall includingde approval of the specific pole, engineering and design
standards from the pole owner, unless the pole owner is the City. Submission of the
lease agreement between the owner and the applicant is not required. For city-owned
poles or structures, the applicant must obtain a lease from the City prior to or concurrent
with the small wireless permit application and must submit as part of the application the
information required in the lease for the City to evaluate the usage of a specific pole.
C.
If the application is for a new or replacement light pole, then the applicant must
provide a photometric analysis.
D.
The applicant can batch multiple small wireless facility sites in one application.
The applicant is encouraged to batch the small wireless facility sites within an
application in a contiguous service area and/or with similar designs.
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E.
Any application for a small wireless facility located in the right-of-way adjacent
tofronting a parcel zoned for residential use shall demonstrate that it has considered the
following:
1.
Whether a small wireless facility is currently installed on an existing pole in
front of the same residential parcel. If a small wireless facility exists, then the
applicant must demonstrate that no technically feasible alternative location exists
which is not in front of the same residential parcel.
2.
Whether the proposed small wireless facility can be screened or obscured
from residential view by choosing a pole location that is not directly in front of a
window or views.
F.
Any application for a small wireless permit which contains an element which is
not exempt from SEPA review shall simultaneously apply under Chapter 43.21C RCW
and Chapter 14.02 BMC. Further, any application proposing small wireless facilities in
Shoreline Management Zones (pursuant to Title 13 BMC) or in Critical Areas (pursuant
to Chapter 14.04 BMC) must indicate that the application is exempt or comply with the
review processes in such codes.
G.F. The applicant shall submit a sworn affidavit signed by an RF Engineer with
knowledge of the proposed project affirming that the small wireless facilities will be
compliant with all FCC and other governmental regulations in connection with human
exposure to radio frequency emissions for every frequency at which the Small Wireless
facility will operate. If facilities which generate RF radiation necessary to the Small
Wireless facility are to be provided by a third party, then the small wireless permit shall
be conditioned on an RF Certification showing the cumulative impact of the RF
emissions on the entire installation. The applicant may provide one emissions report for
the entire small wireless deployment if the applicant is using the same small wireless
facility configuration for all installations within that batch or may submit one emissions
report for each subgroup installation identified in the batch.
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H.G. The applicant shall provide proof of FCC and other regulatory approvals required
to provide the service(s) or utilize the technologies sought to be installed.
I.H. A professional engineer licensed by the State of Washington shall certify in
writing, over his or her seal, that both construction plans and final construction of the
small wireless facilities and structure or pole and foundation are designed to reasonably
withstand wind and seismic loads as established by the International Building Code.
Further, the construction drawings shall depict all existing proposed improvements
related to the proposed location, including but not limited to poles, driveways, ADA
ramps, equipment cabinets, street trees and structures within 250 feet from the
proposed site. The construction drawings shall also include the applicant's plan for
electric and fiber utilities, all conduits, cables, wires, handholes, junctions, meters,
disconnect switches and any other ancillary equipment or construction necessary to
construct the small wireless facility, to the extent the applicant is responsible for such
equipment or construction.
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J.I.

A traffic control plan as required by Title 17 BMC.

K.J. The small wireless facilities permit shall include those elements that are typically
contained in the right-of-way use permit to allow the applicant to proceed with the buildout of the small wireless facility deployment.
L.
Recognizing that small wireless facility technology is rapidly evolving, the Director is
authorized to adopt and publish standards for the technological and structural safety of Cityowned structures and to formulate and publish application questions for use when an applicant
seeks to attach to City-owned structures.
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12.11.150
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Review Process.

A.
Review. The following provisions relate to review of applications for a small
wireless facility permit.
1.
In any zone, upon application for a small wireless permit, the City will
permit small wireless deployment on existing or replacement utility poles
conforming to the City's generally applicable development and design standard
adopted pursuant to 12.11.130, except as provided in subsection B below.
2.
Vertical clearance shall be reviewed by the Director to ensure that the
small wireless facilities will not pose a hazard to other users of the rights-ofways.
3.
Small wireless facilities may not encroach onto or over private property
or property outside of the right of way without the property owner's express
written consent.
B.
Development Services Department. Small wireless deployment in areas
designated as a Design District pursuant to Chapter BMC 12.11.120, as well as new
non-City owned poles, or replacement poles deviating from the pole design standards
adopted pursuant to Chapter BMC 12.11.130, are subject to review pursuant to BMC
12.11.170.
C.
Eligible Facilities Requests. The design approved in a small wireless facility
permit shall be considered concealment elements and such facilities may only be
expanded upon an Eligible Facilities Request described in Division III of this Chapter
when the modification does not defeat the concealment elements of the small wireless
facility.
D.
Review of Facilities. Review of the site locations proposed by the applicant shall
be governed by the provisions of 47 USC 253 and 47 USC 332 and other applicable
statutes, regulations and case law. Applicants for franchises and the small wireless
facility permits shall be treated in a competitively neutral and non-discriminatory manner
with other service providers, utilizing supporting infrastructure which is functionally
equivalent, that is, service providers whose facilities are similarly situated in terms of
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structure, placement, or cumulative impacts. Small wireless facility permit review under
this Chapter shall neither prohibit nor have the effect of prohibiting the ability of an
applicant to provide telecommunications services.
E.
Final Decision. Any decision by the Director shall be final and not be subject to
administrative appeals.
F.
Public Comment. The City shall provide notice of a complete application for a
small wireless facility permit on the City’s website with a link to the application. The
notice shall include an email contact and telephone number for the applicant to answer
citizen inquiries. The applicant is encouraged to host informational meetings for the
public regarding the deployment. The City shall post meeting notices, if any for
informational meetings on its website. These meetings are for the public’s information
and are neither hearings nor part of any land use appeal process.
G.F. Withdrawal. Any applicant may withdraw an application submitted pursuant to
X____.460 at any time, provided the withdrawal is in writing and signed by all persons
who signed the original application or their successors in interest. When a withdrawal is
received, the application shall be deemed null and void. If such withdrawal occurs prior
to the Director’s decision, then reimbursement of fees submitted in association with said
application shall be prorated to withhold the amount of City costs incurred in processing
the application prior to time of withdrawal. If such withdrawal is not accomplished prior
to the Director’s decision, there shall be no refund of all or any portion of such fee.
H.
Supplemental Information. Failure of an applicant to provide additional
information as requested pursuant to BMC 12.11.140(L) by the Director within sixty (60)
days of notice by the Director shall be deemed a denial of that application, unless an
extension period has been approved by the Director.
12.11.160

Permit Requirements

A.
The grantee of any permit shall comply with all of the requirements within the
small wireless permit.
B.
Small wireless facilities may be installed pursuant to a small wireless facility
permit may proceed to install the approved small wireless facilities without the need for
an additional right-of-way use permit if construction is commenced within ninethirty
(930) days of approval by providing email or written notice to the Director. Facilities
approved in a small wireless permit in which installation has not commenced within
thirty ninety (930) days of the approval of a small wireless facility permit shall apply for
and be issued a right-of-way use permit to install such small wireless facilities in
accordance with the standard requirements of the City for use of the right-of-way.
C.
Post-Construction As-Builts. Within thirty (30) days after construction of the small
wireless facility, the grantee shall provide the City with as-builts of the small wireless
facilities installed on City-owned poles, demonstrating compliance with the permit and
site photographs.
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D.
Permit Time Limit. Construction of the small wireless facility must be completed
within six (6) months after the approval date by the City. The grantee applicant may
request additional one (1) extensions to be limited tof three six (63) months each, if the
applicant cannot construct the small wireless facility within the original six (6) month
period.
E.
Site Safety and Maintenance. The grantee must maintain the small wireless
facilities in safe and working condition. The grantee shall be responsible for the
removal of any graffiti or other vandalism and shall keep the site neat and orderly,
including but not limited to following any maintenance or modifications on the site.
12.11.170

Modifications to small wireless facilities

A.
If a grantee desires to make a modification to an existing small wireless facility,
including but not limited to expanding or changing the antenna type, increasing the
equipment enclosure, placing additional pole-mounted or ground-mounted equipment,
or modifying the concealment elements, then the applicant shall apply for a small
wireless facility permit.
B.
A small wireless facility permit shall not be required for routine maintenance and
repair of a small wireless facility within the rights-of-way, or the replacement of an
antenna or equipment of similar size, weight, and height, provided that such
replacement does not defeat the concealment elements used in the original deployment
of the small wireless facility, does not impact the structural integrity of the pole, and
does not require pole replacement. Further, a small wireless facility permit shall not be
required for replacing equipment within the equipment enclosure or reconfiguration of
fiber or power to the small wireless facility. Routine maintenance, repair or replacement
shall comply with Chapter 17.02 BMC.
12.11.180

Consolidated Permit

A.
The issuance of a small wireless permit grants authority to construct small
wireless facilities in the rights-of-way in a consolidated manner to allow the applicant, in
most situations, to avoid the need to seek duplicative approval by both the public works
and the development services department. If the applicant requires a new franchise to
utilize the right-of-way, the franchise approval may be consolidated with the small
wireless facility permit review if requested by the applicant. As an exercise of police
powers pursuant to RCW 35.99.040(2), the small wireless facility permit is not a right-ofway use permit, but instead a consolidated public works and land use permit and the
issuance of a small wireless facility permit shall be governed by the time limits
established by federal law for small wireless facilities.
B.
The general standards applicable to the use of the rights-of-way described in
________ MC shall apply to all small wireless facility permits.
DIVISION III
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Eligible Facility Requests, Federal Review Periods, and Appeals
12.11.190

Purpose.

Congress and the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC ”) have,
pursuant to the authority granted by 47 USC 253(c) and 47 USC 332(a),
required local governments to act on wireless communication facility
applications within a reasonable period of time and have established time
limits or “shot clocks” for local review. The Washington State Legislature has
also adopted similar limitations under the provisions of Chapter 35.99 RCW.
Accordingly, the City adopts the following time limits for review of applications
for Eligible Facility Requests, Small wireless Permits, and other approvals for
service providers of telecommunication services.
12.11.200
A.

Eligible Facilities Request.

Application Review.
1.
Application. The City Manager or his/her designee (here in after “City
Manager”) shall prepare and make publicly available an application form which
shall be limited to the information necessary for the City to consider whether an
application is an Eligible Facilities Request. The application may not require the
applicant to demonstrate a need or business case for the proposed modification.
2.
Type of Review. Upon receipt of an application for an Eligible Facilities
Request pursuant to this Chapter, the City Manager shall review such application
to determine whether the application qualifies as an Eligible Facilities Request.
3.
Time frame for review. Within sixty (60) days of the date on which an
applicant applies seeking approval under this Chapter, the City Manager shall
approve the application unless it determines that the application is not covered
by this section.
4.
Tolling of the time frame for review. The sixty (60) day review period
begins to run when the application is filed and may be tolled only by mutual
agreement by the City Manager and the applicant or in cases where the City
Manager determines that the application is incomplete. The time frame for
review of an Eligible Facilities Request is not tolled by a moratorium on the
review of applications.
a.
To toll the time frame for incompleteness, the City Manager shall
provide written notice to the applicant within thirty (30) days of receipt of
the application, clearly and specifically delineating all missing documents
or information required in the application.
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b.
The time frame for review begins running again when the applicant
makes supplemental submission in response to the City Manager notice of
incompleteness.
c.
Following a supplemental submission, the City Manager will notify
the applicant within ten (10) days that the supplemental submission did
not provide the information identified in the original notice delineating
missing information. The time frame is tolled in the case of second or
subsequent notices pursuant to the procedures identified in this subsection. Second or subsequent notice of incompleteness may not specify
missing documents or information that was not delineated in the original
notice of incompleteness.
5.
Determination that application is not an eligible facilities request. If the
City Manager determines that the applicant’s request does not qualify as an
Eligible Facilities Request, the City Manager shall deny the application. To the
extent additional information is necessary, the City Manager may request such
information from the applicant to evaluate the application under other provisions
of this chapter and applicable law.
B.
Failure to act. In the event the City Manager fails to approve or deny a request
for an Eligible Facilities Request within the time frame for review (accounting for any
tolling), the request shall be deemed granted. The deemed grant does not become
effective until the applicant notifies the City Manager in writing after the review period
has expired (accounting for any tolling) that the application has been deemed granted.
C.
Remedies. Both the applicant and the City may bring claims related to Section
6409(a) of the Spectrum Act to any court of competent jurisdiction.
12.11.205

Small Wireless Facilities

All authorizations for small wireless facilities shall be processed within the following time
periods:
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1. Review of an application to collocate a small wireless facility using
an existing structure: 60 days.
2. Review of an application to deploy a small wireless facility using a
new structure: 90 days.
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12.11.210

Collocation.

CEligible collocations under this Division chapter shall be processed within
ninety (90) days of receipt of an complete application. The City Manager will
notify the applicant within thirty (30) days of receipt of an application whether it
is complete or if additional information is required. The term collocation shall
not apply to any base station or tower that was not constructed for the sole or
primary purpose of an FCC licensed antenna and their associated facilities.
12.11.220

New wireless communication facilities.

New wireless communications facilities shall be processed within one-hundred
fifty (150) days of receipt of a complete application other than small wireless
facilities. The City Manager will notify the applicant within thirty (30) days of
receipt of an application whether it is complete or if additional information is
required. Small wireless facility applications and any associated franchise
shall, to the full extent feasible be processed within the time frames
established by 47 CFR 1.6003 and may be tolled as provided therein.
12.11.230
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An Administrative decision.

A decision of the City Manager or the City Manager’s designee made in
accordance with this chapter, including assessment of fees as provided herein,
shall be considered a final Type I administrative decision.
DIVISION IV
GENERALLY APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS
12.11.090240

Collocation – Covenant of good faith.

A.
All new monopole towers, and any pre-existing monopole or lattice towers,
owned by a licensed carrier, upon which this chapter permits collocation of additional
WCFs, shall be made available for use by the owner or initial user thereof, together with
as many other licensed carriers as can be technically collocated thereon. However,
nothing in this chapter shall prevent such licensed carrier from charging a reasonable
fee for the collocation of additional WCFs upon said tower which does not exceed the
fair market value for the space occupied.
B.
All licensed carriers shall cooperate with each other in collocating additional
WCFs upon such towers. All licensed carriers shall exercise good faith in collocating
with other licensed carriers and in the sharing of towers, including the sharing of
technical information to evaluate the feasibility of collocation. In the event that a dispute
arises as to whether a licensed carrier has exercised good faith in allowing other
licensed carriers to collocate upon its tower, the city may require a third party technical
study to evaluate the feasibility of collocation at the expense of either or both licensed
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carriers. This covenant of good faith and fair dealing shall be a condition of any permit
issued pursuant to this chapter for a new monopole tower.
C.
Any licensed carrier which allows collocation upon a tower permitted pursuant to
this chapter may condition said collocation to assure that the collocated WCF does not
cause electronic or radio-frequency interference with its existing WCF. In the event that
the collocated licensed carrier is unable to remedy the interference, the owner of the
tower shall be relieved of its obligation to allow collocation of the interfering WCF upon
its structure.
12.11.090250

Recovery of city costs.

A.
Each permit granted pursuant to this chapter shall contain a condition which
requires the permittee to reimburse the city for all direct and indirect, objectively
reasonable expensescosts reasonably incurred in connection with the modification,
amendment, or transfer of the permit.
B.
Each permittee shall be required to reimburse the city for all direct and indirect,
objectively reasonable costs expenses not otherwise covered by permit application fees
reasonably incurred while reviewing, inspecting, and supervising the construction,
installation, and/or maintenance of a WCF authorized by a permit granted pursuant to
this chapter.
C.
Objectively reasonable cCosts incurred by the city in response to any emergency
at the WCF shall be included within the reimbursable expenses set forth in this section.
12.11.100260

Maintenance of facilities.

Each permittee shall maintain its WCF or small wireless facilities in a good and safe
condition and to preserve its original appearance and concealment, disguise, or
camouflage elements incorporated into the design at the time of approval and in a
manner, which complies with all applicable federal, state, and local requirements. Such
maintenance shall include, but not be limited to, such items as painting, repair of
equipment, and maintenance of landscaping.
12.11.110270

Modification.

Any proposed change or addition to any WCF or small wireless facilities shall require
the issuance of a new WCF permit, pursuant to the requirements of this chapter. This
provision shall not apply to routine maintenance of a WCF, nor to the replacement of
any portion of the WCF or small wireless facilities with similar equipment, as described
in BMC 12.11.050 this chapter.
12.11.120280

Testing of WCFs required – Radio frequency radiation.

All licensed carriers shall demonstrate that the WCF or small wireless facilities complies
with FCC regulations by submitting a copy of the non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation
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(NIER) report with any WCF permit application and a revised NIER report with any
update of facilities that increases NIER.
12.11.130290

Testing of WCFs required – Noise emissions.

A.
Each licensed carrier shall conduct tests necessary to demonstrate compliance
with all applicable local regulations regarding the noise emissions of the WCF. All such
tests shall be performed by or under the supervision of a qualified acoustical consultant
competent to perform such tests and interpret the data gathered.
B.
All licensed carriers shall submit a report, certified by a qualified acoustical
consultant, setting forth the observed noise levels at the property line of the property
upon which the WCF is located. The report shall account for background noise and
other noise sources and demonstrate the noise levels emitted by the WCF, including
any air conditioning or ventilation equipment contained therein.
C.

Compliance reports shall be required on a biennial basis.

D.
The city may retain a technical expert in environmental noise measurement to
verify the noise measurements and certification. The cost of such a technical expert
shall be borne by the licensed carrier.
E.
This section shall not apply to any WCF that does not contain air conditioning
equipment.
12.11.140300

Security.

All WCFs shall be protected from unauthorized use through appropriate means
approved by the director on a case-by-case basis consistent with the purpose of
protecting the public health, safety, and welfare.
12.11.150310

Abandonment of WCFs.

A.
The owner or operator of all WCFs shall, on an annual basis, submit a written
report to the city, signed under penalty of perjury, which demonstrates whether or not
there has been a cessation in use of the WCF for a period of three months during the
prior year. Annual compliance reports shall be submitted by January 1st of each
calendar year; provided, however, that a WCF permitted and installed within nine
months prior to January 1st shall not be required to submit an annual compliance report
until the following January 1st.
B.
Any WCF that has had no antenna mounted upon it for a period of six months, or
if the antenna(s) mounted thereon is not operated for a period of three months, shall be
considered abandoned, and the owner thereof shall remove the WCF within 90 days
after receipt of a notice from the city to do so.
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C.
In the event that more than one wireless communication service provider is using
the antenna support structure, the antenna support structure shall not be considered
abandoned until all such users cease using the structure as provided in this section.
D.
If a WCF and associated equipment are not removed within 90 days after receipt
of a notice from the city requiring said removal, the city may seek and obtain a court
order directing such removal and imposing a lien upon the real property upon which
such WCF is situated in an amount equal to the cost of removal.
12.11.160320

Signs.

No permittee shall place or allow to be placed signs, symbols, flags, or banners
attached to, painted, or inscribed upon any WCF. A permittee may place not more than
one sign measuring 18 inches by 12 inches upon or near the WCF which: (1) states that
trespassers will be prosecuted (if applicable); (2) lists the names and telephone
numbers of persons to be contacted in the event of an emergency; (3) identifies the
permittee or person responsible for operating the WCF; and/or (4) contains information
necessary and convenient for the permittee or person operating the WCF to identify the
WCF. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the placement of safety or
warning signs upon any portion of the WCF which are required by law or which are
designed to apprise emergency response personnel and the employees and agents of
WCF providers of particular hazards associated with equipment located upon the WCF.
See BMC 12.11.130 for small wireless facility requirement.
12.11.170330

Revocation or termination of permit.

In addition to the remedies and process set forth in Chapter 11.20 BMC, a permit issued
pursuant to this chapter may be revoked for the following reasons:
A.
Construction and/or maintenance operation of a WCF or small wireless facilities
at an unauthorized location;
B.
Construction or operation of a WCF or small wireless facilities in violation of any
of the terms and conditions of this chapter or the conditions attached to the permit;
C.
Misrepresentation or lack of candor by or on behalf of an applicant, permittee, or
wireless communications service provider in any application or written or oral statement
upon which the city substantially relies in making the decision to grant, review or amend
any permit pursuant to this chapter;
D.

Abandonment of a WCF as set forth in this chapter;

E.

Failure to relocate or remove facilities as required in this chapter; or

F.

Failure to promptly cure a violation of the terms or conditions of the permit.

12.11.180340

Notice and duty to cure.
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In the event that the city believes that grounds exist for revocation of a permit, the
permittee shall be given written notice of the apparent violation or noncompliance,
providing a short and concise statement of the nature and general facts of the violation
or noncompliance, and providing the permittee a reasonable period of time not
exceeding 30 calendar days to furnish evidence:
A.

That corrective action has remedied the violation or noncompliance;

B.

That rebuts the alleged violation or noncompliance; and/or

C.
That it would be in the public interest to impose some penalty or sanction less
than revocation.
12.11.190350

Hearing.

A.
In the event that a permittee fails to provide evidence reasonably satisfactory to
the city as provided in BMC 12.11.330 the city shall refer the apparent violation or
noncompliance to the hearing body. The hearing body shall provide the permittee with
notice and a reasonable opportunity to be heard concerning the matter and a public
hearing shall be conducted.
B.
Within 10 calendar days of completion of the hearing, the hearing body shall
issue a written decision revoking the WCF or small wireless facilities permit or imposing
such lesser sanctions as may be deemed appropriate under the circumstances.
C.

In making its decision, the hearing body shall apply the following factors:
1.

Whether the misconduct was egregious;

2.

Whether substantial harm resulted;

3.

Whether the violation was intentional;

4.
Whether there is a history of prior violations of the same or other
requirements;
5.

Whether there is a history of overall compliance; and

6.

Whether the violation was voluntarily disclosed, admitted or cured.

Section 2.
SEVERABILITY. If any If any section, sentence, clause or phrase
of this ordinance should be held to be invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such
invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or constitutionality of any other
section, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance.
Section 3.
EFFECTIVE DATE. This ordinance, being an exercise of a power
specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and shall
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take effect five (5) days after passage and publication of an approved summary thereof
consisting of the title.
Section 4.
CORRECTIONS. This City Clerk and the codifiers of this
ordinance are authorized to make necessary corrections to this ordinance including, but
not limited to, the correction of scrivener’s / clerical errors, references, ordinance
numbering, section / subsection numbers and any references thereto.
APPROVED:

ANDREW J. RHEAUME
MAYOR
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK
APROVED AS TO FORM:

CITY ATTORNEY

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.
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2018

SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE NO.

2018

City of Bothell, Washington

On the
day of
,
, the City Council of
the City of Bothell passed Ordinance No.
2018. A summary of the content
of said Ordinance, consisting of the title, is provided as follows:
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON,
AMENDING TITLE 11, SECTION 11.04.007 EXEMPTION FROM
PROJECT PERMIT APPLICATION PROCESSING, TITLE 12 ZONING,
CHAPTER 12.11 WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
REGARDING THE DEPLOYMENT OF SMALL WIRELESS FACILITIES
WITHIN THE PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY.

The full text of this Ordinance will be mailed upon request.

LAURA HATHAWAY
CITY CLERK
FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.
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First Draft – Small Cell Wireless Facilities - Concealment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Note:
Text in underline is new addition – strikethrough means deleted language. Normal text is existing
Interim Ordinance language that is not proposed for change
Note:
Only those Code sections directly related to the Design District (Downtown) standards are included
here and the other small cell wireless facility concealment provisions are included here.
12.11.100

Wireless communication design standards – Small wireless facilities.

17

This division of chapter 12.11 BMC provides aesthetic, design and concealment standards and permit
and review procedures for small wireless facilities. These provisions are intended to provide objective
design criteria to assist in minimizing the visually obtrusive impacts that can be associated with wireless
communications facilities and to encourage creative approaches in the location and construction of
wireless communications facilities. All permits necessary for the deployment of small wireless facilities
and, if applicable an application for Franchise, shall be consolidated for review and a decision rendered
to within the full extent feasible with the safe harbors or presumptively reasonable time periods
established by
47 CFR 1.6003.

18

12.11.110

19
20
21
22
23

Small wireless deployment includes small wireless facilities and small wireless networks. The following
provisions establish design and concealment standards for small wireless deployments, provided,
however, that any small wireless or small wireless network component that is not exempt from SEPA,
Shorelines, or Critical Area review pursuant to Titles 13 and 14 shall comply with all applicable
requirements of those Titles.

24
25
26
27

A.
Utility poles and structures in areas other than the Design District and underground areas. Eligible
small wireless facilities permitted under the provisions of a franchise approval where the franchisee has
submitted and received City -approval of the aesthetic, design and concealment standards to be
employed for the franchisee’s small cell wireless facilities shall be considered to have satisfied the
design and
concealment standards when installed on utility poles and structures within the public right-of-way.

28
29
30
31
32

Small wireless deployment.
Commented [MP1]: AT&T previously commented that
the city might delete “networks” from the proposed
code. The FCC Order does not define a “network,” and
instead addresses the issue of batching by concluding
that an applicant may submit multiple applications in a
batch.

Commented [MP2]: How will the franchise process
meet FCC shot clocks?

B.
Small wireless deployments on existing (or replacement) utility poles not approved pursuant to a
franchise. Small
wireless deployments on existing (or replacement) utility poles that have not been approved as an exhibit
to the franchise
or as a minor deviation thereto shall comply with the provisions of BMC 12.11.120 and must seek permit
issuance as provided in this chapter.

33

C.
SReplacement utility pole - street light standardsing. With the express permission of the City, a
replacement
34
utility pole or a new utility pole may be permitted in the form of a new streetlight standard. When located
outside of any Design Districts or underground area, tThe design of
35
all street light standards shall be in accordance with this Chapter and in substantial conformance with the
Bothell Design and Construction
36
Standards when located outside of any Design Districts or underground area. Replacement utility
3736 poles/street light standards located within a Design District or underground area shall further conform to
3837 the adopted Bothell streetscape design standards for the Design District to the extent reasonably
applicable or adaptable to a proposed facility and this Chapter. Wherever
3938 technologically feasible, all equipment and cabling shall be internal to the replacement street lighting
Planning Commission Hearing February 27, 2019
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4039 polestandard.
4140 D.
Undergrounded areas. Areas where utilities have been undergrounded, shall be deemed an
4241 underground area wherein all service providers or infrastructure companies desiring to locate any above4342 ground infrastructure in support of a small wireless deployment shall submit a concealment element plan
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1
2
3

in accordance with the provisions of BMC 12.11.120(F), which shall include placing as much of the
equipment on or within the pole or base of the pole and/or underground as is technically feasible.

4

12.11.120

Designated Design District

5
6
7
8
9
10

A.
Design District. A design district is established by reference to the 2018 Bothell Design and
Construction Standards at 3-9.6, beginning at page 3-32 and Table 3-9(1), including the associated map,
and those provisions of the Bothell Standards are incorporated by this reference as fully as if herein set
forth. This Design District creates a well-coordinated, cohesive downtown experience. This area
designated in the Bothell Standards and the rights-of-way of the streets designated in Table 3-9(1) is
designated as a Design District for the purpose of the application of the provisions of this chapter.

11
12
13
14
15
16

B.
Any applicant who desires to place a small wireless facility in the Design District must first
establish that the applicant cannot locate the small wireless facility outside of the Design District.
Applications for small wireless facilities in the Design District may be approved if the applicant
demonstrates that due to technical infeasibility or lack of owner authorization the applicant cannot locate
the proposed small wireless
facility on an existing or replacement pole within 500 feet of the proposed site and outside of the Design
District.

17
18
19
20
21

C.
Applications for small wireless facilities within the Design District are subject to Type I review, and
the proposed small wireless facility will only be permitted if it receives approval for a concealment element
design consistent with BMC 12.11.130(F)(3). Furthermore, wireless facilities within the Design District
must comply with the design and construction standards established in the Bothell Standards at 3-9.6
relating to streetlights to the extent reasonably applicable or adaptable to a proposed facility.

22
23
24

D.
Design District Standards. In addition to the requirements of this Chapter, any applicant who
desires to place a small wireless facility within the Downtown Design District described in 12.11.120(A),
shall comply with the following:

25

1.

26

demonstrate that due to technical infeasibility the applicant cannot locate the proposed small wireless
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27

facility on an existing or replacement pole within 500 feet of the proposed site and outside of the Design
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A small wireless facility may be located within the Design District only when the applicant can

2825 District;
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2926 2.
All equipment enclosures (not including antennas, antenna shrouds, and cut-off switches) shall be
placed within the pole or base of the pole and/or underground to the maximum
3027 extent technically feasible. Equipment and equipment enclosures that cannot be placed underground or
within the pole
3128 shall occupy the smallest volume in cubict feet, that is technically feasible;
3229 3.
Antennas and antenna shrouds or skirts shall be the smallest volume technically feasible and
3330 shall s u b s t a n t i a l l y conform in shape and appearance as established within the Bothell Design
and Construction
3431 Standards unless the shape is demonstrated to be technically infeasible;
3532 4.
To the extent technically feasible, aAll small wireless antennas, shall be completely enclosed
within a sight obscuring shroud or skirt
3633 which shall be painted or treated to match or be closely compatible with the pole color. To the extent
technically feasible, aAll antenna shrouds or skirts shall be octagonal
Planning Commission Hearing February 27, 2019
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First Draft – Small Cell Wireless Facilities - Concealment
3734 in shape or, if cylindrical in shape, shall taper at the top and bottom to simulate the appearance of a
3835 design district light fixture as detailed within the Bothell Standards;
3936 5.
Equipment enclosures mounted on a pole shall maintain a minimum height of 10 feet above finish
4037 grade
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1
2
3
4
5
6

6.
The maximum allowed height of a small cell wireless facility pole extension within the Design
District shall be the minimum height that is technically feasible to allow the function of the small
wi r el es s f ac i l i t ycell
device, provided, however, that no small cell wireless facility shall be higher than 50 feet above finish
grade.

Commented [MP8]: AT&T suggests using the FCC
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7

7.
Pole extensions that support antennas, equipment, and/or antenna shrouds shall be octagonal
or cylindrical in shape and shall substantially match the vertical taper of downtown street fixture poles
as described
within the Bothell Standards.

8

8.

98

cylindrical in shape to match the specified pole type required within the Bothell Standards;
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9.
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119

shall be placed underground to the maximum extent technically feasible;

Antennas shall be shrouded or skirted and such shrouds or skirts shall be either octagonal or

Small cell wireless equipment, excepting only antennas, antenna shrouds and cut-off switches

Formatted: Left

1210 10.
Pole To the extent technically feasible, pole extensions, antenna shrouds or skirts, above grade
equipment enclosures, and other small
1311 cell wireless facilities placed above ground shall substantially match the City-approved fixture pole color
as detailed within the
1412 Bothell Standards;
1513 11.
Small cell wireless equipment placed above ground and mounted to a pole shall be placed at
1614 least 10 feet above finish grade;
1715 12.
Equipment enclosures installed at the base of a pole shall be sized to be the minimum technically
1816 necessary and shall duplicate the appearance of the pole style specified within the Bothell Standards;
1917 13.
To the extent technically feasible, sSpecific light pole concealment treatments shall be applied to
individual street sections as detailed
2018 within the Bothell Standards and the Downtown Illumination Character Street table of 3-9-(1) and details
21
SCD310, SCD 311, SCD 313, and SCD314;
22
23
24

14.
The following table 12.11-XX specifies the light fixture and small cell wireless treatment detail by
street section (See also Table 3-9(1) within the Bothell Standards.
Table 12.11-X
DOWNTOWN BOTHELL SMALL CELL
WIRELESS STREETLIGHT TREAMENTSS
Street Name

Street
Designation

Standard
Detail #

Planning Commission Hearing February 27, 2019
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Bothell Way NE
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)

Primary
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Table 12.11-X
DOWNTOWN BOTHELL SMALL CELL WIRELESS
STREETLIGHT TREAMENTSS
Bothell Way NE
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)

Primary

D311

SMALL CELL
WIRELESS
FACILITY
TREATMENT
Small Cell wireless
facilities must be placed on
a new, standalone pole
with no light fixture
SCD311

Main Street
(104th Ave to 98th St)
Bothell Way NE (N of
Reder Wy)
Beardslee Blvd
Bothell Wy NE/SR 522
(180th St to Kaysner Wy)

Primary

D310

SCD310

Secondary

D313

SCD313

Secondary

D311

Fabric

D311

Small Cell wireless
facilities must be placed on
a new, standalone pole
with no light fixture
SCD311
Small Cell wireless
facilities must be placed on
a new, standalone pole
with no light fixture
SCD311

Primary

D314

185th Street 98th Avenue
Pop Keeney Road

NE 180th Street NE 186th
Street Reder Way
NE 183rd Street 101st
Avenue NE
Any other designated Fabric
Streets
Bothell Way NE/SR 522
(West City Limits to 180th)

SCD314

1
2
3
4

Note:
The illustrations on the following pages will be placed within the Bothell Standards in the same general
location as the current Downtown light fixture details.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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1
2
3
4

Note:
Draft Detail SCD310 depicts the fixture for primary streets such as the Boulevard or Main Street. This
dual lamp (or acorn) fixture appears to lend itself well to a single height extension with a small cell
wireless facility antenna placed between the lights.

5
6
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Note:
Draft Detail SCD311 is the single lamp fixture adjacent to City Hall and the one that is placed along the
‘Fabric’ or smaller streets. This single lamp fixture does not lend itself well to an extension because the
SCW antenna would have to be placed atop the lamp or, if placed beneath the lamp the lamp would be
too high for a pedestrian scale light fixture. The proposal would require SCW facilities to be installed on
new dedicated poles that have no lights. The small cell wireless facility poles would be placed somewhere
between the current light poles. The downside to this approach is the potential for a proliferation of poles
along these Fabric Streets which would be visually undesirable.

merideepabst
2019-02-26 14:04:22

-------------------------------------------Appears to be only approx. 14 feet high,
which is not sufficient.

9
10
11
12
13
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1
2
3

Note:
Draft Detail SCD313 is designated for secondary streets including Bothell Way NE, core locations along
SR 522 and Beardslee Blvd.

4
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1
2
3

Note:
Draft Detail SCD314 is designated for primary, higher speed streets including SR-522 away from the
Downtown core.

4
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1
2

Note:
Figure 3-9(1) identifies the street types within the Downtown Design District.

3
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1
2

12.11.130

3

Small wireless facility deployments shall conform to the following design standards to the extent such
standards are reasonable, technically feasible, objective, no more burdensome than those applied to
other types of infrastructure deployments, and published in advance:

4
5
6

A.
Non-wooden pole design standards. Small wireless facilities attached to existing or replacement
non-wooden light poles and other non-wooden poles in the right-of-way or non-wooden poles outside of
the right-of-way shall conform to the following design criteria:

7

1.
To the extent technically feasible, aAntennas and the associated equipment enclosures (including
disconnect switches and other
appurtenant devices) shall be fully concealed within the pole, unless such concealment is demonstrated
to be technically infeasible, or is incompatible with the pole design, then the antennas and associated
equipment enclosures must be camouflaged to appear as an integral part of the pole or flush mounted to
the pole, meaning no more than six (6) inches off of the pole, must be the minimum size necessary for
the intended purpose, and shall not exceed the volumetric dimensions of small wireless facilities as
established in this Chapter. If the equipment enclosure is permitted on the exterior of the pole, t h e n
t o t h e e x t e n t t e c h n i c a l l y f e a s i b l e , the
applicant is required to place the equipment enclosure behind any banners or road signs that may be on
the pole, provided that such location does not interfere with the operation of the banners or signs.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Design and concealment standards for small wireless facility deployments

2.
All conduit, cables, wires and fiber must be routed internally within the a non-wooden light pole. Full
To the extent technically feasible, concealment
of all conduit, cables, wires and fiber is required within mounting brackets, shrouds, canisters, or sleeves
if attaching to exterior antennas or equipment.

26

3.
An antenna on top of an existing pole may not extend more than six ten (106) feet above the
height of
the existing pole, or the height permitted by the definition of “small wireless facility,” whichever is greater,
and the diameter of the antenna and any shroud surrounding the antenna may not
exceed sixteen (16) inches, as measured at the top of the pole, unless the applicant can demonstrate
that more space is needed. To the extent technically feasible, the antennas shall be integrated into the
pole design so that it appears as
a continuation of the original pole, including being colored or painted to match the pole color, and shall
be shrouded or screened to blend with the pole, except for canister antennas which shall not require
separate shrouding or screening. To the extent technically feasible, aAll cabling and mounting
hardware/brackets from the bottom of the
antenna to the top of the pole shall be fully concealed and integrated with the pole.

27
28

4.
Any replacement pole shall substantially conform to the design of the pole it is replacing or the
neighboring pole design standards utilized within the contiguous right-of-way.

20
21
22
23
24
25
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29

5.
The height of any replacement pole (and associated antennas) may not extend more than ten
(10) feet above the height of
30
the existing pole or the minimum additional height technically feasible, or the height permitted by the
definition of “small wireless facility,” whichever is greater; provided that the height of the
3130 replacement pole cannot be extended further by additional antenna height.
3231 6.

The diameter of a replacement pole shall comply with the City’s setback and sidewalk clearance
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3332
3433
3534
3635

requirements and shall, to the extent technically feasible, not be more than a 25% increase of the existing
non-wooden pole measured at the base of the pole, unless additional diameter is needed in order to
conceal equipment within the base of the pole, and shall comply with the requirements in subsection E(4)
below.

37

7.

38

primary function of the pole. If the primary function of a pole serving as the host site for a small wireless

39

facility becomes unnecessary, the pole shall not be retained for the sole purpose of accommodating the

40

small wireless facility and the small wireless facility and all associated equipment shall be removed.

The use of the pole for the siting of a small wireless facility shall be considered secondary to the

Planning Commission Hearing February 27, 2019
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1
2

B.
Wooden pole design standards. Small wireless facilities located on wooden poles shall conform
to the following design criteria:

3
4
5

1.
The wooden pole at the proposed location may be replaced with a taller pole for the purpose of
accommodating a small wireless facility; provided, that the replacement pole shall not exceed a height
that is a maximum of ten (10) feet taller than the existing pole, , or the height permitted by the definition of
“small wireless facility,” whichever is greater, unless a further height increase is required
and confirmed in writing by the pole owner and that such height extension is the minimum extension
possible to provide sufficient separation and/or clearance from electrical and wireline facilities.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2.
A pole extender may be used instead of replacing an existing pole but may not increase the height
of the existing pole by more than ten (10) feet, , or the height permitted by the definition of “small wireless
facility,” whichever is greater, unless a further height increase is required and confirmed
in writing by the pole owner and that such height increase is the minimum extension possible to provide
sufficient separation and/or clearance from electrical and wireline facilities. A “pole extender” as used
herein is an object affixed between the pole and the antenna for the purpose of increasing the height of
the antenna above the pole. The pole extender shall be painted to approximately match the color of the
pole and shall substantially match the diameter of the pole measured at the top of the pole.

15
16
17

3.
Replacement wooden poles must either match the approximate color and materials of the
replaced pole or shall be consistent with the standard new wooden pole used by the pole owner in the
City.

18
19

4.
Antennas, equipment enclosures, and all ancillary equipment, boxes, and conduit shall be colored
or painted to match the approximate color of the surface of the wooden pole on which they are attached.

20
21

5.
To the extent technically feasible, aAntennas and supporting equipment shall not be mounted
more than twelve (12) inches from the
surface of the wooden pole.

22
23
24

6.
Antennas should be placed in an effort to minimize visual clutter and obtrusiveness. Multiple
antennas are permitted on a wooden pole provided that each antenna enclosure shall not be more than
three (3) cubic feet in volume.

25

7.
A canister antenna may be mounted on top of an existing or replacement wooden pole, which
may not exceed
the height requirements described in subsection B(1) above. A canister antenna mounted on the top of
a wooden pole shall not exceed sixteen (16) inches in width or diameter, as measured at the top of the
pole, unless the applicant can demonstrate that more space is needed and shall be colored or painted to
match the pole. The canister antenna must be placed to look as
if it is an extension of the pole. In the alternative, the applicant may propose install a side mounted
canister
antenna, so long as the inside edge of the antenna is no more than twelve (12) inches from the surface
of the wooden pole. To the extent technically feasible, aAll cables shall be concealed either within the
canister antenna or within a sleeve
between the antenna and the wooden pole.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

8.
An omni-directional antenna may be mounted on the top of an existing or replacem ent
wooden pole, provided
such antenna is no more than four (4) feet in height and is mounted directly on the top of a pole or
attached to a sleeve made to look like the exterior of the pole as close to the top of the pole as technically
feasible. To the extent technically feasible, aAll cables shall be concealed within the sleeve between
Planning Commission Hearing February 27, 2019
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37

the bottom of the antenna and the
mounting bracket.

38
39
40
41

9.
All related equipment mounted on wooden poles, including but not limited to ancillary equipment,
radios, cables, associated shrouding, microwaves, and conduit, shall not be mounted more than six (6)
inches from the surface of the pole, unless a further distance is technically required and is confirmed in
writing by the pole owner.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

10.
Equipment for small wireless facilities must be attached to the wooden pole, unless otherwise
permitted to be ground mounted pursuant to subsection (E)(1). The equipment must be placed in the
smallest enclosure possible for the intended purpose. The equipment enclosure and all other wireless
equipment associated with the utility pole, including wireless equipment associated with the antenna and
any pre-existing associated equipment on the pole, may not exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. Multiple
equipment enclosures may be acceptable if designed to more closely integrate with the pole design and
does not cumulatively exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. The applicant is encouraged to place the
equipment enclosure(s) behind any banners or road signs that may be on the pole, provided that such
location does not interfere with the operation of the banners or signs.

13
14
15
16
17
18

11.
An applicant who desires to enclose both its antennas and equipment within one unified enclosure
may do so, provided that such enclosure is the minimum size necessary for its intended purpose and the
enclosure and all other wireless equipment associated with the pole, including wireless s m a l l
wireless equipment
associated with the antenna and any pre-existing associated wireless equipment on the pole does not
exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. The unified enclosure may not be placed more than six (6) inches
from the surface of the pole, unless a further distance is required and confirmed in writing by the pole
owner. To the extent possible, the unified enclosure shall be placed so as to appear as an integrated part
of the pole or shall be placed behind banners or signs, provided that such location does not interfere with
the operation of the banners or signs.

19

12.

The visual effect of the small wireless facility on all other aspects of the appearance of the wooden

2019 pole shall be minimized to the greatest extent possible.
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21

13.

22

to the primary function of the pole. If the primary function of a pole serving as the host site for a small

23

wireless facility becomes unnecessary, the pole shall not be retained for the sole purpose of

24

accommodating the small wireless facility and the small wireless facility and all associated equipment

The use of the wooden pole for the siting of a small wireless facility shall be considered secondary

2520 shall be removed.
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2621 14.
The diameter of a replacement pole shall comply with the City’s setback and sidewalk clearance
2722 requirements and, to the extent technically feasible, shall not be more than a 25% increase of the existing
utility pole diameter as measured
2823 at the base of the pole.
2924 15.
All cables and wires shall be routed through conduit along the outside of the pole. The outside
3025 conduit shall be colored or painted to match or be compatible with the pole. The number of conduit shall
be minimized to the
3126 number technically necessary to accommodate the small wireless facility.
3227 C.
Small wireless facilities attached to existing buildings, shall conform to the following design
3328 criteria:
34

1.

Small wireless facilities may be mounted to the sides of a building if the antennas do not interrupt

3529 the building’s architectural theme.
3630 2.
The interruption of architectural lines or horizontal or vertical reveals is discouraged.
Planning Commission Hearing February 27, 2019
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3731 3.
New architectural features such as columns, pilasters, corbels, or other ornamentation that
3832 conceal antennas may be used if it complements the architecture of the existing building.
3933 4.
To the exent technically feasible, sSmall wireless facilities shall utilize the smallest mounting
brackets necessary in order to provide
4034 the smallest offset from the building.
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1
2
3

5.
To the exent technically feasible, sSkirts or shrouds shall be utilized on the sides and bottoms
of antennas in order to conceal
mounting hardware, create a cleaner appearance, and minimize the visual impact of the antennas.
Exposed cabling/wiring is prohibited.

4

6.
To the extent technically feasible, sSmall wireless facilities shall be painted and textured to match
the adjacent building surfaces.

5
6

7.
Small wireless facilities attached to new or existing buildings within the Downtown Subarea shall
substantially conform to the design criteria of Chapter 12.64 BMC.

7
8

D.
Small wireless facilities mounted on cables strung between existing utility poles, known as strandmounted facilities, shall conform to the following standards.

9

1.

Each strand mounted facility shall not exceed three (3) cubic feet in volume;

10

2.

Only one two strand mounted facilitiesy areis permitted per cable between any two existing poles;

11
12
13

3.
The strand mounted devices shall be placed as close as possible to the nearest utility pole, in no
event more than five (5) feet from the pole unless a greater distance is technically necessary or is required
by the pole owner for safety clearance;

14
15

4.
No strand mounted device shall be located in or above the portion of the roadway open to
vehicular traffic;

16
17

5.
Ground mounted equipment to accommodate a stranhared- mounted facility is not permitted
except
when placed in pre-existing equipment cabinets or required for an electric meter or other installation
required by a third party; and

18

6.

19
20

7.
Such strand mounted devices must be installed to cause the least visual impact and without
excess exterior cabling or wires (other than the original strand).

21

8.

Strand mounted facilities are prohibited on or between non-wooden poles.

22

E.

General requirements.

23
24
25
26

1.
Ground mounted equipment in the rights-of-way is prohibited, unless such facilities are placed
under ground or the applicant can demonstrate that pole mounted or undergrounded equipment is
technically infeasible. If ground mounted equipment is necessary, then the applicant shall submit a
concealment element plan. Generators located in the rights-of-way are prohibited.

27

2.

28
29
30

3.
Small wireless facilities are not permitted on traffic signal poles unless denial of the siting could
be a prohibition or effective prohibition of the applicant’s ability to provide telecommunications service in
violation of 47 USC § 253 and 47 USC § 332.

31
32
33

4.
Replacement poles and new poles shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
City construction and sidewalk clearance standards, city ordinance, and state and federal laws and
regulations in order to provide a clear and safe passage within the rights-of-way. Further, the location of
Page
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Pole mounted equipment shall comply with the requirements of subsections A and B above.

No equipment shall be operated so as to produce noise in violation of Chapter 8.26 BMC.
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34
35
36

any replacement or new pole must: be physically possible, comply with applicable traffic warrants, not
interfere with utility or safety fixtures (e.g., fire hydrants, traffic control devices), and not adversely affect
the public welfare, health or safety.
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1
2

5.
Replacement poles shall be located as near as possible to the existing pole with the requirement
to remove the abandoned pole.

3

5
6
7

6.
No signage, message or identification other than the manufacturer’s identification or
identificationsigns
required by governing law is allowed to be i n s t a l l e d w i t h o r portrayed on any antenna or
equipment enclosuresmall wireless facility. Any
permitted signage shall be located on the equipment enclosures and be of the minimum amount possible
to achieve the intended purpose (no larger than 4x6 inches); provided that, signs are permitted as
concealment element techniques where appropriate and authorized.

8
9

7.
Antennas and related equipment shall not be illuminated except for security reasons, if required
by a federal or state authority, or unless approved as part of a concealment element plan.

4

10

Commented [MP15]:

11
12

8.
Side arm mounts for antennas or equipment must be the minimum extension necessary and to the
extent technically feasible, for
wooden poles may be no more than twelve (12) inches off the pole and for non-wooden poles no more
than six (6) inches off the pole, as measured from the inside edge of the antenna or equipment to the
surface of the pole.

13

9.
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The preferred location of a small wireless facility on a pole is the location with the least visible

1413 impact.
15

10.
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Antennas, equipment enclosures, and ancillary equipment, conduit and cable, shall not dominate

1614 the structure or pole upon which they are attached.
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1715 11.
Except for locations in the right-of-way, small wireless facilities are not permitted on any property
1816 containing a single-family residential use in the single-family residential zones.
19

12.

20

within the rights-of-way in when assessing proposed siting locations so as to not adversely affect the

21

visual character of the City. This provision shall not be applied to limit the number of permits issued when

The City may consider the cumulative visual effects of small wireless facilities mounted on poles

Formatted: Left, Indent: Left: 0.08", Hanging: 0.41"

2217 no alternative sites are reasonably available nor to impose a technological requirement on the applicant.
2318
2419
2520
2621

13.
These design standards are intended to be used solely for the purpose of concealment and siting.
Nothing herein shall be interpreted or applied in a manner which dictates the use of a particular
technology. When strict application of these requirements would unreasonably impair the function of the
technology chosen by the applicant or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of wireless service,
alternative forms of concealment or deployment may be permitted
2722 which provide similar or greater protections from negative visual impacts to the streetscape.
2823 F.
New poles in the rights-of-way for small wireless facilities and all installations in the Design
2924 District.
3025 1.

New poles within the rights-of-way are permitted only if the applicant can establish that:

3126 a.
The proposed small wireless facility cannot be located on an existing utility pole or light pole or, on
32
an electrical transmission tower, or on a site outside of the public rights-of-way such as a public park,
Page
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33
public property, building, transmission tower, or in or on a non-residential use in a residential zone
3427 whether by roof or panel-mount or separate structure;
3528 b.
The proposed small wireless facility receives approval for a concealment element design, as
3629 described in subsection 3 below;
3730 c.
The proposed small wireless facility also complies with the Shoreline Management Act, Growth
3831 Management Act, and SEPA, if applicable; and
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1
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3

d.
No new poles shall be located in a critical area or associated buffer required by the City’s Critical
Areas Management ordinance (Chapter 12.04 BMC), except when determined to be exempt pursuant to
said ordinance.

4

2.

5
6
7
8

3.
The concealment element design shall include the design of the screening, fencing, or other
concealment technology for a tower, pole, or equipment structure and for all related transmission
equipment or facilities associated with the proposed small wireless facility, including but not limited to
fiber and power connections.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

a.
The concealment element design should seek to minimize the visual obtrusiveness of the small
wireless facility. The proposed pole or structure should have similar designs to existing neighboring poles
in the rights-of-way, including similar height to the extent technically feasible. If the proposed small
wireless facility is placed on a replacement pole in the Design District, then the replacement pole shall
be of the same general design as the pole it is replacing, unless the Public Works and Community
Development directors otherwise approve a variation due to aesthetic or safety concerns. Any
concealment element design for a small wireless facility on a decorative pole should attempt to mimic the
design of such pole and integrate the small wireless facility into the design of the decorative pole. Other
concealment methods include, but are not limited to, integrating the installation with architectural features
or building design components, utilization of coverings or concealment devices of similar material, color,
and texture as the surface against which the installation will be seen or on which it will be installed,
landscape design, or other camouflage strategies appropriate for the type of installation. To the extent
technically feasible, aApplicants are
required to utilize designs in which all conduit and wirelines are installed internally in the structure.
Further, applicant designs should, to the extent technically possiblefeasible, comply with the generally
applicable
design standards adopted herein.

Formatted: Underline

b.
New poles allowed under this subsection are subject to the height limitations in the definition of
“small wireless facility.”
c.
All requirements for a concealment element design under this subsection shall apply to the extent
they are reasonable, technically feasible, objective, no more burdensome than those applied to other
types of infrastructure deployments, and published in advance.
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23
24
25
26
2327

An application for a new pole is subject to a Type I review.

2428
2529
2630
2731
2832

db.
If the Director has already approved a concealment element design either for the applicant or
another small wireless facility along the same public right-of-way or for the same pole type, then the
applicant shall utilize a substantially similar concealment element design, unless it can show that such
concealment element design is not physically or technologically feasible or that such deployment would
undermine the generally applicable design standards.

2933
30
31
32

4.
Even if an alternative location is established pursuant to subsection (FA)(1) and (A)(2), the Director
may determine that a new pole in the right-of-way is in fact a superior alternative based on the impact to
the City, the concealment element design, the City’s Comprehensive Plan, and the added benefits to the
community.

33
34

5.
Prior to the issuance of a permit to construct a new pole or ground mounted equipment in the
right-of-way, the applicant must obtain a site-specific agreement or permit from the City to locate such new
pole or
ground mounted equipment. This requirement also applies to replacement poles where the overall height
of the replacement pole and the proposed small wireless facility is more than sixty (60) feet.
Page
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37
38
39
40
41

6.
These design standards are intended to be used solely for the purpose of concealment and
siting. Nothing herein shall be interpreted or applied in a manner which dictates the use of a particular
technology. When strict application of these requirements would unreasonably impair the function of
the technology chosen by the applicant and/or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of wireless
service, alternative forms of concealment or deployment may be
permitted which provide similar or greater protections of the street scape.
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February 27, 2019
Via Email to Bruce Blackburn
Bothell Planning Commission
Commissioner David Vliet, Chair
Commissioner Kevin Kiernan
Commissioner Aaron Moreau-Cook
Commissioner Brad Peistrup
Commissioner Roger Cecil
Commissioner Jason Hampton
Commissioner Patrick Cabe
Re: Bothell WA Draft Wireless Code Ordinance
Dear Commissioners:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft wireless code update.
Verizon has been working with staff to provide information about the enormous
increase in consumer demand for data capacity and cell service, as well as input on the
technical requirements for the new small cell technology. Verizon supports the general
direction and language of the draft code and is appreciative of the effort by staff to
address the technological needs of the wireless industry. We understand that this is a
first draft and Verizon welcomes the opportunity to provide technical input.
This new technology is vital to address the coverage and capacity needs of Verizon’s
customers. More people are using more wireless devices to do more things than ever
before, like streaming video and uploading images. In fact, wireless data usage tripled
from 2013 to 2015 and is forecast to multiply seven-fold from 2015 to 2019.
Verizon is working to stay ahead of the demand by adding fiber optic capacity and small
cells to connect people where they need it most.
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PO Box 34628 - #75604
kim.allen@wirelesspolicy.com
t 425.628.2666
Seattle, WA 98124
www.wirelesspolicy.com
f 206.219.6717
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The low visual profile of small cells makes them an excellent solution for delivering
capacity and coverage to residential neighborhoods. Small cells will also deliver
connections for “smart communities” services to boost the flow and safety of vehicle
traffic, manage resources like light, power and water and improve the quality of life of
Verizon’s customers. Moreover, this technology is key to preparing Verizon’s network
infrastructure so that it is capable of offering 5G wireless connections when it becomes
commercially available.
Requested revisions to the draft code.
While Verizon generally supports the changes being proposed, there are a few targeted
concerns we would like to raise:
1. 12.11.120(D)(4) requires that antennas be completely shrouded. 5G antennas
cannot be shrouded or covered in any way, but the materials can be tinted to
match the pole cover. Verizon requests the following highlighted language be
added to address this:
"All small wireless antennas, shall be completely enclosed within a sight
obscuring shroud or skirt, unless camouflaged to appear as an integrated
part of the pole, which shall be painted or treated to match the pole
color. "
2. 12.11.120(D)(4) also requires that the shrouds be octagonal or taper at the top
and bottom. These options are not available and would restrict the types of
antennas that could be placed in the shroud. The shape of the shroud is
generally not discernible by the travelling observer. Verizon requests the
following highlighted language be deleted and added: "All antenna shrouds or
skirts shall be octagonal in shape or, if cylindrical in shape, shall taper at the top
and bottom to simulate the appearance of a design district light fixture as
detailed within the Bothell Standards, to the greatest feasible."
3. The height on proposed stand alone design SDC311 on p. 4 refers to the height
for the single acorn SDC311 light standard as the appropriate height. The
maximum on that design is 12 feet to the center of the globe. This is too low for
antenna placement, which generally works best between 20-40 feet. It is also
too low to assure that the antennas are not accessed by the public. Verizon
requests that the "Minimum height necessary" language for other stand alone
pole types be used for this pole type.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment and we look forward to continuing to work
with the City to develop a code that preserves the look and feel of your community,
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while providing an efficient and workable process to deliver the service your residents,
visitors and businesses have come to expect. A Verizon representative will be at the
meeting to answer any questions you might have.
Sincerely,

Kim Allen
Senior Vice President, Wireless Policy Group, LLC
On behalf of Verizon Wireless
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Note:
Text in underline is new addition – strikethrough means deleted language. Normal text is existing
Interim Ordinance language that is not proposed for change
Note:
Only those Code sections directly related to the Design District (Downtown) standards are included
here and the other small cell concealment provisions are included here.
12.11.100

Wireless communication design standards – Small wireless facilities.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

This division of chapter 12.11 BMC provides aesthetic, design and concealment standards and permit
and review procedures for small wireless facilities. These provisions are intended to provide objective
design criteria to assist in minimizing the visually obtrusive impacts that can be associated with wireless
communications facilities and to encourage creative approaches in the location and construction of
wireless communications facilities. All permits necessary for the deployment of small wireless facilities
and, if applicable an application for Franchise, shall be consolidated for review and a decision rendered
to the full extent feasible with the safe harbors or presumptively reasonable time periods established by
47 CFR 1.6003.

18

12.11.110

19
20
21
22
23

Small wireless deployment includes small wireless facilities and small wireless networks. The following
provisions establish design and concealment standards for small wireless deployments, provided,
however, that any small wireless or small wireless network component that is not exempt from SEPA,
Shorelines, or Critical Area review pursuant to Titles 13 and 14 shall comply with all applicable
requirements of those Titles.

24
25
26
27
28

A.
Utility poles and structures in areas other than the Design District and underground areas. Eligible
small wireless facilities permitted under the provisions of a franchise approval where the franchisee has
submitted and received City-approval of the aesthetic, design and concealment standards to be
employed for the franchisee’s small cell facilities shall be considered to have satisfied the design and
concealment standards when installed on utility poles and structures within the public right-of-way.

29
30
31
32

B.
Small wireless deployments on existing utility poles not approved pursuant to a franchise. Small
wireless deployments on existing utility poles that have not been approved as an exhibit to the franchise
or as a minor deviation thereto shall comply with the provisions of BMC 12.11.120 and must seek permit
issuance as provided in this chapter.

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

C.
Replacement utility pole - street lighting. With the express permission of the City, a replacement
utility pole or a new utility pole may be permitted in the form of a new streetlight standard. The design of
all street light standards shall be in accordance with this Chapter and the Bothell Design and Construction
Standards when located outside of any Design Districts or underground area. Replacement utility
poles/street light standards located within a Design District or underground area shall further conform to
the adopted Bothell streetscape design standards for the Design District and this Chapter. Wherever
technologically feasible, all equipment and cabling shall be internal to the replacement street lighting
pole.

41
42
43

D.
Undergrounded areas. Areas where utilities have been undergrounded, shall be deemed an
underground area wherein all service providers or infrastructure companies desiring to locate any aboveground infrastructure in support of a small wireless deployment shall submit a concealment element plan

Small wireless deployment.
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in accordance with the provisions of BMC 12.11.120(F) which shall include placing as much of the
equipment underground as is technically feasible.

4

12.11.120

Designated Design District

5
6
7
8
9
10

A.
Design District. A design district is established by reference to the 2018 Bothell Design and
Construction Standards at 3-9.6, beginning at page 3-32 and Table 3-9(1), including the associated map,
and those provisions of the Bothell Standards are incorporated by this reference as fully as if herein set
forth. This Design District creates a well-coordinated, cohesive downtown experience. This area
designated in the Bothell Standards and the rights-of-way of the streets designated in Table 3-9(1) is
designated as a Design District for the purpose of the application of the provisions of this chapter.

11
12
13
14
15
16

B.
Any applicant who desires to place a small wireless facility in the Design District must first
establish that the applicant cannot locate the small wireless facility outside of the Design District.
Applications for small wireless facilities in the Design District may be approved if the applicant
demonstrates that due to technical infeasibility the applicant cannot locate the proposed small wireless
facility on an existing or replacement pole within 500 feet of the proposed site and outside of the Design
District.

17
18
19
20
21

C.
Applications for small wireless facilities within the Design District are subject to Type I review, and
the proposed small wireless facility will only be permitted if it receives approval for a concealment element
design consistent with BMC 12.11.130(F)(3). Furthermore, wireless facilities within the Design District
must comply with the design and construction standards established in the Bothell Standards at 3-9.6
relating to streetlights to the extent reasonably applicable or adaptable to a proposed facility.

22
23
24

D.
Design District Standards. In addition to the requirements of this Chapter, any applicant who
desires to place a small wireless facility within the Downtown Design District described in 12.11.120(A),
shall comply with the following:

25
26
27
28

1.
A small wireless facility may be located within the Design District only when the applicant can
demonstrate that due to technical infeasibility the applicant cannot locate the proposed small wireless
facility on an existing or replacement pole within 500 feet of the proposed site and outside of the Design
District;

29
30
31

2.
All equipment enclosures (not including antennas) shall be placed underground to the maximum
extent technically feasible. Equipment and equipment enclosures that cannot be placed underground
shall occupy the smallest volume in cubic feet, that is technically feasible;

32
33
34

3.
Antennas and antenna shrouds or skirts shall be the smallest volume technically feasible and
shall conform in shape and appearance as established within the Bothell Design and Construction
Standards unless the shape is demonstrated to be technically infeasible;

35

36
37

4.
All small wireless antennas, shall be completely enclosed within a sight obscuring shroud or skirt,
unless camouflaged to appear as an integrated part of the pole, which shall be painted or treated to match
the pole color. All antenna shrouds or skirts shall be octagonal
in shape or, if cylindrical in shape, shall taper at the top and bottom to simulate the appearance of a
design district light fixture as detailed within the Bothell Standards;

38
39

5.
Equipment enclosures mounted on a pole shall maintain a minimum height of 10 feet above finish
grade
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6.
The maximum allowed height of a small cell wireless facility pole extension within the Design
District shall be the minimum height that is technically feasible to allow the function of the small cell
device, provided, however, that no small cell wireless facility shall be higher than 50 feet above finish
grade.

5
6
7

7.
Pole extensions that support antennas, equipment, and/or antenna shrouds shall be octagonal
or cylindrical in shape and shall match the vertical taper of downtown street fixture poles as described
within the Bothell Standards.

8
9

8.
Antennas shall be shrouded or skirted and such shrouds or skirts shall be either octagonal or
cylindrical in shape to match the specified pole type required within the Bothell Standards;

10
11

9.
Small cell wireless equipment, excepting only antennas, antenna shrouds and cut-off switches
shall be placed underground to the maximum extent technically feasible;

12
13
14

10.
Pole extensions, antenna shrouds or skirts, above grade equipment enclosures, and other small
cell facilities placed above ground shall match the City-approved fixture pole color as detailed within the
Bothell Standards;

15
16

11.
Small cell wireless equipment placed above ground and mounted to a pole shall be placed at
least 10 feet above finish grade;

17
18

12.
Equipment enclosures installed at the base of a pole shall be sized to be the minimum technically
necessary and shall duplicate the appearance of the pole style specified within the Bothell Standards;

19
20
21

13.
Specific light pole concealment treatments shall be applied to individual street sections as detailed
within the Bothell Standards and the Downtown Illumination Character Street table of 3-9-(1) and details
SCD310, SCD 311, SCD 313, and SCD314;

22
23
24

14.
The following table 12.11-XX specifies the light fixture and small cell wireless treatment detail by
street section (See also Table 3-9(1) within the Bothell Standards.
Table 12.11-X
DOWNTOWN BOTHELL SMALL CELL WI RELESS
STREETLIGHT TREAMENTSS
Street Name
Street
Standard
Designation
Detail #
Bothell Way NE
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)

Primary
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SMALL CELL
TREATMENT
Small Cell Wireless
treatment Detail
SCD310
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Table 12.11-X
DOWNTOWN BOTHELL SMALL CELL WIRELESS
STREETLIGHT TREAMENTSS
Primary
D311
Bothell Way NE
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)

Main Street
(104th Ave to 98th St)
Bothell Way NE (N of
Reder Wy)
Beardslee Blvd
Bothell Wy NE/SR 522
(180th St to Kaysner Wy)
185th Street 98th Avenue
Pop Keeney Road

NE 180th Street NE 186th
Street Reder Way
NE 183rd Street 101st
Avenue NE
Any other designated Fabric
Streets
Bothell Way NE/SR 522
(West City Limits to 180th)

SMALL CELL
TREATMENT
Small Cell facilities must be
placed on a new,
standalone pole with no
light fixture
SCD311

Primary

D310

SCD310

Secondary

D313

SCD313

Secondary

D311

Fabric

D311

Small Cell facilities must be
placed on a new,
standalone pole with no
light fixture
SCD311
Small Cell facilities must be
placed on a new,
standalone pole with no
light fixture
SCD311

Primary

D314

SCD314

1
2
3
4

Note:
The illustrations on the following pages will be placed within the Bothell Standards in the same general
location as the current Downtown light fixture details.
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8
9
10
11
12
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Note:
Draft Detail SCD310 depicts the fixture for primary streets such as the Boulevard or Main Street. This
dual lamp (or acorn) fixture appears to lend itself well to a single height extension with a small cell
antenna placed between the lights.

5
6
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Note:
Draft Detail SCD311 is the single lamp fixture adjacent to City Hall and the one that is placed along the
‘Fabric’ or smaller streets. This single lamp fixture does not lend itself well to an extension because the
SCW antenna would have to be placed atop the lamp or, if placed beneath the lamp the lamp would be
too high for a pedestrian scale light fixture. The proposal would require SCW facilities to be installed on
new dedicated poles that have no lights. The small cell poles would be placed somewhere between the
current light poles. The downside to this approach is the potential for a proliferation of poles along these
Fabric Streets which would be visually undesirable.

9
10
11
12
13
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Note:
Draft Detail SCD313 is designated for secondary streets including Bothell Way NE, core locations along
SR 522 and Beardslee Blvd.

4
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Note:
Draft Detail SCD314 is designated for primary, higher speed streets including SR-522 away from the
Downtown core.

4
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Note:
Figure 3-9(1) identifies the street types within the Downtown Design District.

3
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12.11.130

Design and concealment standards for small wireless deployments

3

Small wireless facility deployments shall conform to the following design standards:

4
5
6

A.
Non-wooden pole design standards. Small wireless facilities attached to existing or replacement
non-wooden light poles and other non-wooden poles in the right-of-way or non-wooden poles outside of
the right-of-way shall conform to the following design criteria:

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1.
Antennas and the associated equipment enclosures (including disconnect switches and other
appurtenant devices) shall be fully concealed within the pole, unless such concealment is demonstrated
to be technically infeasible, or is incompatible with the pole design, then the antennas and associated
equipment enclosures must be camouflaged to appear as an integral part of the pole or flush mounted to
the pole, meaning no more than six (6) inches off of the pole, must be the minimum size necessary for
the intended purpose, and shall not exceed the volumetric dimensions of small wireless facilities as
established in this Chapter. If the equipment enclosure is permitted on the exterior of the pole, the
applicant is required to place the equipment enclosure behind any banners or road signs that may be on
the pole, provided that such location does not interfere with the operation of the banners or signs.

16
17
18

2.
All conduit, cables, wires and fiber must be routed internally within the light pole. Full concealment
of all conduit, cables, wires and fiber is required within mounting brackets, shrouds, canisters, or sleeves
if attaching to exterior antennas or equipment.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

3.
An antenna on top of an existing pole may not extend more than six (6) feet above the height of
the existing pole and the diameter of the antenna and any shroud surrounding the antenna may not
exceed sixteen (16) inches, as measured at the top of the pole, unless the applicant can demonstrate
that more space is needed. The antennas shall be integrated into the pole design so that it appears as
a continuation of the original pole, including being colored or painted to match the pole color, and shall
be shrouded or screened to blend with the pole, except for canister antennas which shall not require
separate shrouding or screening. All cabling and mounting hardware/brackets from the bottom of the
antenna to the top of the pole shall be fully concealed and integrated with the pole.

27
28

4.
Any replacement pole shall substantially conform to the design of the pole it is replacing or the
neighboring pole design standards utilized within the contiguous right-of-way.

29
30
31

5.
The height of any replacement pole may not extend more than ten (10) feet above the height of
the existing pole or the minimum additional height technically feasible; provided that the height of the
replacement pole cannot be extended further by additional antenna height.

32
33
34
35
36

6.
The diameter of a replacement pole shall comply with the City’s setback and sidewalk clearance
requirements and shall, to the extent technically feasible, not be more than a 25% increase of the existing
non-wooden pole measured at the base of the pole, unless additional diameter is needed in order to
conceal equipment within the base of the pole, and shall comply with the requirements in subsection E(4)
below.

37
38
39
40

7.
The use of the pole for the siting of a small wireless facility shall be considered secondary to the
primary function of the pole. If the primary function of a pole serving as the host site for a small wireless
facility becomes unnecessary, the pole shall not be retained for the sole purpose of accommodating the
small wireless facility and the small wireless facility and all associated equipment shall be removed.
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First Draft – Small Cell Wireless Facilities - Concealment
1
2

B.
Wooden pole design standards. Small wireless facilities located on wooden poles shall conform
to the following design criteria:

3
4
5
6
7

1.
The wooden pole at the proposed location may be replaced with a taller pole for the purpose of
accommodating a small wireless facility; provided, that the replacement pole shall not exceed a height
that is a maximum of ten (10) feet taller than the existing pole, unless a further height increase is required
and confirmed in writing by the pole owner and that such height extension is the minimum extension
possible to provide sufficient separation and/or clearance from electrical and wireline facilities.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2.
A pole extender may be used instead of replacing an existing pole but may not increase the height
of the existing pole by more than ten (10) feet, unless a further height increase is required and confirmed
in writing by the pole owner and that such height increase is the minimum extension possible to provide
sufficient separation and/or clearance from electrical and wireline facilities. A “pole extender” as used
herein is an object affixed between the pole and the antenna for the purpose of increasing the height of
the antenna above the pole. The pole extender shall be painted to approximately match the color of the
pole and shall substantially match the diameter of the pole measured at the top of the pole.

15
16
17

3.
Replacement wooden poles must either match the approximate color and materials of the
replaced pole or shall be consistent with the standard new wooden pole used by the pole owner in the
City.

18
19

4.
Antennas, equipment enclosures, and all ancillary equipment, boxes, and conduit shall be colored
or painted to match the approximate color of the surface of the wooden pole on which they are attached.

20
21

5.
Antennas and supporting equipment shall not be mounted more than twelve (12) inches from the
surface of the wooden pole.

22
23
24

6.
Antennas should be placed in an effort to minimize visual clutter and obtrusiveness. Multiple
antennas are permitted on a wooden pole provided that each antenna enclosure shall not be more than
three (3) cubic feet in volume.

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

7.
A canister antenna may be mounted on top of an existing wooden pole, which may not exceed
the height requirements described in subsection B(1) above. A canister antenna mounted on the top of
a wooden pole shall not exceed sixteen (16) inches in width or diameter, as measured at the top of the
pole, and shall be colored or painted to match the pole. The canister antenna must be placed to look as
if it is an extension of the pole. In the alternative, the applicant may propose a side mounted canister
antenna, so long as the inside edge of the antenna is no more than twelve (12) inches from the surface
of the wooden pole. All cables shall be concealed either within the canister antenna or within a sleeve
between the antenna and the wooden pole.

33
34
35
36
37

8.
An omni-directional antenna may be mounted on the top of an existing wooden pole, provided
such antenna is no more than four (4) feet in height and is mounted directly on the top of a pole or
attached to a sleeve made to look like the exterior of the pole as close to the top of the pole as technically
feasible. All cables shall be concealed within the sleeve between the bottom of the antenna and the
mounting bracket.

38
39
40
41

9.
All related equipment mounted on wooden poles, including but not limited to ancillary equipment,
radios, cables, associated shrouding, microwaves, and conduit, shall not be mounted more than six (6)
inches from the surface of the pole, unless a further distance is technically required and is confirmed in
writing by the pole owner.
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First Draft – Small Cell Wireless Facilities - Concealment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10.
Equipment for small wireless facilities must be attached to the wooden pole, unless otherwise
permitted to be ground mounted pursuant to subsection (E)(1). The equipment must be placed in the
smallest enclosure possible for the intended purpose. The equipment enclosure and all other wireless
equipment associated with the utility pole, including wireless equipment associated with the antenna and
any pre-existing associated equipment on the pole, may not exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. Multiple
equipment enclosures may be acceptable if designed to more closely integrate with the pole design and
does not cumulatively exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. The applicant is encouraged to place the
equipment enclosure behind any banners or road signs that may be on the pole, provided that such
location does not interfere with the operation of the banners or signs.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

11.
An applicant who desires to enclose both its antennas and equipment within one unified enclosure
may do so, provided that such enclosure is the minimum size necessary for its intended purpose and the
enclosure and all other wireless equipment associated with the pole, including wireless equipment
associated with the antenna and any pre-existing associated wireless equipment on the pole does not
exceed twenty-eight (28) cubic feet. The unified enclosure may not be placed more than six (6) inches
from the surface of the pole, unless a further distance is required and confirmed in writing by the pole
owner. To the extent possible, the unified enclosure shall be placed so as to appear as an integrated part
of the pole or shall be placed behind banners or signs, provided that such location does not interfere with
the operation of the banners or signs.

19
20

12.
The visual effect of the small wireless facility on all other aspects of the appearance of the wooden
pole shall be minimized to the greatest extent possible.

21
22
23
24
25

13.
The use of the wooden pole for the siting of a small wireless facility shall be considered secondary
to the primary function of the pole. If the primary function of a pole serving as the host site for a small
wireless facility becomes unnecessary, the pole shall not be retained for the sole purpose of
accommodating the small wireless facility and the small wireless facility and all associated equipment
shall be removed.

26
27
28

14.
The diameter of a replacement pole shall comply with the City’s setback and sidewalk clearance
requirements and shall not be more than a 25% increase of the existing utility pole diameter as measured
at the base of the pole.

29
30
31

15.
All cables and wires shall be routed through conduit along the outside of the pole. The outside
conduit shall be colored or painted to match the pole. The number of conduit shall be minimized to the
number technically necessary to accommodate the small wireless.

32
33

C.
Small wireless facilities attached to existing buildings, shall conform to the following design
criteria:

34
35

1.
Small wireless facilities may be mounted to the sides of a building if the antennas do not interrupt
the building’s architectural theme.

36

2.

37
38

3.
New architectural features such as columns, pilasters, corbels, or other ornamentation that
conceal antennas may be used if it complements the architecture of the existing building.

39
40

4.
Small wireless facilities shall utilize the smallest mounting brackets necessary in order to provide
the smallest offset from the building.

The interruption of architectural lines or horizontal or vertical reveals is discouraged.
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First Draft – Small Cell Wireless Facilities - Concealment
1
2
3

5.
Skirts or shrouds shall be utilized on the sides and bottoms of antennas in order to conceal
mounting hardware, create a cleaner appearance, and minimize the visual impact of the antennas.
Exposed cabling/wiring is prohibited.

4

6.

5
6

7.
Small wireless facilities attached to new or existing buildings within the Downtown Subarea shall
conform to the design criteria of Chapter 12.64 BMC.

7
8

D.
Small wireless facilities mounted on cables strung between existing utility poles, known as strandmounted facilities, shall conform to the following standards.

9

1.

Each strand mounted facility shall not exceed three (3) cubic feet in volume;

10

2.

Only one strand mounted facility is permitted per cable between any two existing poles;

11
12
13

3.
The strand mounted devices shall be placed as close as possible to the nearest utility pole, in no
event more than five (5) feet from the pole unless a greater distance is technically necessary or is required
by the pole owner for safety clearance;

14
15

4.
No strand mounted device shall be located in or above the portion of the roadway open to
vehicular traffic;

16
17

5.
Ground mounted equipment to accommodate a shared mounted facility is not permitted except
when placed in pre-existing equipment cabinets; and

18

6.

19
20

7.
Such strand mounted devices must be installed to cause the least visual impact and without
excess exterior cabling or wires (other than the original strand).

21

8.

Strand mounted facilities are prohibited on or between non-wooden poles.

22

E.

General requirements.

23
24
25
26

1.
Ground mounted equipment in the rights-of-way is prohibited, unless such facilities are placed
under ground or the applicant can demonstrate that pole mounted or undergrounded equipment is
technically infeasible. If ground mounted equipment is necessary, then the applicant shall submit a
concealment element plan. Generators located in the rights-of-way are prohibited.

27

2.

28
29
30

3.
Small wireless facilities are not permitted on traffic signal poles unless denial of the siting could
be a prohibition or effective prohibition of the applicant’s ability to provide telecommunications service in
violation of 47 USC § 253 and 47 USC § 332.

31
32
33
34
35
36

4.
Replacement poles and new poles shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
City construction and sidewalk clearance standards, city ordinance, and state and federal laws and
regulations in order to provide a clear and safe passage within the rights-of-way. Further, the location of
any replacement or new pole must: be physically possible, comply with applicable traffic warrants, not
interfere with utility or safety fixtures (e.g., fire hydrants, traffic control devices), and not adversely affect
the public welfare, health or safety.

Small wireless facilities shall be painted and textured to match the adjacent building surfaces.

Pole mounted equipment shall comply with the requirements of subsections A and B above.

No equipment shall be operated so as to produce noise in violation of Chapter 8.26 BMC.
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1
2

5.
Replacement poles shall be located as near as possible to the existing pole with the requirement
to remove the abandoned pole.

3
4
5
6
7

6.
No signage, message or identification other than the manufacturer’s identification or identification
required by governing law is allowed to be portrayed on any antenna or equipment enclosure. Any
permitted signage shall be located on the equipment enclosures and be of the minimum amount possible
to achieve the intended purpose (no larger than 4x6 inches); provided that, signs are permitted as
concealment element techniques where appropriate and authorized.

8
9

7.
Antennas and related equipment shall not be illuminated except for security reasons, if required
by a federal or state authority, or unless approved as part of a concealment element plan.

10
11
12

8.
Side arm mounts for antennas or equipment must be the minimum extension necessary and for
wooden poles may be no more than twelve (12) inches off the pole and for non-wooden poles no more
than six (6) inches off the pole.

13
14

9.
The preferred location of a small wireless facility on a pole is the location with the least visible
impact.

15
16

10.
Antennas, equipment enclosures, and ancillary equipment, conduit and cable, shall not dominate
the structure or pole upon which they are attached.

17
18

11.
Except for locations in the right-of-way, small wireless facilities are not permitted on any property
containing a residential use in the residential zones.

19
20
21
22

12.
The City may consider the cumulative visual effects of small wireless facilities mounted on poles
within the rights-of-way in when assessing proposed siting locations so as to not adversely affect the
visual character of the City. This provision shall not be applied to limit the number of permits issued when
no alternative sites are reasonably available nor to impose a technological requirement on the applicant.

23
24
25
26
27

13.
These design standards are intended to be used solely for the purpose of concealment and siting.
Nothing herein shall be interpreted or applied in a manner which dictates the use of a particular
technology. When strict application of these requirements would unreasonably impair the function of the
technology chosen by the applicant, alternative forms of concealment or deployment may be permitted
which provide similar or greater protections from negative visual impacts to the streetscape.

28
29

F.
New poles in the rights-of-way for small wireless facilities and all installations in the Design
District.

30

1.

31
32
33
34

a.
The proposed small wireless facility cannot be located on an existing utility pole or light pole, on
an electrical transmission tower, or on a site outside of the public rights-of-way such as a public park,
public property, building, transmission tower, or in or on a non-residential use in a residential zone
whether by roof or panel-mount or separate structure;

35
36

b.
The proposed small wireless facility receives approval for a concealment element design, as
described in subsection 3 below;

37
38

c.
The proposed small wireless facility also complies with the Shoreline Management Act, Growth
Management Act, and SEPA, if applicable; and

New poles within the rights-of-way are permitted only if the applicant can establish that:
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1
2
3

d.
No new poles shall be located in a critical area or associated buffer required by the City’s Critical
Areas Management ordinance (Chapter 12.04 BMC), except when determined to be exempt pursuant to
said ordinance.

4

2.

5
6
7
8

3.
The concealment element design shall include the design of the screening, fencing, or other
concealment technology for a tower, pole, or equipment structure and for all related transmission
equipment or facilities associated with the proposed small wireless facility, including but not limited to
fiber and power connections.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

a.
The concealment element design should seek to minimize the visual obtrusiveness of the small
wireless facility. The proposed pole or structure should have similar designs to existing neighboring poles
in the rights-of-way, including similar height to the extent technically feasible. If the proposed small
wireless facility is placed on a replacement pole in the Design District, then the replacement pole shall
be of the same general design as the pole it is replacing, unless the Public Works and Community
Development directors otherwise approve a variation due to aesthetic or safety concerns.
Any
concealment element design for a small wireless facility on a decorative pole should attempt to mimic the
design of such pole and integrate the small wireless facility into the design of the decorative pole. Other
concealment methods include, but are not limited to, integrating the installation with architectural features
or building design components, utilization of coverings or concealment devices of similar material, color,
and texture as the surface against which the installation will be seen or on which it will be installed,
landscape design, or other camouflage strategies appropriate for the type of installation. Applicants are
required to utilize designs in which all conduit and wirelines are installed internally in the structure.
Further, applicant designs should, to the extent technically possible, comply with the generally applicable
design standards adopted herein.

24
25
26
27
28

b.
If the Director has already approved a concealment element design either for the applicant or
another small wireless facility along the same public right-of-way or for the same pole type, then the
applicant shall utilize a substantially similar concealment element design, unless it can show that such
concealment element design is not physically or technologically feasible or that such deployment would
undermine the generally applicable design standards.

29
30
31
32

4.
Even if an alternative location is established pursuant to subsection (A)(1) and (A)(2), the Director
may determine that a new pole in the right-of-way is in fact a superior alternative based on the impact to
the City, the concealment element design, the City’s Comprehensive Plan, and the added benefits to the
community.

33
34
35
36

5.
Prior to the issuance of a permit to construct a new pole or ground mounted equipment in the
right-of-way, the applicant must obtain a site-specific agreement from the City to locate such new pole or
ground mounted equipment. This requirement also applies to replacement poles where the overall height
of the replacement pole and the proposed small wireless facility is more than sixty (60) feet.

37
38
39
40
41

6.
These design standards are intended to be used solely for the purpose of concealment and
siting. Nothing herein shall be interpreted or applied in a manner which dictates the use of a particular
technology. When strict application of these requirements would unreasonably impair the function of
the technology chosen by the applicant, alternative forms of concealment or deployment may be
permitted which provide similar or greater protections of the street scape.

An application for a new pole is subject to a Type I review.
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ATT-3
3‐9.5 DESIGN STANDARDS
For all new streetlight installations, the Developer must coordinate with the appropriate utility
company to prepare a street lighting plan for submittal to and approval by the Public Works Director.
The type of installation must be as set forth in WSDOT/APWA Standard Specifications, AASHTO, and
the Bothell Standards.
All new public streetlight designs must be prepared by an engineer licensed in the state of
Washington, capable of performing such work, and according to PSE, Snohomish County PUD
specifications. All new developments must submit the lighting plan on a separate drawing to the City
for review and approval.
3‐9.6 DOWNTOWN STREET NETWORK ILLUMINATION STANDARDS
The following additional requirements apply to the Downtown Subarea. The intent is to provide
consistency in the downtown area to create a well‐coordinated, cohesive downtown experience.
New streetlights in the downtown area must be designed in accordance with the Illuminating
Engineering Society standards and located in accordance with the Illumination Standards Table and
related Standard Details as noted in Table 3‐9(1). Poles must be opposite across the roadway or on
one side of the roadway. Staggered spacing will be allowed upon approval of the Public Works
Director where there is an established staggered pattern and it is necessary to continue this pattern,
or when site or safety conditions prevent locating luminaires on one side of the roadway.
The luminaires must meet the requirements described in the Downtown Bothell Streetlight
Standards Table 3‐9(3) that identify where specific luminaire types must be used. All lamps must be
LED. Street classifications must be per the Imagine Bothell…Comprehensive Plan, as represented in
Table 3‐9(4) and Figure 3‐9(1). The Public Works Director will designate the street classification for
new roads and will designate the required design levels of pedestrian activity and conflict.
Where possible, the designated luminaires for the applicable street must be used at intersections as
well. If the IES standard lighting requirements at intersections cannot be adequately met by the
designated luminaires, the Developer must propose an alternate for approval by the Public Works
Director. Heights of luminaires must be coordinated with signal design to ensure proper mounting of
pole‐mounted signal heads.
All luminaire poles, foundation and anchor bolts must be designed in accordance with the latest
version of AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, and
Traffic Signals for a 90 MPH wind zone and 25 year structure design life. The design of the luminaire
poles, foundation and bolts must accommodate installation of banners and wayfinding signs.
Foundation and anchor bolts structural calculations stamped by a structural engineer licensed in the
state of Washington must be submitted for approval.
All fixtures, poles, arms, and bases must be hot‐dip galvanized and powder coated exterior grade
RAL‐9004 (Solid Black), UV reflective properties of 60 percent or higher, gloss to be 85 percent or
higher. The base must be powder coated exterior grade RAL‐9004 (Solid Black), UV reflective
properties of 60 percent or higher, gloss to be 85 percent or higher.
Unless approved otherwise by the Public Works Director, all luminaire poles must have two electrical
receptacles at 14’‐0” off the ground (or as high as possible on the pole). The receptacles must be
hospital grade duplex GFCI 20 amp, 120 V (Hubbell Class A GF‐8300 or approved equal) with a
lockable die cast NEMA 3R weatherproof cover (Model WP1030MC by Intermatic or approved equal).
Long‐Life photocell, black‐colored photocells must be used.
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Street light standard must conform to Table 3‐9(1) and in Figure 3‐9(1). Other relevant information
regarding specific streetlight pole and illumination needs in the downtown area are shown in Table 3‐
9(2). Street illumination requirements and design criteria for pedestrian conflict are noted in Table 3‐
9(3).
Table 3‐9(1)
DOWNTOWN BOTHELL STREETLIGHT STANDARDS
Street Name
Street Designation
Bothell Way NE
Primary
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)
Primary
Bothell Way NE
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)
Primary
Main Street
(104th Ave to 98th St)
Bothell Way NE
Secondary
(N of Reder Wy)
Beardslee Blvd
Bothell Wy NE/SR 522
(180th St to Kaysner Wy)
185th Street
98th Avenue
Pop Keeney Road
NE 180th Street
NE 186th Street
Reder Way
NE 183rd Street
101st Avenue NE
Any other designated Fabric Streets
Bothell Way NE/SR 522
(West City Limits to 180th)
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Standard Detail #
D310
D311
D310
D313

Secondary

D311

Fabric

D311

Primary

D314

2019 Update
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Street Name
SR 522
Bothell Way NE
Beardslee Boulevard
Main Street (Historic)
Main Street (Extension)
NE 185th Street (east and west
legs)
98th Avenue NE
NE 180th Street
112th Avenue NE
NE 186th Street (east and west
legs)
Reder Way (east and west legs)
NE183rd Street (east and west
legs)
101st Avenue NE
Pop Keeney Road

Table 3‐9(2)
STREET CLASSIFICATIONS
FOR ILLIMUNICATION PURPOSES*
Classification
Street Designation
Principal Arterial
Primary
Principal Arterial
Primary
Minor Arterial
Secondary
Minor Arterial
Primary
Collector
Primary
Collector

Secondary

Collector
Collector
Collector

Secondary
Fabric
Fabric

Local

Fabric

Local

Fabric

Local

Fabric

Local
Local

Fabric
Secondary

*Refer to most current IES Guidelines

Table 3‐9(3)

PEDESTRIAN CONFLICT AREAS – DESIGN CRITERIA AT INTERSECTIONS
Level of Pedestrian Conflicts at Specific Intersections
Street

Intersecting
Bothell Way NE
101st Avenue NE
NE 180th Street
98th Avenue NE
Main Street
NE 183rd Street
NE 185th Street
NE 186th Street
Reder Way
Main Street
Pop Keeney Road

Bothell Way NE/SR 522

Bothell Way NE

98th Avenue
NE 185th Street
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Pedestrian
Conflict
Medium
N/A (No Crossing)
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
N/A (no crossing)
Medium
Medium
Medium

2019 Update

MAINLINE
Street
Bothell Way NE
Main Street
Beardslee Boulevard
98th Avenue NE
NE 185th Street
NE 183rd Street
112th Avenue NE
Pop Keeney Road
NE 186th Street
Reder Way

Level of Pedestrian Conflicts Along Mainline
Limits
Bothell Way NE/SR 522 to Reder
Way
98th Avenue NE to 104th Avenue
NE
104th Avenue NE to I‐405 ramps
SR 522 to NE 185th Street
98th Avenue NE to 102nd Avenue
102nd Avenue to 104th Avenue NE
98th Avenue NE to 102nd Avenue
102nd Avenue to 104th Avenue NE
Ross Road to Beardslee
Boulevard
Full Extent
Full Extent
Full Extent

Pedestrian Conflict
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low

High
Significant number of pedestrians expected on sidewalks or crossing streets in darkness; includes
downtown retail areas, theaters, concert halls, stadiums, transit terminals, etc
Medium
Less number of pedestrians utilizing sidewalks at night; includes downtown office areas, library and
apartment blocks, neighborhood shopping, industrial, etc.
Low
Low residential developments and semi‐rural areas
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3-9.5 DESIGN STANDARDS
For all new streetlight installations, the Developer must coordinate with the appropriate utility
company to prepare a street lighting plan for submittal to and approval by the Public Works Director.
The type of installation must be as set forth in WSDOT/APWA Standard Specifications, AASHTO, and
the Bothell Standards.
All new public streetlight designs must be prepared by an engineer licensed in the state of
Washington, capable of performing such work, and according to PSE, Snohomish County PUD
specifications. All new developments must submit the lighting plan on a separate drawing to the City
for review and approval.
3-9.6 DOWNTOWN STREET NETWORK ILLUMINATION STANDARDS
The following additional requirements apply to the Downtown Subarea. The intent is to provide
consistency in the downtown area to create a well-coordinated, cohesive downtown experience.
New streetlights in the downtown area must be designed in accordance with the Illuminating
Engineering Society standards and located in accordance with the Illumination Standards Table and
related Standard Details as noted in Table 3-9(1). Poles must be opposite across the roadway or on
one side of the roadway. Staggered spacing will be allowed upon approval of the Public Works
Director where there is an established staggered pattern and it is necessary to continue this pattern,
or when site or safety conditions prevent locating luminaires on one side of the roadway.
The luminaires must meet the requirements described in the Downtown Bothell Streetlight
Standards Table 3-9(3) that identify where specific luminaire types must be used. All lamps must be
LED. Street classifications must be per the Imagine Bothell…Comprehensive Plan, as represented in
Table 3-9(4) and Figure 3-9(1). The Public Works Director will designate the street classification for
new roads and will designate the required design levels of pedestrian activity and conflict.
Where possible, the designated luminaires for the applicable street must be used at intersections as
well. If the IES standard lighting requirements at intersections cannot be adequately met by the
designated luminaires, the Developer must propose an alternate for approval by the Public Works
Director. Heights of luminaires must be coordinated with signal design to ensure proper mounting of
pole-mounted signal heads.
All luminaire poles, foundation and anchor bolts must be designed in accordance with the latest
version of AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, and
Traffic Signals for a 90 MPH wind zone and 25 year structure design life. The design of the luminaire
poles, foundation and bolts must accommodate installation of banners and wayfinding signs.
Foundation and anchor bolts structural calculations stamped by a structural engineer licensed in the
state of Washington must be submitted for approval.
All fixtures, poles, arms, and bases must be hot-dip galvanized and powder coated exterior grade
RAL-9004 (Solid Black), UV reflective properties of 60 percent or higher, gloss to be 85 percent or
higher. The base must be powder coated exterior grade RAL-9004 (Solid Black), UV reflective
properties of 60 percent or higher, gloss to be 85 percent or higher.
Unless approved otherwise by the Public Works Director, all luminaire poles must have two electrical
receptacles at 14’-0” off the ground (or as high as possible on the pole). The receptacles must be
hospital grade duplex GFCI 20 amp, 120 V (Hubbell Class A GF-8300 or approved equal) with a
lockable die cast NEMA 3R weatherproof cover (Model WP1030MC by Intermatic or approved equal).
Long-Life photocell, black-colored photocells must be used.
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Street light standard must conform to Table 3-9(1) and in Figure 3-9(1). Other relevant information
regarding specific streetlight pole and illumination needs in the downtown area are shown in Table 39(2). Street illumination requirements and design criteria for pedestrian conflict are noted in Table 39(3).
Table 3-9(1)
DOWNTOWN BOTHELL STREETLIGHT STANDARDS
Street Name
Street Designation
Bothell Way NE
Primary
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)
Bothell Way NE
Primary
(SR 522 to Reder Wy)
Main Street
Primary
(104th Ave to 98th St)
Bothell Way NE
Secondary
(N of Reder Wy)
Beardslee Blvd
Bothell Wy NE/SR 522
(180th St to Kaysner Wy)
185th Street
98th Avenue
Pop Keeney Road
NE 180th Street
NE 186th Street
Reder Way
NE 183rd Street
101st Avenue NE
Any other designated Fabric Streets
Bothell Way NE/SR 522
(West City Limits to 180th)
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Standard Detail #
D310
D311
D310
D313

Secondary

D311

Fabric

D311

Primary

D314

2019 Update
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Street Name

SR 522
Bothell Way NE
Beardslee Boulevard
Main Street (Historic)
Main Street (Extension)
NE 185th Street (east and west
legs)
98th Avenue NE
NE 180th Street
112th Avenue NE
NE 186th Street (east and west
legs)
Reder Way (east and west legs)
NE183rd Street (east and west
legs)
101st Avenue NE
Pop Keeney Road

Table 3-9(2)
STREET CLASSIFICATIONS
FOR ILLIMUNICATION PURPOSES*
Classification
Street Designation
Principal Arterial
Primary
Principal Arterial
Primary
Minor Arterial
Secondary
Minor Arterial
Primary
Collector
Primary
Collector

Secondary

Collector
Collector
Collector

Secondary
Fabric
Fabric

Local

Fabric

Local

Fabric

Local

Fabric

Local
Local

Fabric
Secondary

*Refer to most current IES Guidelines
Table 3-9(3)

PEDESTRIAN CONFLICT AREAS – DESIGN CRITERIA AT INTERSECTIONS
Level of Pedestrian Conflicts at Specific Intersections
Street

Intersecting
Bothell Way NE
101st Avenue NE
NE 180th Street
98th Avenue NE
Main Street
NE 183rd Street
NE 185th Street
NE 186th Street
Reder Way
Main Street
Pop Keeney Road

Bothell Way NE/SR 522

Bothell Way NE
98th Avenue
NE 185th Street
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Pedestrian
Conflict
Medium
N/A (No Crossing)
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
N/A (no crossing)
Medium
Medium
Medium

2019 Update

MAINLINE
Street
Bothell Way NE
Main Street
Beardslee Boulevard
98th Avenue NE
NE 185th Street
NE 183rd Street
112th Avenue NE
Pop Keeney Road
NE 186th Street
Reder Way

Level of Pedestrian Conflicts Along Mainline
Limits
Bothell Way NE/SR 522 to Reder
Way
98th Avenue NE to 104th Avenue
NE
104th Avenue NE to I-405 ramps
SR 522 to NE 185th Street
98th Avenue NE to 102nd Avenue
102nd Avenue to 104th Avenue NE
98th Avenue NE to 102nd Avenue
102nd Avenue to 104th Avenue NE
Ross Road to Beardslee
Boulevard
Full Extent
Full Extent
Full Extent

Pedestrian Conflict
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low

High
Significant number of pedestrians expected on sidewalks or crossing streets in darkness; includes
downtown retail areas, theaters, concert halls, stadiums, transit terminals, etc
Medium
Less number of pedestrians utilizing sidewalks at night; includes downtown office areas, library and
apartment blocks, neighborhood shopping, industrial, etc.
Low
Low residential developments and semi-rural areas
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* POLE - STEEL, ASTM-A572 GRADE 65
* BASE PLATE - STEEL, ASTM-A36
* BASE COVER & ARM CASTINGS - ALUMINUM, ASTM-A356
* ANCHOR BOLTS - (4) 1"x36"x6" ANCHOR BOLTS WITH (2) HEX NUTS & (2) FLAT WASHERS PER BOLT; BOLTS FULLY
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Study Session
Approved 2019 Planning Docket

MEMORANDUM
Community Development
DATE:

March 6, 2019

TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Michael Kattermann, Community Development Director

SUBJECT:

Briefing – Council approved 2019 Planning Docket

Objective
The purpose of tonight’s briefing is to update the Planning Commission on Council approval of
the 2019 Planning Docket (Attachment 1).
Purpose/Action
No action is required.
Policy Consideration
The tasks listed in the Docket, especially the Imagine Bothell…Comprehensive Plan and Bothell
Municipal Code amendments, affect how the City regulates and manages growth and meets its
obligations under Federal and State law. Several of these tasks are also directly or indirectly
related to the following Council goals: affordable housing, community connections, economic
development, and environmental stewardship and sustainability. The Planning Commission has
an important role in exploring the implications and different approaches of these tasks in order to
formulate a recommendation for Council consideration.
Background
Planning Commission reviewed and provided comments on the draft docket at the January 23
meeting. At that time the Commission supported all of the mandatory tasks (1–5) as well as
Canyon Park and affordable housing (6, 7) that support Council Goals. The Commission also
identified a few other tasks as being important:
 8 Improvements to development permitting regulations;
 9 Refinement of Downtown Development Regulations;
 10 Downtown Plan and Code amendments regarding City-owned properties;
 11 Property owner request to allow nursing homes as a Conditional Use within residential
zones
 15 Sign regulation Code amendments
 16 Update landscape codes
Council received a briefing on the proposed docket, including Planning Commission comments, and
heard public comments at the February 19 meeting. Council agreed that updates to the sign regulations
and landscape code are important; however, they did not change the priority order of tasks that could be
accomplished this year. After questions and deliberation, Council approved the attached 2019 Planning
Docket, which represents the work program for the strategic planning and landmark preservation staff for
this year.
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Discussion
The following table represents an estimated schedule for when the 2019 docket items could
come before Planning Commission. The first three of these (SMP update, critical areas update,
and small cell wireless) have been or will be on the Commission’s agenda during the first
quarter. Staff will provide a briefing on the items and estimated timing for the Commission’s
information and answer any questions about the entire list of tasks on the docket.
2019 Planning Docket - Estimated Schedule for Planning Commission
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

****

****

DEC

#

TASK

1

SMP Update

****

2

Critical Areas Update

****

****

3

Small Cell Wireless

****

****

4

Comp Plan Amendments

5

Buildable Lands Report

6

Canyon Park Plan

7

Housing Strategy Implementation

8

Housekeeping Code Amendments

9

Downtown Code Amendments

10

City-owned Parcels

11

Private Code Amendment

****

****

12

Impact Fee Collection

****

****

****

****

****

****

****
****

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

Planning Commission

Recommended Action
No action is required.

Attachments
1. Council approved 2019 Planning Docket
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2019 PLANNING DOCKET
Note: Source/Status column includes previous Council action. Proposed Timing is staff’s
recommendation (in bold) for when to include the task in the work program. Estimated Hours
are for Strategic Planning staff only.

#
1
2

Source /
Status
State Mandate,
Initiated 2018,
Underway
State Mandate,
Initiated 2017,
Underway

3

Mandated by
FCC rules,
Initiated 2018,
Underway

4

GMA
Consistency,
New

5

6

7

Tasks
Shoreline Master Program (SMP) Periodic
Update. Limited to required scope, currently
before the Shorelines Board.
Code amendments to Title 14, Critical Areas.
Updates are needed to comply with FEMA and
Ecology requirements regarding flood plains and
wetlands, respectively.
Code amendments for ‘Small Cell’ Wireless
Communication Facilities (WCF). Aligning
BMC with new Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) rules restricting local
regulation of small cell facilities. Also
housekeeping of existing WCF code.
Comprehensive Plan Amendments
A. Capital Facilities Element (CFE): Add
planned new Fire Stations 42 and 45 approved
in Public Safety Bond.
B. Transportation Element: Add policy and text
amendments from Bike Plan adoption.

State Mandate, Buildable Lands Report. Between 2019 and
New
2021, counties and cities will be updating
buildable lands inventories and analyses that
inform new growth targets and capacity for
2023 Comprehensive Plan Update.
Council Goal
Canyon Park Subarea and Regional Growth
Initiated 2016, Center (RGC) Plan Update Phase 2. Develop
Underway
and analyze land use and transportation
alternatives; draft environmental review. Phase
3 unfunded – Final EIS, Amend code &
policies.
Council Goal
Housing Strategy Implementation – Work
plan approved 7/2018 includes:
A – Underway
A. Plan and Code amendments for affordable
housing provisions in Canyon Park.
B – Housing
Strategy Work
B. Continue with ADU Code amendments
Plan; Privacy
initiated in 2018 (e.g. privacy concerns,
Underway,
maximum area limitations, elimination of
Remainder Not
other barriers) with input from ARCH study.
Started
C – Housing
C. Plan and Code amendment to develop a
Strategy Work
Multi-Family Tax Exemption (MFTE)
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Timing
Due 6/30/2019

Estimated
Hours
110

2019

100

Design regs
due 4/14/2019;
Permanent
regs due
6/30/2019

150

2019

Report due
6/30/2021,
data & analysis
in 2019-2020
2019

A - 100
Plus Fire,
PW,
Finance
B – 40
PW
200
Plus GIS

700
Plus PW,
Parks,
Legal

2019
A–
included in
#6
B – 125

C – 300
Plus ARCH
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#
8

Source /
Status
Plan, Not
Started
A–H
New
I – Initiated
2018,
Deferred
J – Initiated
2016, Deferred

Tasks

Timing

program. In 2019 establish the foundation
for an MFTE.
Development Services Initiative (DSI) – Code A-H: 2019
amendments identified by staff (LEAN process
I: 2020
and project review) to improve review of
development applications:
A. Clarify whether Planned Unit Development J: 2020
(PUD) clustering provisions can be applied
to multi-family residential zones. Current
language does not provide certainty.
B. Clarify prohibition on ‘rounding up’ unit and
lot yield in Title 12 (Zoning). Applicants
often request ‘rounding up’ of unit or lot
yield which is prohibited under current Plan
and Code requirements.
C. Amend Title 11 (Administration) to give
applicants 180 days to re-submit additional
materials requested by City. Code
currently allows 90 days. Grants additional
time for complex resubmittals and aligns
with recent Title 20 amendments.
D. Correct Title 12 (Zoning) requiring
deduction of surface water facilities from
net buildable area, which is inconsistent
with other sections of and Code
Comprehensive Plan.
E. Clarify subarea descriptions in Title 12
(North Creek/NE 195th St. Subarea).
Description of subareas needs clarification
and map.
F. Clarify Title 12 regarding sign height. Code
unclear that overall sign height includes
base.
G. Amend Title 11 to define “detached
condominium units.” Currently no
definition. Detached condos have
appearance of single family but are
technically multi-family residential uses.
H. Amend Title 11 procedures for plan and
code amendments to reflect current
structure.
I. Increase Short Plat size from 4 lots to 9.
Reduce processing time for applicants and
staff for smaller-scale subdivisions.
J. Code amendments to Title 12 for
consistency with state regulations regarding
“Residential Care Facility”.
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Estimated
Hours

A - H – 80
I – 150
J – 100
330

2
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#
9

Source /
Status
Initiated 2018
A – Underway
B – Underway
C – Housing
Strategy Work
Plan, Not
Started
D – Deferred

10

New

Tasks
Code amendments to Downtown Subarea
regulations – To include:
A. Public open space regulations to achieve
better outcomes;
B. Downtown Historic Resources Regulations
and possibly Title 22, Landmark
Preservation, to preserve historic
buildings/facades on Main Street and in the
historic downtown core, in coordination with
the Downtown Historic District and
Landmark Feasibility Study (see Landmark
Preservation # 2);
C. Remove 3-story overlay in General
Downtown Corridor and add affordable
housing overlay;
D. Parking requirements related to outcome of
parking management plan or Phase 2 study
(not funded).
Potential Downtown Plan and Code
amendments regarding City-owned parcels

A. Amendments as needed related to sale
and development (e.g. architectural
guidelines, land uses, and building
heights).
B. Update Planned Action EIS capacity
analysis if needed.

11

New –
Property
Owner
Request

12

New – School
District
Request

Code amendment to allow Nursing Homes /
Rehabilitation facilities as conditional use in
residential zones. – Owners of the Bothell
Health Care Center (nursing home and
rehabilitation center) at 707 228th St SW want
to accommodate more rehabilitation facilities
and improve living conditions for clients.
‘Nursing Homes’ are prohibited within the R
7,200 zone, meaning the facility is a legal nonconforming use which cannot be expanded.
Northshore School District Impact Fee
Collection – District is requesting City collect
school impact mitigation fees.

Timing
A, B: 2019
C, D: 2020

Estimated
Hours
A – 100
Plus Parks
& Legal
B – 75
Plus hours
listed in
Landmark
Pres. #3
C – 100
D – 75
Plus Exec
&
consultant
350

A – 2019

No
estimate

B – 2020

2019

50

2019

50
Plus Legal

TOTAL 2019 HOURS THROUGH TASK 12: 2180
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#
13

Source /
Status
New

14

Initiated 2018,
Deferred,
Not Started

15

Initiated 2018,
Deferred,
Not Started

16

Initiated 2016
– 2018,
Deferred,
Not Started
New

17

18

New –
Shorelines
Board

19

New

20

Initiated 201618, Planning
Commission
recommendation 2016

Tasks
Comprehensive Plan and Code
amendments regarding private streets –
Requests for private streets are increasing and
policy direction is needed.

Timing
2020

Review of BMC Chapter 12.22, Signs, and
potential Code amendments per US
Supreme Court ruling (Reed v Town of
Gilbert). This concerns regulation of signs
based on content and review of City’s
regulations for compliance with Court decision.
Comprehensive Update to the Landscape
Regulations - Current landscaping regulations
are geared toward a suburban style of
development and should be updated.
Code amendments to regulations pertaining
to adult entertainment. Council initiated Code
amendments to clarify current regulations
pertaining to espresso stands.
Code amendments for City Council review
of proposed park land dedications. Earlier
and defined process for proposals to dedicate
parkland.

2020

Estimated
Hours
150
Plus Public
Works,
Fire, and
Legal
50
Plus Legal

2020

200
Plus
consultant

2020

50
Plus Legal
as lead

2020

80
Plus Parks
and Legal

Amend the Shoreline Master Program
regarding buffer enhancement incentives –
Review current provision allowing reduction of
standard buffer width in exchange for buffer
enhancement.
Property Owner Request – Plan and Code
amendment to change 10116 and 10126 NE
187th ST from R 4,000 to R 2,800 – Property is
adjacent to R 2,800 zoning. This request would
increase the allowed units from 5 to 7 units.

2020

120
Plus
consultant

2023 as part of
next periodic
update

100

Nike Hill Plan and Code amendments. Apply
three story (35 feet) Residential Activity Center
and mixed use zoning classifications in the
Neighborhood Activity Center at Meridian
Avenue and 228th Street SE/SW with affordable
housing requirements.

2023

150
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2019 PLANNING DOCKET
Strategic Planning Hours by Priority and Timing
Recommended for action in 2019
Estimated Strategic Planning staff hours available
Mandatory (State, Federal)
Supports a Council Goal
Previously initiated by Council
New

Hours

Subtotal 2019

2,250
700
1,125
175
180
2,180

Subtotal Defer
Total hours all tasks

875
600
1,475
3,655

Recommended for deferral to 2020 or later
Previously initiated by Council
New

Approved by City Council 2/19/2019
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Landmark Preservation Tasks

#
1

2

Source /
Status
Mandatory
Board
Initiated
2013,
Underway

Board
initiated
2018,
Underway

3

New

4

Board
Initiated 2016

Task
Post-WWII Historic Resources Inventory
Update (HRI) – An inventory of resources
over 50 years old is maintained and needs to
be updated to include approximately 400
properties built in “mid-century” period.
Current grant will supplement consultant
hours.
Downtown Historic District and Landmark
Feasibility Study – Study will pinpoint all
register-eligible buildings in the DSRA,
determine financial incentives and identify
potential historic districts

Proposed
Timing
2019
10-year update
required for
Certified Local
Government
2019
Board priority

Estimated
Hours
420
(260 reg./
160 grantfunded)

170
(fully grantfunded)

TOTAL 2019 LBP CONSULTANT HOURS THROUGH TASK 2: 590
40
Native Peoples Project – Assist LPB with
Pending Board
tasks and coordination between departments direction
and participants.
Bothell Then & Now book update – Include
McMenamins, post-WWII resources, and
Snohomish County. Submitted grant
application to cover consultant time.

Pending grant
funding

160

790

Total

Available Landmark Consultant Time Estimate
Regular LBP consultant hours (10 X 52)
Grant Hours awarded (160 + 170)
Total LBP Staff hours available
Other LBP Consultant work tasks
Available LBP Consultant time for projects
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520
330
850
[260]
590
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